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young heberheberjheberdJ grant s years of passage

ronald W walker

0 god thou hast taught me from my youth
and hitherto have I1 declared thy wondrous works

psalm 7217

As heberheberjheberdJ grant came of age mormonism was as much a part
of the utah landscape as the territory s dusty valleys and vaulting
mountain walls young heber met religion everywhere in his salt
lake city home and neighborhood at the tabernacle on temple
square in the offices of church and civic leaders where he sometimes
ventured and certainly in his native thirteenth ward one of the
most innovative and organizationally developed latter day saint
congregations of the time slowly young heber internalized his
religious culture but not before encountering the usual perils of
adolescence and coming of age the process tells a great deal
about heber himself but also about the beliefs rituals and worship
patterns of early utah mormonism

heberjheberd grant was a second generation mormon bornbom 22 november
18561836 at jedediah grants imposing main street home his father
brighamsBrighams counselor and salt lake mayor died nine days later in
jedediahs stead the boy was christened by thirteenth ward bishop
edwin D woolley who found the spirit of the occasion to be unusual
1 I was only an instrument in the hands of his dead father in
blessing him the bishop later remarked that boy is entitled
someday to be one of the apostles and I1 know it I11

there were other harbingers of the childs future once rachel
his mother took the boy to a formal dinner at the heber C kimballsKimballs

ronald W walker associateassociate editor of BYU studies isis a seniorsentorsenior research historian for the joseph fielding
smith institute for church history and an associateassociate professor of history brigham young university

preston W parkinson comp the utah woolley family salt lake city deseret news press 1967

126 see also heberdheberj grant hereafter cited as grant typed diary 22 september 1924 and 2 february 1938
grant papers library archives historical department the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints salt
lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives the christening is recorded inin the thirteenth ward
papers LDS church archives when citing material inin the grant collection I1 have used box and folder
numbers only when source identification cannot be established through the use of the collections register
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after the adults had finished dining the children were invited to eat
what remained excited little heber was thoroughly enjoying himself
when brother kimball suddebuddesuddenlynly lifted him atop a table and began
prophesying about his future the terrified child especially remembered
the foreboding coal black eyes of president young s first counselor 2

moreover there was the portentous relief society gathering held at
william C staines s home where eliza R snow and zina D young
spoke and interpreted in the unknown tongue blessing each of
the women present they eventually turned to rachel heber who
was playing on the floor recalled hearing something about his
becoming a great big man his mothers understanding however
was more precise behave yourself rachel knowingly told him as

he grew to maturity and you will some day be one of the apostles in
the church 3

the thirteenth ward the grants home congregation made
these auspicious predictions more likely one of the largest and most
culturally diverse wards in the territory the thirteenth ward also
boasted major human and economiceconomic resources among its members
were some of the most prominent men in the territory including
general authorities prominent merchants and land investors these
in turn brought a high level of prosperity the 13th ward observed
one contemporary was richer than all the saints at kirtland when
the temple was built indeed it may have enjoyed the highest
income level in the church during the years when heberjheberdheber J grant was
growing up 4

such a ward was an ideal setting for the beginning of the LDS
sunday school movement while churchmen had earlier organized a
few scattered and short lived sabbath schools the thirteenth wards
was the first established after the city s bishops agreed in a major
policy decision to counter the post civil war denominational
academies with mormon sabbath schools aa5a5 A typical sunday might
find the children meeting at the thirteenth ward assembly rooms
where they listened to short talks sang and recited inspirational prose
and poetry leaders might also catechize the youth with questions
drawn from the bible book of mormon or LDS church history
liberally awarding prizes for both correct answers and proper conduct

grant to helen mar monson 2 november 1942 grant letterbookLetter book 81601 grant papers
3grantgrantagrant conference report april 1927 17 18

4zerubbabelzerubbabelZerub babel snow general minutes of the thirteenth ward 1854 68 12 may 1863 thirteenth ward
papers leonard J arrington from quaker to lutterlatter duyday saint bishop edwin D woolleyiyloTylolymo ohleyolley salt lake city
deseret book 1976 325

5generalgeneral minutes of the thirteenth ward 30 march 1867 thirteenth ward papers
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courtesy ofldsoflas church historical department

rachel grant and her son heber
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heber took advantage of the wards new school in fact the
ambitious and assertive boy was often at front stage excelling at
memorization he quickly mastered the mormon articles of faith
the first five pages ofofjohnjaquessjohn jaquess catechism and joseph smith s

health revelation the word of wisdom a frequent sunday school
recitation you were our prize sunday school boy remembered a
classmate bros musser and mabin johnbohndohn maiben predicted great
things for you 6 on one occasion he pitted his declamatory skills

against ort orson F whitney whose rendition of shamus obrien
proved superior to heber s the martrydom of the prophet and
patriarch but heber had another card up his sleeve orson whitney
recalled many years later he answered more questions from the
catechism than any other student in school and won a prize equal to
mine which was the autobiography of parley P prattpraff I71

yet hebersaebers confident facade concealed a desperate shyness when
first asked to pray publicly he trembled like a leaf and feared
imminent collapse 8 president youngs 1868 reconnoiter at the school had
similar results unnerved heber stumbled badly in his recital of the
word of wisdom causing his classmates great merriment thoroughly
confused heber had to begin his recitation anew president young
later salvedcalved the incident by highly complimenting him 1 I was my
fathers own son by not being discouraged and quitting heber
remembered brigham telling him but demonstrated a true spirit of
determination to accomplish the task given me heber never forgot
his embarrassment nor president youngs words of praise 9

As in victorian england mormonscormons used their sabbath schools for
both moral and social uplift children were taught scripture study
sabbath observance honesty family solidarity inviolability of the
word of wisdom and of course general propriety at times the latter
instruction was specific boys were told to stop stealing peaches from
neighborhood gardens and warned of the evil consequences of such
evil conduct moreover they should quit throwing mud from the end
of a stick which disfigured buildings that had cost a great deal 10

bellebeliebeile whitney sears to grant 20 february 1919 general correspondence hereafter cited as

gen corr grant papers for articles offaithof faithfalth andjacquessand jacquess catechism respectively see grant remarks at
the dedicatory service of the pocatello institute p 1 17 october 1929 draft inm box 156 fd 5 grant
papers and grant to wilford owen woodruff 19 september 1922 grant letterbookLetter book 5975359 753755 grant papers

orson70rson F whitney minutes of birthday celebration p 6 nd box 177 fd 8 grant papers
8grantagrantrant to thomas G judd 10 may 1926 gen corr grant papers
9grantsgrantagrant undated and loose diary sheet box 177 fd 5 grant papers
Io iosundaysunday school minutes 23 august 1868 thirteenth ward papers for the social ramifications of

victorian reform see george kitson clarkdarkoark the making of victorian england cambridge mass harvard
univ press 1962 147 205
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perhaps such a boyish misdeed almost drove heber from the
school angered by a reproof the youth stormed from the assembly
rooms exclaiming that the school could go plumb to hell being
raised as an only child he later explained 1 I was rather
hotheadedhot headed and I1 quit going after many entreatiesentreaties to return
including those of george goddard his neighbor and a member of
the schools superintendency heber finally rejoined his classmates
brother goddard kept me from going where I1 said the sunday
school could go heber acknowledged

heber generally enjoyed the school and credited it as having a
major shaping influence on his character clearly its impact went
beyond rote learning and indoctrination goddard maiben and
school librarian F A mitchell who was always on hand to lend
t 4 good books to read were in fact role models that the fatherless boy
desperately needed 12 your integrity and devotion has been an
inspiration to me heber wrote in midlifemid life to maiben 1 I look back
with pleasure to the happy associations that I1 have had with you and
brother goddard bishop woolley and many other faithful saints
when I1 was a young man 13

hebersaebers youthful thirteenth ward experiences involved more
than sunday school exercises while the pioneers first meetings
were centered on temple square almost from its establishment the
thirteenth ward held a plethora of meetings these included youth
meetings women s meetings men s meetings quaker type meetings
that allowed broad based participation and preaching meetings that
were held during the winter season as often as three times a week
unlike most pioneer mormonscormonsMormons who were chronically lax in their
meeting attendance heber was often seated in a thirteenth ward pew
indeed some ofhis fondest memories centered on going to meeting
there were brother blythe s interminable half hour prayers and
george goddard s sweetly and often sung rendition of who s on
the lord s side14Side 14 and then there was bishop edwin D woolley
charitable well meaning and firmly dedicated to his religion
bishop woolley could also be summary during a preaching meeting

grant to A G gowans 10 july 1919 grant letterbookLetterbook 54826 and grant to hyrum H goddard
8 december 1937 grant letterbookLetterbook 75930 grant papers

12 12grantgrant blessing ofoffF A mitchell 15 september 1919 grant letterbookLetterbook 5570 grant papers
13grantgrant tojohncojohnto john maiben 19july19 july 1901 grant letterbookLetter book 3198 inserted between ppap 680 81 see also

grant remarks at the funeral services of franklin B plattplaitpiatt 18 march 1928 grant letterbookLetterbook p 332 in
box 192 fd 8 grant papers

14wW S naylor to grant 22 november 1940 ephemera material birthday tributes grant papers

emily wells grant to grant 11 august 1890 family correspondence grant papers
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during one worship service he spoyspokspokee warmly of those who accused
him of failing to act the part of a father and urged his critics to
airair their feelings when william capener did so bishop woolley
peremptorily cut him off from the church members debated the
action the following week with half the congregation refusing
to sustain the excommunication bishop woolley however refused
to budge railing about the whoredom and the wickedness
of the ward the bishop vowed by the help of the lord and the
ethernbrethernbretherdbr sic to cleanse it 15

heberhebersaeberss memory of bishop woolley focused on more prosaic
things like the bishops heavy emphasis on tithe paying or his control
of speakers and meetings bishop woolley didnt like meetings to last
longer than two hours and invariably warned his preachers to limit
their sermons to a single hour heber normally positioned himself in
the northeast comercorner of the assembly rooms where after the obligatory
hour he would periodically snap his watch crystal as a reminder of
the hours lateness the act usually was unnecessary from his vantage
point heber could witness the bishops surreptitious hand reach
out and tug at a longwindedlong winded preachers coattails but woolley s

behavior was not automatic A spellbinding speaker like john morgan
fresh from his southern states mission received carte blanche

bishop woolley knows whose coat to pull the boy thoughtfully
observed 16

there were other speakers heber remembered being drawn to
youngjohnyoung john henry smith only eight years grant s senior seemed always

to carry the inspiration of the lord joseph F smith nephew of
the founding prophet and youthful counselor to president young
also spoke impressively even as a little child before I1 could
thoroughly comprehend the teaching of the authorities of the church
heber recalled president smiths thirteenth ward preaching would

thrill my very being 17

no speaker captivated him like president young somewhat over
five feet eight inches tall above average for the time brigham young
carried himself with conscious presence observers who watched his
delivery emphasized his lips which came together like the jaws of a
bear trap and conveyed indomitable pluck while young heber

15 15generalgeneral minutes 21 and 25 december 1856 thirteenth ward papers according to bishop woolley
capener had previously agreed thatthai their longstandinglong standing dispute would be settled privately the disgruntled
communicant however had refused to come forth

grant to iva hamblin 23 may 1935 grant letterbooklenerbookLetterLener book 72644 grantgram papers for woolleyswoollensWool leys emphasis
on tithe paying leejseej H midgley to grant 16 may 1941 gen corr grant papers

grant remarks at the YMMIA board meeting 29 january29january 1919 box 157 fd 3 grant papers
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probably failed to detect them vermont provincialisms such as beetleleetle

berendbeyendbelbey end disremember aint you and they was gave color to his
remarks and punctuated his easy conversational style 18 mormonscormons
and gentiles alike generally agreed on brighamsBrighams pulpit appeal 19

heber himself was enthralled by youngs wonderful capacity to
hold his audience and his ability to inspire his listeners about the
principles of life and salvation 20 whether behind a thirteenth ward
pulpit or more frequently occupying the rostrum at temple square
where heber often attended president young stated and restated
his themes build zion sacrifice time talent and means for the
community bear each others burdens become the lords
steward be self sufficient avoid babylon work hard

perform your duty obey so indelibly were they impressed
on heber s young mind that youngs themes became his own lifelong
preaching texts

heber learned other lessons by attending the thirteenth wards
preaching meetings one elder never used a simple word when several
larger ones might do on one occasion after delivering a fulsome
sermon he was followed to the speakers stand by the ungrammatical
millen atwood during the first sermon heber who was studying
english at the time penciled on his removable cuff a long list of
unfamiliar words that required study eyeing atwood he proposed
to continue his self improvement exercise by listing a few solecisms
1 I did not write anything more after that first sentence not a
word heber vividly remembered sixty five years later when
millen atwood stopped preaching tears were rolling down my cheeks

atwoods testimony made the first profound impression that
was ever made upon my heart and soul of the divine mission of the
prophet dosephjoseph smith 21

hebersaebers lay priesthood activity also helped mold him unlike
mormon young men of today he apparently was never asked to break

I1 for these and other contemporary descriptions of brigham youngs speaking see sketch by S A kenner
inm history ofodtheofthetaetherae bench andanyandlarandbarbar of utah ed and comp C C goodwin salt lake city interstate press

association 1913 12 chicago times report filed 22 february 1871 inin preston nibley brigham young

the man anahisandhisundand hijhis work salt lake city deseret news press 1936 469 new york herald 12 august 1868

and lafortyafortyA Forty ninernmerdescribesdescribes brigham young inin leroyrleroyleroyaR and ann W hafenjournalsHafenhaf en journals offortyofforryfontyForty binersniners
salt lake to los angeles vol lof2 of far west andtheand faethefad rockies genecafglendaleGene caicalifCAf arthur R clarkdarkoark 1954 276 n

19ronaiRonaldRonalronaldaronaldwdWW walker raining pitchforks brigham young as preacher sunstone 8 may june 1983 4 9

grant to susa young gates 16 march 1927 grant letterbookLetterbook 6516765 167 grant papers
grant the spirit and the letter improvementimprovementeraeraerwena 42 april 1939 201 see also grant conference

report april 1901 64 and grant reminiscences of president heberjheberdheber J grant p 25 nd box 145 fd 4

grant papers grant remembered the first speaker using such phrases as we have indisputable and

uncontrovertable evidences of the divine benignity
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and bless the sacramental bread 22he22 he did however serve as one of
the wards block teachers whom bishop woolley admitted were not
always the best talents or the best men they were in woolley s

mind simply the best that would work with him 23this23 this meant
occasionally asking a youth like heber to labor with an experienced
companion like hamilton G park hebersaebers teaching activity was of
more than passing importance park s faith was deep and visionary
he once announced that he had seen the savior and heard him speak 24

As the man and boy walked around the block occupied by the imposing
salt lake theatre brother park plied his impressionable companion
with faith promoting stories many involving his personal experiences
as a missionary to scotland such moments convinced heber that
hamilton park was one of the best spirited men in the church &

one that would sacrifice everything for his religion 25 at a time
when few teenagers served as block teachers heber performed with
uncommon diligence in addition to his monthly teaching chores he
regularly attended the twice monthly bishops report sessions at the
council house 26 every bishop bishopric counselor and teacher in
the city was invited to these sessions but leaders complained of

thin and woefully neglected attendance typical meetings
might find half of the city s bishops and only a handful of teachers
present heber of course being one of them 27

commensurate with this activity young heber was ordained
a seventy pioneer utah s most common lay priesthood office at
that time heber was very much a sapling among mature men 28 most
thirteenth ward priesthood bearers were in their middle or late
thirties even the few who held the lesser or aaronic priesthood

grant22grant typed diary 7 july 1901
23 23minutesminutes of the bishops meetings 29 april 1869 and 1 september 1870 presiding bishopric papers

LDS church archives
24 anthon24anthon H lund journal 7 january 1900 LDS church archives

grant15grant manuscript diary 29 may 1881 grant to the family of hamilton G park 3 may 1912
grant letterbookLetterbook 45343453454554545 343543545 44 and undated draft manuscript p 4 box 177 fd 5 grant papers

grant sermon delivered by president heberjheberd grant 12june12 june 1921 draft inin gen corr box 53

fd 7 grant papers and grant funeral services for edward W hunter 1 december 1931 grant letterbookLetterbook

p 634 box 192 fd 8 grant papers
minutes of the bishops meetings especially 11 november 1858 27 september 1860 19 november

1863 and 7 july 1870 presiding bishopric papers
28aA survey ofwardodwardof ward priesthood officers inin 1856 the last comprehensive thirteenth ward census reveals

that of the 130 boys and men over twelve years of age fourteen held the aaronic priesthood five deacons
three teachers and sixsix priests and sixty seven held the melchizedek priesthood eleven elders forty five
seventiesseventies and eleven high priests forty nine were unordained the average age for deacons teachers and
priests was twenty thirty five and twenty respectively for elders seventiesseventies and high priests the average age
was twentyfivetwenty five thirty four and sixty eight only three minorsminors were ordained to either of the priesthoodspriest hoods
ordinance records 1856 thirteenth ward papers the paucity of aaronic priesthood bearers continued at

least until the late 1870s when there were only 170 inin the entireentire city or about ninenine per ward see minutes of
the bishops meetings 31 august 1877 presiding bishopric papers
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were normally adults in contrast heber was ordained and assigned to
the thirtieth quorum of seventy when he was about fifteen years old 29

lessons meetings and priesthood duties were not the only shaping
forces in the young boy s life books also influenced him he found
parley P pratts autobiography to be intensely interesting and
was thrilled by pratts key to theology the thirteenth ward
library furnished dr paley s two works evidences of christianity and
naturanaturalI1 theology and heber accounted nelsonsbelsonsNelsons work infidelity as

having made a profound impression on him however none of
these affected him as much as samuel smilessSmiless chapbookschapbooks character
thrift and self help which in the victorian style of the time idealized
the self made man equally important were his wilson and national
school readers their firm biblical values made such a powerful impact
on the boy that he quoted from these elementary readers for the rest
ofofhislifehis lifeilfe 30

then there was the book of mormon which anthony C ivins
hebersaebers uncle first persuaded him to read pitting the fourteen year old
heber against his own son anthony ivins promised the first boy to
finish the bbookogk a pair of buckskin gloves a wild frontier extravagance
after the first day hebersaebers hopes were virtually dashed young ivins
had stayed up most of the night and read 150 pages while heber
who hoped to read the scripture thoughtfully had amassed only
twentyfivetwenty five pages the incident however had a tortoise and the
hare ending when I1 finished the book heber remembered 1 I

not only got a testimony of it but the gloves as well after his
fast start hebersaebers cousin never read another page 31

young heber however did not escape adolescence without its
usual trials by his late teens he obviously prized his independence
even when dealing with the men whom he admired most for example
when bishop woolley asked him to manage a ward social a dance
heber hesitated

grant to edward H anderson 5 june 1900 grant letterbookLetterbook 3061930 619gig and grant typed diary
16 december 1930 grant papers toward the end of grants life several sources indicate that he had been
earlier ordained an elder heberjheberdheberJ grant himself never mentioned such an ordination nor is itit confirmed by

ward records
pratt3opratt grant typed diary 22 november 1930 grant papers and first presidency letterbookLetterbook 6351763 517

IDS first presidency papers LDSIDSdds church archives paley grant draft of ofremarksremarks at tabernacle 7july 1895

and 26 january 1896 grant letterbooksLetterbooks 2138215821 38 and 3328352833 28 grant papers nelson grant draft of BYUB Y U

centennial address 16 october 1925 grant letterbookLetter book 6354863 548 grant papers smiles grant to edward anderson
5 and 66junejunebjune 1900 grant letterbookLetterbook 3061930 619gig 2020622622 grant papers readers grantgranttoleojto leoj muir 10june10 june 19411941

grant letterbookLetterbook 8010780 107 grant papers
31 grant undated and untitled draft of reminiscencesreminiscences box 145 fd 4 and grant to J M shodahl

9 december 1927 grant letterbookLetterbook 6573665 736756 grant papers
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1 I will do my best but you need to agree to some conditions
there had grown a bond between the boy and his bishop that

allowed such cheeky candor because of heber s marble playing and
perhaps his graver offense of ball throwing against the woolley barn
edwin had labelledbelledgabelledla him the laziest boy in the thirteenth ward
but heber had earnestly mounted a successful campaign to reclaim
the bishops confidence 32

heber made his first request the dance would require a smooth
dance floor not the roughhewnrough hewn planks of the thirteenth ward
assembly rooms only by whittling candle wax into the cracks could
the floor be mmadede smooth bishop woolley had long opposed the
idea for safety reasons but he agreed to heber s terms

and you must agree to pay the loss if there is one you cannot
have the party in the thirteenth ward and make any money heber
complacompiacomplainedwined the young people wont come any more you
have got to have three waltzes

neighborneighboneighboringiring warwardsds permitted at least three of the new round
dances such as the waltz and polka each evening but bishop woolley
insisted on quadrilles and cotcotillionsillions where dancers discreetly grouped
themselves in old fashioned lines or squares instead of pairing off inin
couples

for a moment bishop woolley weighed philosophy and values
against the possipossibilitybilityability of another unsuccessful dance an earlier party
had failed to raise money for the st george temple fund and the
wards proud reputation for always being in the lead had been
tarnished

take the three waltzes bishop woolley conceded
As his last request heber argued that they must hire olsen s

band the only ensemble in town that played the blue danube
waltz to perfection the problem lay with the bands flutist whose
drunkenness at an earlier ward engagement had caused a great deal of
disorder As a result bishop woolley had strictly forbidden the band to
return but once again heber won take olsensalsens quadrille band
the bishop said take your three round dances wax the floor

on the night of the dance president young himself came this
is for the benefit of the st george temple isnt it he asked heber
at the door squeezing a ten dollar gold piece into the young mans
hand he asked Is that enough to pay for my ticket and entered
the well decorated room

3grantgramagrant manuscript diary 30 august 1903 grant papers
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that night the thirteenth ward raised 80 for the new temple
no other ward earned half that much we scooped the town
heber recalled years later and we h3dfourhad four round dances

when the unauthorized fourth round dance began president young
instantly recognized the change in the program and protested they
are waltzing

no said heber only technically correct they are not waltzing
when they waltz they waltz all around the room this is a quadrille

hebersaebers sleight of hand brought a laugh from brigham and the
mild rejoinder you boys you boys 33

A short time later president young played a central role in one of
heber s greatest trials of faith the church leader had called the
seventeen year oldoid into his office to discuss the future and he quickly
focused their talk 1 I think it is about time some of jedediahsuedediahs
boys were putting on the harness he told heber dont you want
to go on a mission

that is a splendid idea and I1 approve of it heber later recalled
saying but I1 have some brothers three years older than I1 and I1 suggest
that you call them first

at lengienglengthth brigham complied but found the grant polygamous
half brothers to be even more hesitant than heber As a result
rachel s son was once more summoned to the presidents office
and this time heber agreed to accept a mission call the following
spring 34

actually there were good reasons for his misgivings and mock
resistance he had left school at the age of sixteen to support his
mother and to fulfill his desire for a commercial career his employers
had promoted him rapidly and now for the first time rachel and her
son enjoyed a measure of prosperity but heber s feelings were by no
means consistent patriarch perkins had promised him while heber
was still an infant that heber would begin the ministry when very
young rachel and heber had read and reread this blessing repeatedly
making it the boy s text for life now with president youngs call the
part about a youthful ministry seemed literally fulfilled excited heber
began reading of the exploits of george Q cannon joseph F smith
and erastus snow other teenaged missionaries no doubt mentally
comparing his skills and sinew with the young heroes who had

33 33rachelrachel grant taylor when brigham young watched a waltz improvement era44erueraenu 44 november 1941

654 678
grant34grant to leland H merrill 14 june 1938 grant letterbookLetterbook 7661176 611gilgli grant draft of remarks on

brigham young 1 june 1924 box 157 fd 5 grant typed diary 23 november 1928 grant papers
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courtesy ofldsoflas church historical department

heber J grant as a young man
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preceded him 35 he paid his debts and prepared for an immediate
departure

according to the custom of the time formal missionary calls were
announced during the official proceedings of general conference and
heber entered the tabernacle in april 1876 fully expecting to hearheat
his name read however much to his bewilderment the clerk failed
to do so heber was devastated during the next several days as he
tried to complete his normal duties with wells fargo he frequently
wept in disappointment and perhaps in embarrassment 36 years later
he would learn why no mission call had come erastus snow and
daniel H wells had objected to his name when the list of prospective
missionaries was submitted for general authority approval the boy
they claimed was already performing a very splendid mission in
providing for his widowed mother 37

the wound was slow to heal unbeknown to his closest friends
and even to rachel in whom he often confided such matters during
the next four or five years the episode haunted him the problem he
believed lay in the efficacy ofofperkinssperkinssPerkinperkinesss blessing and in the larger
question of religious revelation itself had not the patriarch erred
how sure was prophecy s sure word 1 I was tempted seriously
for several years to renounce my faith in the gospel because this blessing
was not fulfilled he admitted the spirit would come over me
that the patriarch had lied to me and that I1 should throw the whole
business away 38311

the word of wisdom also challenged the young mans faith
while his thirteenth ward sunday school tutors inveighedinveighinveigleded against
coffee tea tobacco and alcohol the prohibition of these commodities
was never made to be a religious test mormonscormons could be considered

good mormonscormons and still 0occasionally imbibe in fact devout
rachel s boardinghouse first introduced heber to the taste of coffee

he soon became addicted and despite rachels gentle disapproval he
found that he could not abandon it time after time he quit only to
find his appetite uncontrollable finally aunt susan grant his

the35the undated and unidentified blessing is found in box 176 fd 23 grant papers for its importance to
heber and rachel see grant to edward H anderson 5 june 1890 grant letterbookLetterbook 30620 grant to
rachel ridgway grant 16 december 1901 grant letterbookLetterbook 34135 and rachel ridgway grant to grant
23 may 1905 family correspondence box 127 fd 12 grant papers for details ofofhebershebersaebers youthful missionary
call and his reading of teenaged proselyting accounts see reminiscences of president heberjheberdheber J grant nd
box 145 fd 4 grant papers

george H crosbycrosbyjrjr to grant 27 november 193119319511 gen corr grant papers
grant31grant to wilford owen woodruff 18 august 1922 gen corr grant papers

3gr2grantnt to marian cannon bennion 2 march 1935 grant letterbookLetterbook 72284 and grant
reminiscences of president heber J grant ppap 17 18 nd box 141455 fd 4 grant papers
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fathers former plural wife served him a cup of her special blend of
creamed coffee heber demurred

have you promised anybody that you would quit
41i I have promised myself a number of times that I1 would quit

he allowed but now I1 have said I1 am going to take a cup of coffee
whenever I1 want it and I1 havent drank any for months

this is a fine cup to quit on said the angelic aunt susan who
was entirely out of character as a temptress

all right my dear aunt heber raised the cup to his lips
his mouth watering but after a moment the full and undrunk cup
returned to the table and with that victory his craving for the
beverage ceased 39

the young man had greater difficulty with beer fearing an early
death like his fatherfatherss and convinced of the virtues of life insurance
salt lake city s youngest agent repeatedly sought coverage to protect
his mother nineteenth century actuarial tables however discriminated
against slender girthsbirths and no company would issue heber a policy
determined to gain weight heber sought out dr benedict who had
an immediate solution if heber would drink four glasses of beer daily
dr benedict prescribed within two years he would have the additional
twenty pounds necessary for coverage

at first heber found beer bitter and distasteful like his
mothers herbal kinnikinnick tea but he quickly acquired both
a business and a personal taste for it within a year he secured
the fire insurance business of most salt lake city saloons and utah
breweries an additional ten pounds and a growing relish for the
savor of hops his daily four glass limit became five and occasionally
grew to six

he warred with his acute sense of conscience rereading the
word of wisdom he resolved to abandon his drinking and place
his health and his mothers future with the lord insurance or no
insurance but resolutions were easier made than kept 1 I wanted
some beer so bad that I1 drank it again he confessed finally he
found strength in the same formula that he had used with coffee by
telling himself he was free to take a drink whenever he wished he
overcame his obsession and ceased drinking As quickly he lost his
trade with the saloons and breweries of the territory 40

grant39grant to leslie midgley nd grant letterbookLetterbook 74294 grant papers
40 40grantgrant draft of ofremarksremarks made at the inglewoodginglewoodIng lewood stake conference 4 february 1940 box 156 fd 1

grant to leslie midgley 23 november 1936 grant letterbookLetterbook 74294 and grant to mr and mrs E H huish
20 april 1936 gen corr grant papers
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during this time of personal struggle heber learned firsthand of
the apparent fallibility of church leaders with rachel in st george
utah doing temple work he and frank kimball kept bachelor
hall at the grant home frank kimball a moral but not an outwardly
religious man was summoned by the fifteenth ward bishopric and
tried for his membership after attempting in vain to testify for his
friend heber perched himself on a fence pole outside an open window
of the second story hearing room kimball found it difficult to make
a confession of faith but pled for a years probation to prepare
himself in response the bishopric ignoring president daniel H
wellsswellas counsel to go slow with the case demanded guarantees
about his future tithe paying and several other duties heber was
outraged no I1 wouldnt agree darn you he found himself saying
under his breath still seated on his pole minutes later frank kimball
was excommunicated a judgment which at least according to grants
understanding breached fairness and christian kindness 41

hebershcbersaebers several problems and scarring experiences gnawed at his
spirit uncertain of his inherited faith he attended at least one
meeting at the freethinking liberal institute probably more in
curiosity than in actual discontent 42 he also became greatly interested
in the writings of robert G ingersoll nineteenth century america s

antichristian curmudgeon 43 accordingly his network of friends
reflected his growing religious ambivalanceambivalenceambivalance balancing the young
mans many staunchly mormon friends were others that he later came
to regard as disreputable they smoked a little and did things they
ought not to do heber recalled but I1 liked them they were jolly
fellows 44 he later considered his situation to be grave 1 I stood as

it were upon the brink of usefulness or upon the brink of making a
failure of my life 45

heber credited the thirteenth ward for his salvation bringing
his sunday school experience to full circle the twenty one year old
was appointed a teacher As in the earlier days of brothers goddard
maiben and musser heber now stood before a congregation of

41frankfrank kimball the son of mormon matriarch sarah M kimball refused to appeal the decision to the
high council and remained out of the LDS church the rest of his life grant to heber M wells 8 april 1937
grant letterbookLetterbook 75246 grant to the family of elder john morgan 22 april 1937 grant letterbookLetterbook
75286 87 and grant typed diary 11 october 1940 grant papers

42grantgrant to henry C link 31 october 1938 grant letterbookLetterbook 76909 grant papers
grantgrani to fred 26 april 1924 grant letterbookLetterbook 61832 and grant draft ofofbyuBYU centennial

address 16 october 1925 grant letterbookLetterbook 63549 grant papers
44grantgrant to thomasthomasjuddjudd 13 april 1936 grant letterbookLetterbook 73648 and grant to leona walker 15 may

1939 grant letterbookLetterbook 77791 grant papers

contributorocontiibutor 16 august 1895 640
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it scholars teaching catechizingcatechi zing praying and serving as a role
model he frequently asked questions drawn from the book of mormon
or the little learner section of the juvenile instructor after
several years service his responsibilities were expanded to include
assistant secretary and eventually secretary of the school 46

mormondomsMormondoms first ward young mens mutual improvement
association YMMIA also allowed him to serve the thirteenth ward
YMMIA called heber as a presidents counselor at its initial meeting
in 1875 and he continued in that capacity through a series of new
presidenciespresidencies for the rest of the decade 47 the YMMIAs weekly sessions
were first designed to give men in their late teens and early twenties
the chance for self study and speechifyingspeechifying though exercises later
included readings essays music lectures and answering questions
on religious and cultural topics

the thirteenth ward YMMIA meetings were often high toned
though once the men peremptorily refused a members suggestion to
take the round dance pledge 48 gospel topics were the primary
staple with each youth expected to speak since fifteen or twenty
men were usually present out of an enrolled thirty three meetings
theoretically could be long in actuality most participants talked
briefly bro H J grant said he like the rest who had spoke before
him was unprepared the minutes of one meeting recorded but
according to the book of mormon he was satisfied that this was the
gospel of christ restored on another occasion he was more loquacious

if a person had any sense at all heber observed he could see
that tobacco and whiskey was not good for the human system as

nearly any one that used tobacco had to make themselves sick the
first time andaandjand secondjSeconsecondsecondadj how disgraceful an intoxicated person
made himself 49

heber had other mutual dutiesdudes concurrent with his ward assignment
he acted as salt lake stake YMMIAYMMA secretary and as a mutual missionary

41sunday41sunday school minutes especially 27 may 5 august 23 december 1877 13 january 10 and 17 march
19 and 26 may 21 july 18 august 13 october 3 november 1878 13 april 1879 thirteenth ward papers
see also grant manuscript diary 3 january 1886 and grant to thomas W sloan 15 august 1905 grant
letterbookLetter book 4050 grant papers

47ymmiaYMMIA thirteenth ward manuscript history nd LDSIDSins church archives from pioneer times

youth improvement meetings were held in the ward some as late as 1874 but its meetings ofjuneofjune 1875

are generally credited with being the beginning of the modern YMMIA movement biographical sketch
nd grant letterbookLetterbook 58177 lists heberdheberjheber J grant as having served as president although no corroborating

evidence is found in the sketchy official minutes
young mens mutual improvement association minute book 1874 76 20 september 1875 thirteenth

ward papers

ibid 17 september and 11 october 1875
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in the emerging churchwidechurchwiseChurchwide youth organization the latter calling
required him to speak before various utah congregations unlike his
later forceful machine gun style delivery his first effort was a
halting two or three minute affair which no doubt drew beads of
perspiration lastly the 1880 april general conference sustained him as

secretary to the general YMMIA superintendency of the church he
thereby became associated with elders wilford woodruff joseph F

smith and moses thatcher members of the new superintendency 50

grants adult sunday school and mutual activities reenforced the
values and faith of his heritage and permitted him to navigate successfully

the difficult adolescent years of passage no doubt he inflated the
seriousnessseriousness of his early crisis of belief bright and curious he was
subjected to a mans world when sixteen yet his acts never trespassed
pioneer utahs basic religious norms his gambling was with match
sticks he permitted himself no sunday baseball playing and when
friends offered him a sexual liaison he fled with the rapidity of
joseph of egypt 51 more than he knew his religious feeling was inbred

you must know and I1 am the only person who would tell
you so he wrote to a friend 1 I have got to be a very good boy I1

attend meetings sunday generally twice a day and go to the elders
quorum and my youngmensyoungmennYoungmens mutual improvement asstnalstn 52

while many ofofzionszions youth found it chic to renounce plural marriage
heber wrote a long impassioned defense that whatever it lacked in
grammar orthography and argument clearly set him apart among
his contemporaries shall we the sons and daughters of these men
and women who have sacrificed so much for their religion resign any
portion of that religion viz polygamy to suit the notions and fancies
of those who are our bitterest enemies he particularly scored his
disbelieving friends who claimed that they would never enter into its
practice just stop and think for one minute what must be the feelings
of a polygamist mother for one of her children speaking lightly
of an ordinance by the practice of which they were born 53 rachels53rachels

influence was always close at hand

stake secretary grant to james N lambert 3 april 1923 in grant typed diary 5 april 1923 grant
papers mutual missionary grant to emilemitemli A berndt 16july16 july 1920 gen corr grant papers church MIA
secretary edward H anderson the past of mutual improvement improvement era november 1897 6

grant to leslie midgley 23 november 1936 grant letterbookLetterbook 74294 grant to leonalcona walker
15 may 1939 grant letterbookLetterbook 77791 grant papers grant sunday baseball 16 improvement era
january 1913 262

grant to feramorz young 26 march 1876 gen corr grant papers

the531he address which the nineteen year old apparently delivered before his seventies quorum particularly
censured the disbelief of mormondom s youth grant draft on polygamy 12 february 1876 box 156

fd 5 grant papers
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those who knew young heber best understood his religious
commitment he lives his religion richard young reported but
is seldom able to warm himself unto enthusiasm over a principle his
love is a practical everyday common sense devotion to principles
which from their superiority to all others he chooses to believe are
divine 54 bishop woolley was less analytical when heber was called
to preside over the tooelethoele stake at age twenty three thereby fulfilling
patriarch Perkinperkinssperkinesss blesbiesblessingblessinginsinginin an unexpected way bishop woolley
made a point of being at the conference he wanted to assure the
people that they were getting a man and not a boy later the
bishop met john henry smith on a salt lake city street reaching up
and placing his arms around the large apostles neck bishop woolley
became emotional john henry I1 cant remain here much
longer but when I1 am gone dont you forget heberjheberdheber J grant
he is worthy to be one of the apostles dont you forget him 55

54 54richardrichard W young diary 23 4 november 1882 western americana marriott library university of
utah salt lake city

grant55grant to orson woolley 20 february 1917 grant LetterLenerienerietterletterbooklenerbookbook 53667 grant papers



benjamin

what is it that a father finds in one
to favor over others

did isaac know what grace was his
in primogeniture

while ishmael wandered

did esau find
his fathers way not right

and think the issue
of the pottage just

a specious way
to further

predestination

to choose my father

he passed along that
odd selection too

so joseph was his pet

I1 heard him say that rachel
was his love

and saw her eyes
in josephs face

I1 know such ancient tales
of brothers

one chosen
the other not

inexplicably

and like abels brother
wish I1 knew

why god must choose

john sterling harris

john sterling harris is a professor of english at Brigbrighamhannharn young university



the treaty covenant pattern
in king benjamins address mosiah 1 6

stephen D ricks

that covenants of some kind were necessary to secure peace and
maintain order was a fundamental concept of society in the ancient
near east 1 covenants held a significant position in the civic life of
ancient israel and also played a central role in its religious thought 2

similarly covenants and covenant making are widely attested in the
book of mormon 3 the covenant assembly described in mosiah has
attracted particular attention and has been fruitfully studied by
hugh nibley in the light of the ancient year rite4ritea and byjohnbyjohn tvedtnes
as an example of a feast of tabernacles celebration 5 the formal
structure of this section of mosiah may also be compared profitably
with the treatytreatycovenantcovenant pattern attested in extant ancient near
eastern treaty literature as well as in several large sections of the
pentateuch joshua and to a lesser extent in other old testament
writings 6 this article will investigate the possible cultic setting of

stephen D ricks isis assistantassistant professor of hebrew and semitic languages at brighambnghambangham young university
J A thompson the near eastern suzerain vassal concept inm the religion of israel journal of

religiousRehg tourtousrour history 3 1964 1

the principal word which isis translated covenant inin the old testament beritnt occurs 287 timestimes inin
the old testament mostly inin a religious context however the term tntberit isis also used with reference
to agreements between husband and wife brovprov 221717 ezek 16816 8 mal 2142 14 between two men
gen 212221 22 27 314431 44 53 1 sam 18318 3 2318251823 18 between kings and their subjects 2 sam 535 3

2 ggskgs 11411 4 17 and even between men and animals job 5235 23 402840 28 hos 2202 20

the terms covenant or covenants are used 131 times inm the book of mormon in more thanthin eighty percent
of those cases the word isis used min a religious context the covenant setting of mosiah 1 6 isis assured by the use
of the word covenant seven times inm this passage

hugh W nibley an approach to the book ofofmormonmormon salt lake city deseret book company 1964

243 56

john5johnajohn A tvedtnes the nephite feast of tabernacles inin john W welch ed tinkling cymbals
essays inin honor ofofhughhushhugh nibley apNnpp 1978 145 77 in addition a lengthy analysis of this sectionsection of
mosiah has been made byjohnby johnpohn W welch inin an unpublished paper benjamins speech mosiah 292 9 5155 15

A textual analysis with commentary welch sees inm itit an intricateintricate chiastic structure he has summarized his
conclusions inin chiasmus inin the book of mormon mjohnajohnin john W welch ed chiasmus inin antiquity structures
analyses exegesis hildesheim gerstenberg verlag 1981 202 3

klauskiaus baltzer inin his brilliant form critical study of the covenant pattern the covenant formulary
trans david green philadelphia fortress press 1971 finds this form used not only inin the pentateuch and
inin injoshuajoshua but also inm later periods of israeliteofisraelite history and even inin the Interintertestamentalintcrtestamentaltestamental and early christian eras
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these covenant passages in the old testament and in mosiah
study the treatycovenanttreaty covenant pattern as it is reflected in these texts
and in ancient near eastern treaty literature and then consider
the implications for the book of mormon as an authentic ancient
document

SETTING OF THE COVENANT ASSEMBLY

among the first to propose a connection between covenant
making and cult in the old testament was the norwegian old
testament scholar sigmund mowinckel 7 his arguments are however

not based primarily on the major covenant texts of the hexateuch
the five books of moses plus joshua but rather on psalms 5500 and 8811

where theophany is linked with covenant making and decalogue
formulas

gather my saints together unto me those that have made a covenant
with me by sacrifice

and the heavens shall declare his righteousness for god is judge
himself

but unto the wicked god saith what hast thou to do to declare my
statutes or that thou shouldest take my covenant in thy mouth

seeing thou hatesthagest instruction and easiest my words behind thee

when thou sawestcawest a thief then thou consentedstconsentedst with him and hast
been partaker with adulterers

thou givestdivest thy mouth to evil and thy tongue grameth deceit
Ps 505 6 16 19

albrecht alt in his seminal study of the origins of israelite law
suggests that israels apodictic law an absolute and universally
applicable form of law of which the decalogue remains the parade
example was recited at the feast of tabernacles each sabbatical year 8

he supports his argument by appeal to deutbeut 3110 13

igmundegmund mowinckel le decalogue paris felix alcan 1927 124 29
15albrecht alt die ursprungeurspriinge des israelitischenisraelitischen rechtsreches in berichiaberichteberichieBe nicardrichterichie iiuberberdiedifdiedlf verhandlungenverbandlungen der

jauhssachsjacksychsischensachsischenischen akademieAkademie der 17lissenschaftenwissenschaften zu leipzig philologtchphilologisch histonhistoriuheacherche klasse 86 1934 65 66

reprinted in keinemelnemelze Schriftschriftenschriffenen zur geschichte des volkes israel munich C H beck sche
verlagsbuchhandlung 1968 1327 28 english translation the origins of israeliteofisraelite law in essays on old
testament history and religions trans R A wilson oxford basil blackwell 1966 128 29 alt termed
I1 apodictic law of the type thou shalt and thou shalt not while the other category of law which alt
isolated casuistic is of the type if a man does such and such then for a current detailed
discussion of the characteristics of apodictic law see hanshansjochenjochen boecker law and andadministrationadministration ofoflusticeoflusjusticericetice
in the old testament and ancient near eastfasteart trans jeremy moiser minneapolis augsburg publishing
house 1980 191 207
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and moses commanded them saying at the end of every seven years
in the solemnity of the year of release that is in the sabbatical year in
the feast of tabernacles

when all israel is come to appear before the lord thy god in the place
which he shall choose thou shalt read this law before all israel in their
hearing

gather the people together men and women and children and thy
stranger that is within thy gates that they may hear and that they may
learn and fear the lord your god and observe to do all the words of
this law

and that their children which have not known any thing may hear
and learn to fear the lord your god as long as ye live in the land
whither ye go over jordan to possess it

similarly gerhard von rad examines several covenant passages
in the hexateuch and suggests a cultic provenance for them on the
basis of the formal structural similarities in these passages von rad
claims that israel celebrated a periodic covenant renewal festival in
all likelihood at the feast of tabernacles since it was in earlier times
preeminently the festival to which the community came on pilgrimage
it is therefore inconceivable that the festival of the renewal of the
covenant between yahweh and the people should not be identified
with this same festival 9

As john tvedtnessTvedtness careful analysis has shown 10 the benjamin
pericope a passage of scripture which forms a self contained literary
unit in the book of mosiah reflects numerous details pilgrimage to
a cult site in this case the temple sacrifice of animals and dwelling
in booths among others in common with the classical prescriptions
for the feast of tabernacles celebration 11 all of this suggests the
same ritual setting the feast of Tatabernaclesbernades for the covenant assembly
in mosiah as for the covenant renewal festivals in the old testament

FORMAL STRUCTURE OF THE COVENANT ASSEMBLY

the formal structure of the benjamin pericope has equally striking
parallels to the covenant passages in the hebrew bible and to the treaty

9gerhard9gerhardvonvon rad the problem of the hexateuch in the problem odtheof rhethe hexateuch and other essays

new york mcgraw hill book company 1966 35 in a similar vein john bright writes in A historyhistoiy of
israel philadelphia westminster 1981 171 it is exceedingly probable that there was a regular
ceremony of covenant renewal whether annually or every seven years beutdeut 319 13 to which the
tribesmen would come with their tribute to the god king to hear his gracious deeds recited and his
commandments read and then with blessings and curses to take anew their oath of allegiance to him

10tvedtnes nephite feast of tabernacles 157 60
see ex 2316 34225422 lev 23332553425554255325552333444 num 2912 38 deutbeut 1613
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literature of the ancient near east in his essay on the problem
of the hexateuch gerhard von rad analyzes the deuteronomic
covenant into the following constituent elements 1 the historical
presentation of the events at sinai and the material surrounding
these events beutdeut 1 11 2 the reading of the law beutdeut 121 2615
3 the sealing of the covenant beutdeut 2616 19 and 4 the blessings

and curses beutdeut 27ff 12 he also divides the sinai tradition into
1 the exhortation ex 194 6 2 the historical recital of the events

at sinai ex 19ff 3 the reading of the law ex 20 23 4 the
promise of blessing ex 3320532055203320ff332offff and 5 the sealing of the covenant
ex 24 on the basis of these structural similarities von rad

theorizes that the covenant ceremony consisted of a recital of history
and a proclamation of the law accompanied by oaths blessings and
curses 13this13 this basic structure of the covenant was further nuanced by
a comparison with hittite treaties composed in the fourteenth and
thirteenth centuries BC approximately the same period of time
when the israelite exodus from egypt took place 14 the fundamental
elements common to both the hittite treaties and the covenant passages
in the old testament include the preamble the antecedent history
individual stipulations witness formulasformulasoathsoaths of acceptance
blessings and curses and provisions for the recital and deposit of the
treaty covenant 15

these same constituent features also appear in the account of the
covenant assembly in mosiah in what follows we shall consider
manifestations of each of these elements in the covenant passages in
the old testament in the hittite treaties and in the account of king
benjamins address in mosiah

von rad the problem of the hexateuch 27

ibid
athethe constituent elements of the hittite treaty were first isolated and analyzed by viktor korokorosecsec

hethitische staxsvertragestaatsvertrage leipzig verlag von theodor weicher 1931 12121414 the structural link between
the hittite treatiestreaties and the old testament covenant passages was first suggested by elias bickerman min

couper une alliance archives dhistoire du droit oriental 5 1919505 0 51 151533 reprinted with an additional
note inin elias bickerman studies inin unjewishjewishinjewish and christian history partpan one leiden E J brill 1976 23 and
were developed and expanded by george mendenhall inm covenant forms inin israelite tradition biblical
archaeologist 17 1954 50 76 the literature on the treatycovenanttreaty covenant inm the bible and the ancient near east
sincesince bickerman and mendenhall has been considerable dennisjdennisedennisDennidennlsjJ mccarthy provides inin his recent treaty and
covenant rome biblical institute press 1978 a thorough analysis ofancient near eastern treatiestreaties and their
structural relationship to the covenant peripenperlpericopespencopesperiscopescopes inm the old testament as well as an extensive bibliography

15thethe specific names for these categories are to an extent my own but they are similar to those inin
other treatments of the treatycovenanttreaty covenant pattern inin the bible for example thompson near eastern
suzerain vassal concept 4 and andmendenhallmendenhall covenant forms inin israelite tradition 57 60 allofwhichall of which
are based ultimately on the analysis of the constituentconstituent elements of the hittite treaty inm korosec hethitische
staatsvertrage the biblical covenant passages which will be studied here include ex 193b19 ab3b 8 20 24

beutdeut 1 3311 and josh 24 other passages may also be analyzed inm the light of this pattern for example
1 sam 12
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preamblepreambletitulartitular descriptdescripdescriptionstions
in the hittite treaties this section contains the name of the

suzerain making the treaty as well as other titles and attributes
these are the words of the sun muwatallis the great king king

of the land of hatti beloved of the weather god 16 the
parallel biblical passages introduce either god as the maker of the
covenant and god spake all these words saying ex 22010 1

or the prophet who acts as the spokesman for god who remains the
ultimate initiator of the covenant proceedings andjoshuaand joshua said unto
all the people thus saith the lord god of israel josh 242
similarly the actual proceedings of the covenant assembly in the
book ofofmosiahmosiahmoslah begin and these are the words which he that is

benjamin spake and caused to be written saying mosiah 29
but here too although benjamin is speaking the words he is clearly
acting as the mouthpiece of god indeed a sizable part of his address
consists of words which had been made known to him by an angel
from god mosiah 32

since the biblical and book of mormon covenant accounts unlike
the hittite treaties are embedded in a historical narrative the actual
preamble to the covenant is generally preceded by additional background
details as in ex 191 3

in the third month when the children of israel were gone forth out of
the land of egypt the same day came they into the wilderness of sinai

for they were departed from rephidim and were come to the desert of
sinai and had pitched in the wilderness and there israel camped
before the mount

and moses went up unto god and the lord called unto him out of the
mountain saying thus shalt thou say to the house of jacob and tell
the children of israel

compare also josh 241 2 deutbeut 1111 5

similarly the details in mosiah 1111 2299 provide background information
necessary for understanding the setting of the covenant assembly
itself

the background of the mosiah section at a time of transition in
the rule when the reigning monarch benjamin transferred the
kingship to his son is closely paralleled by biblical covenant passages
and hittite treaty materials indeed baltzer claims that the ideal of
kingship in israel was for the successor to take office before the

1616mccarthymccarthy treaty sndandandcovenantcovenant 1
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death of his predecessor and that this transfer of power is associated
with covenant making ceremonies 17

antecedent history
this part of the hittite treaties contains mention of the past

kindnesses which had been shown by the suzerain toward his vassal
providing the rationale for the great kings appeal in the following
section which contains specific stipulations to his vassal to render
future obedience in return for past benefits when in former times
Labarnas my grandfather attacked the land ofofwilusawilusamilusa he conquered
it the land ofofwilusawilusamilusa never after fell away from the land of

hatti but remained friends with the king of hatti 18 the
parallel biblical covenant passages retell gods mighty acts performed
on behalf of his people israel ye have seen what I1 did unto the
egyptians and how I1 bare you on eagles wings and brought you
unto myself ex 194 compare ex 202 josh 242 13 in other
instances the old testament covenant sections recount israels relations
with god and his prophet for example deutbeut 1155 and 329 in which
gods acts on behalf of israel and moses deeds and his relations
with israel are both related the mosiah passage includes a long
account of the past relations between king benjamin and his people
mosiah 29 19 king benjamin uses the thanks which the people

owe to him for his contributions to their welfare as an afortiori argument
for the greater thanks which they owe to god

and behold also if I1 whom ye call your king who has spent his days in
your service do merit any thanks from you 0 how you ought to
thank your heavenly king

who has created you from the beginning and is preserving you
from day to day by lending you breath and even supporting you
from one moment to another

mosiah 219 21

individual stipulations
in the hittite treaties this section includes the specific obligations

which the vassal had to his overlord thou alaksandusAlaksandus shalt protect the
sun as a friend if anyone says an unfriendly word about the sun
and you keep it secret from the sun then thou alaksandusAlaksandus sinnestsingest
before the oath of the gods let the oath of the gods harry theethee1919

baltzerbaitzerblitzer covenant formulary 82 83
18 mccarthy treaty and covenant 1

ibid 2
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corresponding biblical sections contain those individual commandments
god placed his people under obligation to observe A major example
of this is found in exodus 20 23 where god after recounting his
mighty deeds on behalf of the israelites enumerates first succinctly in
the decalogue ex 203 17 and then in greater detail ex 211 2319
the commandments they are to observe benjamin s address also
contains numerous commandments the people are called upon to obey

believe in god believe that he is and that he created all things both in
heaven and in earth

and again believe that ye must repent of your sins and forsake them
and humble yourselves before god and ask in sincerity of heart that he
would forgive you

mosiah 49 10 compare mosiah 222 24b 46 30

witness formulasformulasoathsoatasoaths of acceptance
the hittite treaties contain clauses in which the gods are invoked

to witness and act as guarantorsguaran tors of the treaties the sun god of
heaven lord of the lands shepherd of men the sun goddess of
arinna the queen of the lands the weather god are called to
witness this treaty 20 clearly such a clause would have been
unacceptable in a covenant in monotheistic israel in one instance
however a stone is designated as a witness to the covenant for it
hath heard all the words of the lord which he spake unto us it shall
be therefore a witness unto you lest ye deny your god josh 2427
in general though the people witness against themselves in the
event that they fail to observe the covenant josh 2422 or they say
I1 all that the lord hath spoken we will do ex 198 compare ex 243
thereby implicitly calling upon god to act as the guarantor of the
covenant and its executor in the event of its nonfulfillment in the
benjamin section of mosiah following the king s address the people
express their desire to enter into a covenant with their god to
do his will and to be obedient to his commandments mosiah 55
they further demonstrate their willingness to obey by allowing their
names to be included among those who have enteredentered into a covenant
with god to keep his commandments mosiah 6611

blessings and curses

the hittite treaties include a list of curses which would attend
those who failed to observe their treaty agreements and of blessings if

ibid
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they did observe the covenants if thou alaksandusAlaksandus break the
words of this document which are placed on this document then
may these oaths wipe thee out and wipe thy seed from the face
of the earth but if thou keepestdeepest these words then may the thousand
gods keep thee thy wife thy sons with friendly hand 21

such a list of curses and blessings is also known from biblical literature
deuteronomy 27 28 contains the longest series of such curses and
blessings recorded in the bible

cursed be the man that makethmabeth any graven or molten image an
abomination unto the lord the work of the hands of the craftsman and
puttethputteti it in a secret place and all the people shall answer and say amen

cursed be he that settethzetteth light by his father or his mother and all the
people shall say amen

cursed be he that removethremoveth his neighbors landmark and all the people
shall say amen

beutdeut 2715 17

blessed shalt thou be in the city and blessed shalt thou be in the
field

blessed shall be the fruit of thy body and the fruit of thy ground and
the fruit of thy cattle the increase of thy kine and the flocks of thy
sheep

beutdeut 283 4

more often in the old testament however the curses and blessings
are implicit in the covenant passages as inin josh 2419 20

andjoshuaand joshua said unto the people ye cannot serve the lord for he is an
holy god he is a jealous god he will not forgive your transgressions or
your sins

if ye forsake the lord and serve strange gods then he will turn and do
you hurt and consume you after that he hath done you good

compare also ex 2320 33

in a similar manner the curses and blessings in the benjamin passage
in mosiah are also implied rather than explicitly stated

and it shall come to pass that whosoever doethboeth this shall be found at the
right hand of god for he shall know the name by which he is called for he
shall be called by the name of christ

and now it shall come to pass that whosoever shall not take upon him the
name of christ must be called by some other name therefore he findethlindeth
himself on the left hand of god

mosiah 59 10

ibid211bid
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recital of the covenant and deposit of the text
the hittite treaties frequently though not invariably contain

provisions for the recital of the treaty document and for its deposit in
the temple moreover let someone read thee this tablet which I1

have made for thee three times every year 22 the biblical covenant
sections also mention the recital of the covenant and he moses
took the book of the covenant and read in the audience of the
people ex 247 compare also ex 197 other passages also mention
the writing and deposit of the text andjoshuaand joshua wrote these words in
the book of the law of god and took a great stone and set it up there
under an oak that was by the sanctuary of the lord josh 2426
compare deutbeut 272 4 the book ofofmosiahmosiahmoslah records that the words
of king benjamin were sent out among the people not only enabling
them to understand the proceedings of the covenant assembly but
also serving as a permanent record of that assembly mosiah 28 9

at the end of his address when all of the people expressed a willingness
to take upon themselves christ s name their names were recorded
mosiah 6611 As one of king benjamins last acts as ruler of the people

he appointed priests to teach the people and to stir them up in
remembrance of the oath which they had made mosiah 63

the majority of the verses comprising the benjamin pericope
mosiah 11 241 324 27 46 30 52 63 66 reflect features
characteristic of the treatycovenanttreaty covenant pattern however certain
passages mosiah 31 23 41 5 51 64 5 do not accord with this
pattern in part this is probably the result of the sections being an
account of the covenant ceremony and not simply a transcript of the
covenant 23 but in addition and perhaps more importantly it is

the result of benjamins sermonic intentions he is interested not only
that his people recognize the legitimacy of his son and successor and
that they formally renew their covenant with god but also that they
repent and experience a change in heart compare mosiah 52 6

john W welchs analysis of the chiastic pattern in mosiah 29 515
reveals that mosiah 311 27 a passage which with the exception of
verses 24 2277 does not accord with the treatytreatycovenantcovenant pattern forms
the centerpiece of the chiasmus

ibid22ibid

13 bickerman13bickerman in the note additionelleAdditionelle to his study couper une alliance in studies unjewishinjewishin jewish and
christian history 27 makes the point that no copies of covenants themselves have survived among the
israelites in contrast to the hittitesHitt ites and other peoples of the ancient near east actual copies of whose treaties
have been discovered but only reports concerning the covenant rituals As a result there is frequently some
imprecision in correspondence between the contents of the covenant pericopesperiscopespericopes in the old testament and in
mosiah 1 6 as well and the contents and order of ancient near eastern treaties
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1I introduction 29 28
god is the heavenly king and man has obligations thereunder
god has physically created you
covenant peoples are servants of god
there is hope of exaltation after death

A coronation proclamation 229 30150130
II11 for obedience to the laws the lord and king impart victory

and prosperity 231 41 compare lev 26

contention is prohibited 232
III111ili the angel makes declaration of christs aton-

ing mission for the salvation of mankind
32 10

TVIV benjamin discusses the present
state of man and the point of his
conversion 311 27

there is a possibility of
reconciliation
the alternative of damna-
tion is presented

B the people fall to the ground
confess their iniquity and are
forgiven of their sins 41 313

III111IIFliilif benjamin gives testimony of the goodness and
glory of god and his salvation 44 12

IFII11 stipulations of the law require men to impart substance for
peace and social order 413 30 compare lev 25

contention is prohibited 414
A covenant proclamation 51 15115

I1 conclusion 56 15

god is heavenly father and will excommunicate upon breach
of obligations

god has spiritually begotten you this day
covenant people know god by serving him
there is hope of exaltation of the people after death 24

As this illustrates the passages in this pericope which contain according
to our analysis the individual stipulations that is mosiah 222
24b 31 41 46 30 form an envelope around mosiah 31 43 the
core of the entire section in which king benjamin brings his people
to recognize and confess their sins and to obtain forgiveness for them

conclusion

As hugh nibley has noted on numerous occasions one of the
best means of establishing a texts authenticity lies in examining the

14welchweich chiasmus in the book of mormon 202 3
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TREATYtreatycovenantCOVENANT PATTERN IN THE OLD TESTAMENT AND IN MOSIAH

constituent element ex 193b 8 ex 20 24 deutbeut josh 24 mosiah 1 6

preamble titular ex 193b ex 201 deutbeut 15 josh 242a mosiah 29a
descriptions beutdeut 11 5 josh mosiah

241241 2aaa 1129a1129ll11 29aa

antecedent history ex 194 ex 202 deutbeut 16 josh mosiah

329 242b 13 29b 2211

lgb 17 18a 23 24a

25 30
a

individual ex 195 6 ex 203 deutbeut 4 26 josh 2414 mosiah 222
stipulations 2319 18b 23 24b 31 41

46 30

witness formulas ex 191988 ex 243 josh mosiah 52 8

oaths of acceptance 2416a24l6a iga192

21 23

blessings andanoanocursescurses ex 2320 33 deutbeut 279 josh mosimosiahmoslahah
2868 2419b 20 59 15

324 27

recital of the ex 197 ex 244 8 deutbeut 271 8 josh mosiah
covenant and 319 24 26 2425 27 28 9aaa
deposit of the text mosiah 61 3 6

degree to which it accurately reflects in its smaller details the milieu
fromwhichfrom which it claims to derive 25 the extent to which the book of
mormon correctly mirrors the culture of the ancient near east in
matters of religious practice manner of life methods of warfare as
well as other topics especially those which were either unknown or
unexamined in joesph smiths time may provide one of the best
tests of the books genuineness in addition the extent to which the
book of mormon accords with ancient near eastern canons of literary
style and structure may also provide a test of authenticity chiasmus
a well known feature of classical prosody has been identified and
intensively studied as an element of biblical style only in the twentieth
century now as john W welchs researches have convincingly
demonstrated it has been identified asasaa pervasive stylistic feature of
the book of mormon 26 the cultic life setting of the covenant renewal
festivals in the books of exodus deuteronomy and joshua has been

2seeaseesee for example hugh nibley lehi in the desert and the world of the jareditesJaredites salt lake city
bookcraft publishing company 1952 2

26 26comparecompare john W welch chiasmus in the book of mormon bighambnghambfigham young university studies 10

1969 69 84 the first of several published and unpublished studies which he has done on the subject
including those mentioned in notes 5 and 24
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identified as the feast of tabernacles and its form going back to what
must have been a far more ancient near eastern pattern has only
within the past several decades been analyzed to include a preamble
antecedent history stipulations witness formulas blessings and
curses and provisions for the recital and deposit of the text that
the covenant assembly in the book of mosiah has been found to have
the same ritual setting the feast of tabernacles as the covenant
renewal festivals in the old testament is remarkable that the covenant
ceremonies in both the old testament and the book of mosiah reflect
an ancient near eastern pattern prescribed for such occasions may
provide another control for establishing the genuineness of the book
of Morrmorrnonmormonmorenonnon



the magic and mundanity
eileen kumps

bread and milk and other stolesstories

gloria L cronin

eileen kumps slender and sophisticated volume breadandmilkbreafbread undand uilkmilkulik
and other storStoistoriesfesies 1 represents a significant addition to the steadily
developing genre of the mormon short story its genesis derives from
two distinctly mormon taproots the peculiar history of the author s

grandmother who grew up among the polygamous united order of
southern utah and kumps uniquely mormon belief in the richness
and power of the ordinary bread and milk experiences of life speaking
of the power of attraction her grandmothers stories held for her
kump tells us

grandmothers life had first attracted me as a writer because of the
historical significance of her childhood in the united order that needed
to be recorded but aside from such historical significance I1 began to
see the beauty and disappointments of her life the pulse of it the
heartbeat the richness of it and the power lay essentially in the little
everyday happenings that formed its greatest part soapmaking day
gathering sand with which to scour the knives forks and spoons the
square of cheese that sometimes lay beside the nightly meal of bread
and milk the gift slipped through the window on christmas eve 2

the second taproot is what gives the work its thematic coherence
speaking recently on the subject of the life sustaining power of everyday
experience kump says there is importance even magic in the
mundane in the bread and milk of living 3 furthermore she

gloria L cronin is an assistant professor of english at brigham young university executive director of the
saul bellow society associate editor of the saulsaulbellowbellow journal and associate editor of pacific studies

eileen kump bread and milk and other stories provo brigham young university press 1979 all
subsequent page references will be to this volume

eileen kump the bread and milk of living ensign 13 march 1983 26
3ibidsibidsibic
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explains immersing ourselves hopefully and affectionately in the
everyday is a sure way to befriend mortality and make life an
adventure 4 through amy the central character kump begins to
test artistically her grandmothers premise that life is indeed an
enterprise worth embracing and trusting As amy s life unfolds for
the reader and one suspects for the writer we see behind the
surfaces of the events the serious fictional exploration of those multiple
christian paradoxes of finding through losing of communion at the
heart of aloneness of vitality at the core of crisis

structured around the progressive rites of passage which form the
essence of each story the total collection forms a modified bildungsroman
one that deals not only with the female initiation story but also one
that treats initiationinitiation as a lifelong experience As amy systematically
penetrates terror humor tragedy and magic through her experiences
with evil loss birth death courtship marriage pregnancy child
rearing old age and death kump deftly underscores through a process
of incremental repetition her central theme the essential holiness of
daily human endeavor

the tone of these initiation stories differs markedly from the
majority of initiation stories in the broader tradition of american letters
to begin with they are written by a woman about a woman but
more significantly they avoid the usual late romantic formula of
isolation male bonding fragmentation and alienation frontier or
urban wasteland symbology and freudian interpretation of the
maturation process though a story about a persecuted desert community
in the grips of poverty and fragmented family life provides a prime
opportunity for the easy application of such a traditional literary
formula kump successfully skirts all temptation to resort to low
seriousness and romantic despair and to their opposites gratuitous
optimism and unearned hope and herein lies the true mark of the
artist out of deceptively simple materials and an extremely understated
style kump slowly and carefully illuminates the deep mystery of
human experience that at the heart of the ordinary lies the crucial rite
of passage into genuine human experience and that at the often crisis

ridden nexus of that true rite of passage fear of loss and annihilation
can yield the power of grace wonder and apotheosis

treating her subject matter with unpretentious directness
charming humor poetic simplicity delicious irony and powerful
understatement kump repeatedly establishes for herself and the

ibid41bid
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reader the firm belief that though the rite ofpassage is often ambiguous
and difficult it is a normal safe conduit through which the immature
ego passes into mature awareness and joyful acceptance of the paradoxes
of life relying on the multiple assurances conveyed by her title the
patterned inevitability of the life cycle myth which undergirdsundergirds the
stories and the statement from the prologue that these stories depict
the period after the persecution when the more ordinary struggles
for survival and perfection p x engage the saints kump manages
to illuminate for the reader that larger brighter sphere of meaning
which makes holy the bread and milk experiences of life

in the willows the first story we witness eight year old
amy experiencing her first transition from childhood irresponsibility
to a discovery of evil and precariousness as her edenic mormon world
is invaded by the gentile world of spitting swearing sevysdevys and a
threatening federal marshal wrenched from tea parties under the
orchard trees from her closeness to will and from daydreams of
refined lifeefeilfe in salt lake city amy must come to terms with persecution
the loss of half of her family and the nightmarish burden of the
adult secrets of the community the crash of the warning rock heralds
both the arrival of the federal marshal and amy s symbolic fall into
human experience a transition which leaves her both frightened
and suspicious after seeking her mothers hiding place and being
sternly rebuffed she is forced to a realization of the fragility of life
and the adult burden of preserving a society assuming the household
tasks in her mothers absence she nevertheless craves the security
of dependency and even though that night her father cradles her
protectively in his arms like a santa claus returned home for christmas
her sense of security is again shattered a few hours later when she
discovers that will and aunt edna have gone and left only the
playthings wrapped in the little green scarf a reminder of the
previously idyllic family existence however the culminating experience
in this story is amy s awakening from her dream of innocence to a
sense of evil As she confronts mcgary who has no guns and knives in
his beard as childlorechildlore had promised she learns a powerful lesson
about the banality of evil kumps brilliant summary statement of
this initiation is restrained and psychologically consistent with the age
of her protagonist amy back arched stiffly against the porch post
like an animal at bay announces to mcgary with all the injured trust
of childhood 1 I dont have a pa anyhow p 15

yet despite the potentially shattering nature of these childhood
experiences amy in the next story china doll is depicted as an
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emotionally healthy child whose family is intact and whose ability
to love is unimpaired but the further initiations carry her into the
bewildering trauma of being within earshot during her mothermotherss
difficult delivery of esther and of encountering the ficficklenessfickleneskleneskienes s of magic
and the meaning of death the focus of this story is the contrasted
responses to life of the skeptical harriet and her ever optimistic and
uncrushed daughter amy paradoxically the story opens with a
cornucopia image of plenty as kump describes harriets well stocked
basement the result of a fruitful summer on grandfathers farm
yet knowing that what is given may also be taken away harriet
wavers between joy and fear

knowing how life is harriet was skeptical but again this morning
warm wings of excitement hovered every morning since the day the
family had come home from grandpas ranch the wings had been
almost more than she could bear not only had grandpas fields and
orchards yielded far beyond what seth could get their own sandy soil to
produce but esther was almost well healed by herbs and faith and
cool mountain air

P 19

by contrast in believing the promises of marcus the magician
who turns up to entice the family to a circus entertainment and ends
up walking off with a cheese in payment for the tickets amy teaches
harriet the importance of fantasy and trust yet harriet aghast at
amy s foolishness believes that magic is deceptive artificial
and that its pleasures have no wings p 22 both are correct
but it is amy with her optimism who best handles the trial of esthers
death As amy cradles the dying infant with fierce maternalismmaternalpaternalismism in an
attempt to outwit death a gift of self harriet cannot seem to make
at this time we see amy s superior emotional resources and as the
family builds the small grave near their house kump draws further
contrasts between amy and harriet clearly resigned and worn with
grief harriet seems to have little understanding for amy s dilemma
when amy resourcefully finds her own solution that of giving
esther the valuable china doll to take with her into the grave
harriet ever skeptical and practical asks with deep world weariness

to what use
yet the father understands that to recover from loss one has to

believe and sacrifice as amy intends to do in defense of amy s

generosity seth replies to amy s use she isnt as acquainted
with life as we are shesashes happy from inside out p 2325 in
such a manner he aids amy in her discovery that the empty still point
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of human loss can be healed through the grace consequent upon
giving the kind of giving demonstrated by amy s tangible offering
of love and trust thus amy s love provides the vehicle of passage

jephthahsJephthahs daughter traces amy s passage into puberty it is

a lighthearted and delightful account of one of the more perplexing
aspects of such an initiation the initiate s essential imaginative
ignorance of the psycho symbolic meaning of the events which
transpire on behalf of herself and the community amy who has
been chosen as may queen must enact ritually before the community
the tragic story ofofjephthahsjephthahsJephthahs daughter who because ofotherher fathers
promise must on risk of death take vows of chastity and be confined
until death to the companionship ofotherher maid servants this highly
ironic and humorous comment on the early stages of mormon female
adolescence not to mention the upcoming trials of mormon womanhood
is made all the more poignant and funny since amy is quite unaware
of these ironies yet the satire is secondary to the crowning experience
of this story amy ironically betrayed by her own zest for life cannot
summon up the appropriate feelings of tragic waste and loss necessary
to provide the emotional climax for the community full of remorse
for her inability to summon up a tragic response for her audience
amy bursts into genuine tears and inadvertently brings about the
best may day celebration in the history of the community the story
is an insightful and sensitive comment on the dilemma of amy who
stands upon the brink of adulthood yet lacks the requisite experience
to act with full conviction and understanding she is nevertheless
able to negotiate the passage because of the honesty ofotherher emotional
responses

regarding courtship a complex story whose central focus is

very clearly on three contrasted adult responses to the traumatic
initiation into loneliness takes us deeper into amy s early adult
experiences as it details the account of one suitor rejected and another
accepted bryce the choice of the community for amy s hand is sent
to boston on a two year mission unsure ofotherher desires amy refuses
to marry him before he goes his immature response to the loneliness
of boston and the injunction to put amy out of his mind causes bryce
to send the inevitable self pitying and rejecting letter which betrays
amy s trust in him bryce fails to negotiate the initiation into
manhood

the second part of the story contrasts brycesbraces immature response
to loneliness with that of a much more mature self possessed and
taciturn suitor whose encounter with isolation has produced in him
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both pain and a superior reverence for life hearing of amy s rejection
by bryce israel intuitively acknowledges amy asas the possessor of the
kind of power and warmth he has experienced only once before in his
life kump gives considerable time to the account of his childhood
when israel pushed to the verge of isolation and terror separating
boyhood from manhood experiences nevertheless the saving grace of
human empathy and love as he makes the transition at age nine he
is given the responsibility of driving aunt clara north to recover her
health one night while he is lying under the wagon as a man was
supposed to do the wolves come so close he fears for his life on
the brink of terror he experiences that fulnessfalness of human love felt
only at moments of great human suffering israel would you
like to come and get in the foot of my bed aunt clara calls p 47
in this crucial rite of passage israel has learned that the moment of
annihilation is also the moment of grace

As an explanation of why he must marry her israel tells amy she
reminds him of aunt clara for whom he would lay down his life
sensing the relationship between his early experience of terror and
aloneness and his subsequent reverence for life and human bonds
amy wisely resolves never to ask him if he loves her it is an affair
rooted in far deeper human feeling than brycesbraces untried romantic
love her own knowledge of aloneness her warm nature and her
instinctive power to heal qualify amy for commitment to israel
hence moved to the edge of a truly fine human contract amy passes
into a more mature insight into the deeper purposes of marriage and
love in the context of adult responsibility history and community
completely free from self pity over bryce s rejection she gains
understanding which borders on epiphany as she grasps that mysterious
sacrifice of private motive for communal purpose which constitutes
one more juncture of grace in the midst of crisis

love was important but so was life her mind spun what was important
A tiny spring had made poplars grow in the desert maybe farms someday
surely israels regard for her was a beginning of importance and love or

not it was suddenly painful to think of him alone out there
unanswered

P 51

bread and milk perhaps the most successful of the stories
continues to trace the development of this insight as it describes
amy s passage into the isolating vulnerability of first pregnancy
mystified with the wonder of it all and possessed of a deep need for
seclusion she hugs the secret greedily to herself until the night she
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imparts it to israel in the seclusion of their bed her disappointment
and shock are considerable when israel tells her he has already guessed
and rolls away from her in sleep later alone in the ccooloolooicoolroomoolroomcookroomroom dipping
into the honey jar amy firmly resolves to maintainmaintain her integrity
and privacy by hiding the fact from the community she is not yet
ready to relinquish self and permit the ritual passage by allowing the
community to participate in what she mistakenly and egotistically
believes to be a private event

on the sunday morning when she can no longer button her dress
she finally understands the true meaning of mortality and responds
with mature awareness while conducting a hymn she lets the concealing
shawl drop for all to see As she walks to the window she comments
with deep feeling do you hear the quail do you hear its cry it is

lonely now for goodness sake sing as if you are lonely lonely for the
father appp 59 60 her sense of human isolation intensified by
the mystery of childbirth prompts her to renewed awareness of the
fragility of human experience and her need for the support of the
community hence she articulates for everyone the shared experience
of human estrangement from the father it is one more encounter
with that consoling grace which is available only when at the crisis of
the passage the initiate sacrifices ego and accepts the shared human
condition

four and twenty blackbirds treats the theme of individual
isolation even more powerfully than the previous stories the painful
nature of the sons passage into manhood and the ambiguity of the
experience provide the emotional core of the story kump successfully
depicts the pain of the son as he seeks his fathers love and approval
and the helplessness ofmother and father as both come to an awareness
of the cost of the bonding process

the triple point of view in the story functions as a metaphor for
the helpless separateness each of the actors feels perhaps the most
moving and complex of the stories four and twenty blackbirds
begins with the dilemma of a harsh father who raised during a period
of pioneering and colonization agonizes angrily over a seemingly
irresponsible son who must be taught the value of life and work the
focus then moves to the agony of the boy who isolated for a week up
a remote canyon has been charged with the care of his grandfathers
sheep the eleven year old boy wears his feet to blisters bundling and
herding the animals chopping more wood than he needs relentlessly
polishing the smokestack of the lantern mending the tear in the
bedding and repeatedly sweeping the floor of the sheepherder s
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wagon as he strives to meet the challenge of passing from childhood
into adulthood

the reunion of father and son after this harsh test is touching
the son hugs the awkward older man and begs to sleep alongside him
on the narrow cot in the wagon it appears the crucial bonding of
father and son is secure however the paradoxical and ambiguous
nature of the process is only too apparent during the homecoming
scene the crucial rite repassagedepassagede passage is amy s as well as her sons As
amy removes the boyboyss shoes and discovers the dreadful blisters which
israel has failed to notice her horror threatens to alienate israel who
swiftly remembers the pain of his own boyhood experience but is

nevertheless the victim of his own inarticulateness and rigid past as he
fails to reassure both mother and son of the inevitability even the
necessity of the suffering as part of the initiation into manhood
while amy stands torn with love for both men israel can only bury
his tenderness and pleasure in the boy in stern command raise
up laun come on now laun raise up p 69 he orders and
when laun finally looks up israel realizes launs were not the eyes
of a friend p 69

bewildered israel retreats to the barn where he recalls the picture
of his own father patriarchal articulate totally selfseif assured and
he wonders how he did it all israel understands of fathering is that

your own strength became a hand full of air if not a mockery
unless your children were good p 70 but he has not his father s

air of moral authority nor his fathers warmth or verbal fluency but
just as israel had been rescued from the terror of his initiation by
aunt claras call to come in at the foot ofotherher bed so amy softens

launs passage by drawing the new initiate into the circle of nursery
rhymes thereby providing the counterbalance of nurturancenurturance to add
to israels pride in the boy s accomplishment a passage into the full
charity of womanhood for amy

however israels subsequent isolation fromgrom the warmth and
reassurance of the family circle is powerfully delineated by kump as

she shows him entering the kitchen later that night only to find it
empty upstairs where the children ought to be asleep and amy
available to him he hears the note of a nursery rhyme having failed
to understand the relationship between the trial and the moment of
grace he finds himself isolated in his uncertainty and failure from
that intimate circle of warmth and friendship upstairs

the central event in saysogayso or sense deals with amy s childhood
dream of a house of her own determined to have a cool cellar in
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which to can in the heat of the summer and a house angled away
from the neighbors amy encounters crushing opposition in the
form of her immovable father in law for whom all cellars are only
too reminiscent of the pitiful dugouts of the generation before
she is doubly baffled by israels mosaic adoration of his father
and converts passionate zeal see p 74 in fact her faith in the
whole patriarchal system is shaken when its twin pillars in her life
conspire against her to become the unwitting destroyers ofotherher dream
home the story is delightfully funny in its depiction of amy s

desperately trying to find the humor and good spirits to succumb
to a male conspiracy which produces house minus basement closets
and private front view her subsequent struggle to capitulate with
genuine charity involves a tremendous sacrifice of individuality
and privacy her father in law s vision of a house not as a separate
entity with its exclusive south facing aspect but as part of a growing
community integrated by north facing houses brings once more the
realization of the isolating yet integrating demands of community
and tradition

we laugh when just as amy predicts the whole neighborhood
troops through her kitchen door amid all the rituals of canning
or funnier still in the midst of israels saturday night bath we
laugh again when she dreams that god while conducting a priesthood
meeting explains to israel and her father in law who are sitting on
the front row that when they came to earth men could have their
choice saysogayso or sense but they couldnt have both because that
wouldnt be fair to the women p 78 but the dream is really
about her deep hurt for the two men building the home involves a
necessary personal bonding process which cancels her private hopes of
sanctuary their communal philosophy of home eclipses her
private wishes to the point that she finds herself resentful of her
father in law s rich prophetic voice and ability to cow israel p 74
yet as she subdues the profound disappointment and accepts the
symbolic compromise house that results her anger over the nature
of the men who rule her life distills first into comedy then into
understanding finally one day after a fit of tears over the neighbors
who troop through the privacy ofotherher house her love for her father
inlawin law enables her to complete the ritual passage trivia is trivia
and must remain so in a world of sorrow p 80 he explains to her
with intended kindness As her love for him carries her past the
disappointment and isolation of the past months amy once more
enters that sphere of grace which lies within and without the moment
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of passage how could a dream matter to israel when it made less

and less sense to her p 80
the final story god willing provides a fitting coda to the

collection it pictures amy as an old woman facing death long since
bereft of israel she tries to relive the experiences ofotherher life right up
to the arrangements for israels funeral frightened by the memory of
their last words together about the privacy of sorrow and the public
necessity of funerals she flees into the garden with her hoe in an
attempt to shut out the hurtful memory failing to do so however she
allows full reign to the remembrance of her pain at his death and the
insensitivity of well meaning neighbors and family the remembered
discussion of eternity with the three women at the funeral functions
as a painful initiation into acceptance of the conditions of her own
impending departure

kumps intention in this story is to reinforce once more the ironic
conjunction between isolation and grace at every passage in human
experience As memories of her grandchildren and the affairs of the
moment mingle with snatches of doctrine about the hereafter and free
agency we see that amy s well tempered faith finally provides her
with the power to reconcile and transcend the hiatus between the
temporal and the spiritual the present and the future As the pain in her
arm intensifies she actually defeats the sordidness of the experience
through a brilliant act of memory which illuminates once again the
active presence of grace at the still point of crisis As amy slides down
into death while vividly recalling waiting in her white dress for israel
on her wedding day kump brings us once more to the heart of the
paradox the moment of passage is at one and the same time the
moment of union and arrival a union actual and symbolic which has
survived all the trials of the human endeavor and emerged intact

hence we see bread and milk as a coherent collection of stories
bound by the unifying consciousness of one central character and a
common theme that progress toward salvation which hinges on the
ultimate integrity of an isolating pattern of linear time punctuated by
saving intersections of grace and isolation in the midst of passage into
deepening maturity breadandmilkbread and milk is a deeply felt and sophisticated
artistic performance which affirms that the other side of the coin stamped
mutability and passage is the coin stamped charity and stability



reflections from the ganges

thomas F rogers

the memoriesmemories are still vivid after just a few months but it seems as
if the events they recall occurred aeonsafons ago in some earlier incarnationincarnation
as the hindus might say or as the uncommon and totally unexpected
phenomena of a particularly memorable dream im thinking especially
of those early mmornings in june and july when reversing the process
I1 would arouse from the nights unconscious and in wakefulness fully
experience that dream in every dimension and with all my senses id
be lying there covered with a thin sheet or with no sheet at all on a
charpoycharpoj that had been carried to
the roof to take advantage of the
cooler outdoor night air the
roof was basically the third floor
of a building I1 had rented for
that period 1I 7 was required to
rent the entireentire building its ex
orbitant monthly cost came to 40

the building was located only
meters from the holy ganga or
ganges just be-
of

hind the spires
a small river front temple at

the south end of town in the
asi section of varanasiVaranasi indiasandias
reputedly oldest P and most sacred
city there were shrines as well
as temples on either side of the
river and beyond as far as one could see in each landward direction
varanasiVaranasi or banarasbabaras or according to its oldest name kashi is a
panoply of temples and shrines most of them dedicated to that most
enigmatic deity who is the source both of generation and creativity and
also of death and destruction shiva and each of these houses has at its

center an abstract stone effigy of shivas linga or phallus so revered
by those who come to worship so shocking to the neophyte tourist

thomas F rogers a professor of russian at brigham young university lived inin india for four months to
study hindi and sanskrit
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what were
those sights and
sounds as at
five oclock the
sky grew light
and we rooftop
sleepers began
to stir first
the cawing of
the ubiquitous

indian crows which together with hordes of hawks and vultures
began to sweep and dive in search of fresh carrion the corpses
animal or human which had emerged on the landscape during the
night or which might now be floating down the ganges the supply
is always plentiful and ever self renewing how grateful I1 was that
these birds could somehow tell that my particular stench was less

petrifiedputrified and therefore insufficiently appetizing even so it required
a special exercise of faith to remain unperturbed as they continued
to swoop just yards above my yet inert body competing with the
raucous crows were the gongs and chants of the temple priests who
each dawn call the faithful to worship to my ears less enchanting
than otherwise because overoveramplifledoveramplifiedamplified and distorted through blaring
loudspeakers even earlier similar sounds had already been broadcast
by mullahsmullans from the muslim section calling their fellows to prayer and
waking many a hindu and western visitor in the process this ritual
is typical in fact of most cities in the north of this country with the
world s still second largest muslim population larger even than that
of pakistan then there was the garrulous quarrelsome old beggar
woman who also in the early dawn always planted herself beneath my
roof to accost the many pilgrims who deem it especially auspicious to
arrive at the ganges before sunup the days continuing cacophony
would later be interspersed with more delightful sound the flutes
and drums of an occasional wedding party wending its way to mother
ganga for her blessing

if I1 could ignore the old woman the birds and the electronic
chants I1 could not be oblivious to something else what most urgently
aroused me from my slumber was the awareness that sometime within
that first halfhour after sunrise my roof and those roofs about me would
be invaded by dense packs of brown monkeys of all sizes and stages of
growth the newly born clinging to their mothers abdomens as the
mothers leaped from one cornice or precarious landing to the next and
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came within arms length of us
in search of anything we humans
might have left lying about a
book a pair of spectacles a N

piece of clothing or anything
edible these brazen mischief
makers totally oblivious to the
humans about them would comb
our territory undeterred as if I1it
were their turn on the roof now
and ours to descend indoors the
least threatening gesture on our
part would provoke a frighten-
ing show of fangs and if we
were not careful a rabies infested
bite the indians have learned
to be equally oblivious to the
monkeys it is the best form of self protection but I1 could not
they were too much of a novelty it was too curious finding yourself
as you might at the zoo suddenly inside a cage with them and in
appearance in behavior in their thought processes they seemed too
much like ourselves not to study later in the day the monkey man
would come bringing with him two of them dressed in a sari and a
kurta at his command and for the rupee they collected from your
hand the monkeys would go through the postures of dance diving
prayer lovers embrace which only reinforced the illusion that you
could somehow commune with them and learn their secret thoughts

one more unforgettable sound and image which so sharply
recurs is that of another venerable beggar a refugee from calcutta
who also made his station on the footpath by my building and who
literally sang for his supper what right had this utterly destitute
and feeble old man on the verge of his dying to the thrilling
passionate voice which penetrated our souls and resembled nothing
so much as that of a flamenco gypsy bewailing some dark amorous
tragedy except that this old man on the banks of the ganges was
praising with deepest love and in bengali the sweetest of the
subcontinentsubcontinentscontinentssub s languages he knew no hindi his lord krishna the
man so impressed us that my hosts engaged him for a farewell concert
on my last night in varanasiVaranasi again on my rooftop during my four
months in india I1 had religiously avoided the wiles of its ubiquitous
professional beggars but on the evening of this manmanss recital I1
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awarded him forty rupees or
four dollars for him im sure
the means of avoiding starvation
for at least another month with
a plentiful supply of rice another
beggar an amputee whom I1

could see from another window
at the smallsmailsnallaliail linga and open
shrine on another side of my
building never seemed to
demand a contribution but
gave one instead at midday a
cow would approach his sweat
encrusted body which he would
then offer one limb at a time
including the stump of his leg
for its surface salt the pleasure

he took in beingbeingsoso licked was clearly sensual but who could begrudge
him what might have been his only daily pleasure later as I1 emerged
onto the stoop of my house in a busy part of this very congested city of
several million I1 encountered the muzzle of yet another scrawny
milk cow ready to lick me too if she could my front door opened
onto the small courtyard opposite the domicile of my landlord an
enterprising propertied brahmin priest here he kept cows and goats
and buffalo in numbers hard to believe to provide his family and
doubtless several customers with milk and curd and butter it was
some trick wending your way around those fairly docile beasts and
carefully avoiding their ever new piles of droppings particularly at
night droppings which also provided the landlord with fuel

when we first went to india we stayed in hotels or were guests of
rather americanized indian christians but when I1 returned after a
trip home on unexpected family business I1 settled in varanasiVaranasi living
in the environs of and taking meals with hindus I1 will always be
grateful for this unplanned change because it enabled me to experience
rather than simply view from the outside the life of those who still
adhere to indiasandias most ancient most distinctive and still dominant
culture the present life of varanasiVaranasi as diana eck has pointed out in
her recent book on the city I1 reaches back to the sixth century BC in
a continuous tradition if we could imagine the silent acropolis and
the agora of athens still alive with the intellectual cultural and
ritual traditions of classical greece we might glimpse the remarkable
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tenacity of the
life of kashi
today peking
athens and
jerusalem are
moved by a very
different ethos
from that which
moved them in
ancient times
but kashi is not 1 what holds for varanasiVaranasi is as true of much else in
india bombay and new delhi being notable exceptions but while
the venerable hindu tradition particularly through its buddhist off-
shoot has been equally as influential as thejudaeo christian tradition
in the history of mankind there are seemingly no ties between them
at least no direct ones however I1 did discover that sanskrit the
sacred language of hinduism which in its classical form was codified
by the grammarian panini about 400 BCB C has a number of striking
features in common with old church slavonic the sacred tongue of
orthodox slavs first formulated in the ninth century ADA D features
both of grammar and word roots not shared by other indoeuropeanindo european
languages this only suggests that together with persian the slavic
and sanskrit languages have over the millennia maintained a close
kinship nevertheless since the aryan invasion some 4000 years ago
and thanks largely to the formidable natural barriers imposed by the
himalayas and the central asian desert the speakers of these languages
have pursued separate existences with very different histories and
traditions

it is unthinkable to almost every american that we would ever
adopt the traditional lifestylelife style of the indian populace unless we
were reduced to it by dire emergency which is not so unthinkable
nevertheless the indians have found a way to cope with a number of
the problems of our time and civilization which seem to be increasingly
threatening to us take for example the problem of wasted resources
and pollution I1 would certainly not claim that india has achieved
ecological stability the extensive deforestation of recent decades
has denuded hillsideshillsides and produced increased flooding which
annually claims thousands of lives still I1 find it hard to imagine that
given our pattern of consumption we would do nearly as well as the

diana eck babarasbanaras city aflightoflightof light new york alfred A knopf 1982 5
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indians whose
population is

more than three
IM times ours while

their total liv-
ing space is only
somewhat more
than a third of
the sizesize of the
united states

how does the indians relatively more efficient ecology work
first and I1 admit that this is largely by necessity most indians
would probably indulge themselves as much as most americans if
they had the opportunity the lifestylelife style of most indians is one of
extreme austerity their means are terribly limited and for that
reason as far as I1 could tell nothing is ever wasted in fact it is an
established function of certain untouchables to sift through every
ounce of refuse out of the dusty trash heaps pieces of cloth of
whatever size and shape are salvaged and neatly laid aside as is every
shred of paper and every bit of plastic daily at the cremation pyresayres
in varanasiVaranasi a man sifts the ashes to retrieve the gold from the coins
placed in the corpses mouths or the jewelry they might have worn
prior to their burning he earns a good five dollars a day in the
process but the recycling procedure really begins with those scavenger
birds I1 described which descend on the trash heaps in each neighborhood
at the first light of day then come the cur dogs then the cows and
buffalo which feed on the leaves and stalks trimmed from plants
and the goats and swine which in turn consume any discarded vegetable
matter and then some by the time the human sifterslifters come along
very little organic matter is left rodents also do their share but their
number is kept in check by indiasandias deadly snakes which though they
may claim some 30000 lives each year also save the crops insects
must also somehow fit into the ecological scheme they seem to generate
spontaneously in profuse numbers as soon as the monsoon arrives
and I1 noticed that unlike myself my hosts though they were not
jains never stamped on the large black stinging ants that swarmed
across their floor they would merely flick them away when the ants
got on their person or near their food nor seemed at all perturbed
by the enormous cockroaches an inch or more long that congregated
in the vicinity of the kitchen and the toilet I1 had brought along some
DDT powder with which I1 vowed to keep my own WC completely to
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myself but after
a while I1 began
to feel guilty
what harm were
those cockroaches

doing me the
ethos of respect
for all forms of
life which my
hosts observed
so naturally began to get to me without my ever being lectured
still I1 became very comforted to see the little yellow lizards that
darted around the walls and ceiling of my study consuming so many
of the bothersome insects that hovered around my reading lamp and
boldly flew into my face

obviously the ethic of personal renunciation and asceticism
assists the indians to reconcile themselves to the austerity which their
circumstances have required of most of them but are they any the
worse off for it though a third of them exist under the starvation
line which is tragic and nothing to envy the other two thirds are I1

suspect on the whole healthier than most of us they are much more
trim few are overweight their diet is so much lower in fats and
sugars and excess protein and surely their immune systems are better
developed enabling those who reach adulthood to resist a variety of
infectious diseases this is not to say that public sanitation is not still
a serious problem and deserving of greater attention the coliform
count in the late summer at certain piers in varanasiVaranasi where the raw
sewage runs directly into the ganges goes as high a british nurse
informed me as 6000 and yet as my host pointed out at least
200000 hindus in that city throughout their lives have drunk only
ganges water and claim that because it is so holy it cannot infect
them on the whole it seems to me that india has much to teach
about basic survival to those of us in the west who consume far more
than we need and who acquire far more than we can ever use who
avoid all contact with the vital teeming earth of which we are a part
and upon which we have an unavoidable physical dependency but
prefer not to acknowledge it perhaps one of the most grotesque
manifestations of our excessive affluence is the elaborate gas guzzling
campers equipped with refrigerators sinks stoves and portable
commodescommotescommodes in other words all the comforts with which we pretend
to venture into nature and then find ourselves in even closer proximity
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to other such
campers than to
our neighbors
back home
our materialistic
acquisitiveness
does more than
waste resources
it has a dire
effect on our

psyches our values and our seriously compromised spirituality the
other issues 1I will raise are each in its own way extensions of this
one

our hanging on to material artifacts beyond our real need for
them is paralleled by our obsession with remaining eternally young
attractive and well preserved even after death I1 have never been
anywhere where people were less fashion conscious than in india
anything goes as long as it will cover your essential nakedness nor
have I1 ever been anywhere where the citizens were basically more
modest the only exception that comes to mind is a hermaphrodite
with four oclock shadow dressed in outlandish womanscomans garb
but such persons I1 was told also constitute a social class often serving
as cooks for the wealthy despite the often scanty summer attire
we never saw a naked indian adult but more than enough naked
europeans and americans on the beaches in goa and keralaberala As for
this physical vessel which our own scriptures assure us must return to
dust before its resurrection I1 confess that one of my slight but pervasive
apprehensions while in india was the fear that in case of my own or
my daughters death our bodies would be disposed of in customary
hindu fashion a truly inspired hygienic procedure by the way
that is burned within the first nine hours and consigned to mother
ganga and hence into the mouth of some crocodile or else into the
immense delta of silt which daily increases at the rivers mouth in
the bay of bengal I1 could not imagine a more ignominious more
impersonal more unhomeyunhomely fate for our remains though probably
the truth is that as non hindus we would have been considered too
impure to pollute the ganges in that fashion

the problem of poverty is what likely comes first to most
westerners minds when they think of india if they dont also think
of ornate temples and elephant borne rajas or of dense tropical jungles
which incidentally in india are practically nonexistent the indian
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jungle is more
like the canyons
of our wasatch
front I1 had
been warned
about beggars
that accost you
at every street
corner warned
that there are
too many to begin to help that the most aggressive are hardened
exploitiveexploitlveive professionals and except for that wonderful minstrel from
calcutta who more than earned his handout I1 consistently resisted
them with no unease of conscience but after returning home I1

reread mosiah 426 and have ever sincesince felt a little queasy as I1 did
after stamping on those ants and employing my lethal DDT

in the west we are simultaneously exercised over matters of
equality and social status a kind of contradiction all its own thus
we think disapprovingly of india s millennia old system of varnas
or castes I1 will not try to defend the caste system which by the
way was imposed on the indigenous indians by the aryans our own
ancient uncles but it too has its advantages the average indian
experiences considerably less stress and tension in his daily life than
the average westerner largely because societal roles are pretty much
predetermined by birth so that individual competitiveness and status
consciousness are greatly reduced I1 also have a sense that lacking
our rampant western individualism where each one is encouraged
to do his own thing to the exclusion of his neighbor indian life
is somehow much less depersonalized though it is true that in a
public setting indians like russians take but slight notice of any
except their own acquaintances and that indian society is extremely
fragmented social relations being restricted not only to ethnic and
caste groups but also to the many professional subcastessubcastes orsatiqijatiorjati there
is nevertheless the sense that relations are discrimination free at least
psychologically there is a felt equality even mutual subordination
on the part of each individual in so vast a society an openness to
one another 1 I am here reminded of the pioneer sociologist emile
durkheimwurkheimDurkheim s recommendation before the turn of the century that to
avert the ills of modernity the centers of communal life should
undergo occupationaldecentralizationoccupational decentralization whereby each corporation
and group of workers becomes a definite institution a collective
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personality with its customs
and traditions its rights and
duties its unity 2

and what of indian
aesthetics are those intricately
carved temple facades really so

magnificent or are they a little
too busy and what about
the adornment of the body
surely no more elegant or
adaptable womanscomans garment exists

than the classical yarisariyarl I1 also

T came to admire the beauty mark
on the forehead much more
than some western women s

grease globuledglobulet lipstick but
why do indian men wear so

many gaudy rings on the same hand paint vermillion around the
soles of their feet and in some cases go to such lengths with the
marking of their foreheads during puja and for the rest of the day
call it gaudy if we will another way is to see it as vibrant and life
affirming indian taste is nothing if not baroque we see it in their
imaginative textile design in their sharp but subtly blended condiments
and in their exquisitely subtle bach like classical music their most
accomplished art I1 believe it is our loss if we cannot learn to like it
it s really what you get used to isnt it

another of the indian mores in common with the rest of asia
and not many generations ago much of europe also is that of arranged
marriages I1 have heard enough testimonials from very impressive
and ostensibly quite compatible indian couples that I1 must believe
this system has its advantages that the serious concern of elders
who know their children well may produce better matches than the
western system where couples often quickly join together through
sheer infatuation and when that is dispelled as quickly divorce
what such mores presuppose of course is an underplaying of romance
and sex as life s highest end or as essential to instant happiness or as

something which cannot naturally evolve between any two well suited
individuals after marriage although western romantic values pervade

emileemdeemlie durkheimwurkheimDurkheim suicide A study inin sociology trans john A spauldingSpauldmg and george simpson new
york free press 1951 390
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indiasandias escapist
formula films
they do not as

yet so much
extend into
ordinary life

I1 do not
wish to go too
far in defending
indian customs
and institutions because some terrible disparities need to be addressed
disparities which traditional institutions holding so firmly to the
status quo in effect ignore the economic inequities are all the more
exaggerated because as throughout the middle east and earlier in
china it is beneath the dignity of the privileged classes to exert
themselves in the world of work and thereby make the kind of contri-
bution to society which with their background and influence they
are so well endowed to make in addition many of the university
students the country s future leaders are lazy and poorly motivated
often since they have been admitted to institutions by political
machination they have dangerous illusions of self importance and
foment riots and demonstrations and literally terrorize their teachers
university administrators and other public officials just try to ride
in a first class train compartment through the state of biharbahar even
with a cowering railway official in your company and try to keep the
free loading students from breaking in on you and crowding you out
of your seat despite the fact that india boasts a woman prime
minister the treatment of too many women remains shameful and
inhumane there are still child brides brides murdered when their
dowries dont come through and widows cast onto the streets by
their children women are the real underprivileged class and the ones
who as often as not perform the most menial backbreaking labor
furthermore the notion that one is by his or her merit or lack of
merit born into his or her particular status cannot help but encourage
the kind of social apathy and fatalistic neglect of the unfortunate
which is only partially counteracted by the religious giving of alms

but here we are faced by a dilemma which makes me sound very
contradictory indeed because on the other hand so much in tradi-
tional hindu religion if abandoned for the skepticism and secularism
of the west would only compound many of india s problems and
add to them all of our own there are facets of the religious life
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in india which we have lost
and badly need to imitate or
reacquire unlikely as that pros-
pect is I1 have in mind the
omnipresent openness to the
forms of religious devotion and
the spontaneous ardor of that
devotion the kind of love
affair the indian appears to
engage in with his or her
particular gods and there is

neither self consciousness nor
ostentation about such matters
they are a given an essential
part of human existence and
it is still not fashionable to
disparage or question religion

at least in public instead the onus is on those who do not worship or
are not devout

how does indian religion compare with our own in the first
place if there is still an area of the world where people build and
go for worship to what they call temples it is in asia and particularly
india to be sure these temples are less ancient than you might
think most that are still extant were constructed in our own millennium
in fact it was apparently the greeks who after alexander introduced
the temple idea to india before that the ancient rites which persist
to this day temple rites nevertheless in our sense of the word
were performed out of doors but like our own indian temples
which also have sunstonessunstones and moonstonesmoon stones are laid out as mandalas

or symbolic representations of the cosmos shoes must be removed
before one is permitted to tread on sacred ground and each hindu
temple is located on a river or has a large tank installed next to it
enabling devotees to perform certain ablutions rites of purification
before temple worship if space permitted I1 could quote lines from
mankindsmankinds oldest scriptures the brahamanahamanaBra vedas whose incantations
on various organs of the body as these are washed and anointed prior
to the donning of a linen garment would not strike latter day saints
as so very strange cremation itself which occurs outside the temples
is called the last sacrifice and is surely a vestige of the animal
sacrifices described in the vedas in turn reminiscent of similar rites
among both our early aryan ancestors and the semites in performing
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such auspicious
rites brahminsBrahmins
reverse the sacred
white thread
which they
receive during
their initiation
into manhood
from the left
shoulder to the
right 1 I witnessed a distinguished brahmin priest doing just this as
for twelve days he performed particularly sacred rites in behalf of his
deceased mother he was also required to wear in addition to his
thread only a single seamless white piece of cloth we in turn make
much of what is signified by jesus cloak being similarly seamless
corresponding traditions persist among the equally ancient parsis or
zoroastrians now mostly situated in the vicinity of bombay whose
youth while being initiated to the priesthood receive for lifelong wear
a white undershirt indian weddings too are especially lavish the
groom arrives in a horse drawn carriage dressed and accouteredaccoutered like
some great raja both bride and groom are adorned in kingly and
queenly garb portending as it were a kind of future status to which
they could be heirs

there are of course important differences as well the claims
made for the hindu gods or for those whose lives they are meant to
bless seem less universal and more limited to the peoples of the
subcontinent itself more like the hebrews exclusivity than like the
claims made for christ the hindu gods are less historically grounded
with those now most prominent incidental or nonexistent in vedic
times shiva is in fact a dravidian borrowing moreover the principles
of voluntary suffering and self sacrifice by an omnipotent god for all
mankind and of the forgiveness of and imperative love for one s

enemies the ultimate christian ethic seem distinctive to the christian
tradition one of my teachers introduced me to a saloka or proverb
that could be translated as follows

what isis the goodness in a man if he isis good to those who have helped
him

only he is considered good who is kind even to those who have done
him harm

but when I1 asked if this sentiment were central to vedic or
upanishadic ethics she readily conceded that it was exceptional
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the answer
given by the
savior to the
question of why
a man was born
blind clearly
separates his
doctrine from all

the fatalistic
or deterministic

theologies of the world when even the disciples wondered who
did sin this man or his parents that he was born blind the
saviors sinsingularoularaular reply was neither hath this man sinned nor his
parents but that the works of god should be made manifest in him
john 92 3

in many respects however the major asian religions clearly
anticipate the sermon on the mount there is also both in hinduism
and in buddhism the aspiration to reunite with the cosmic divine
and to acquire a godly nature through ascetic self denial and right living
there is a concept of eternal progression though the developmental
stages are seen as involving more than one earthly probation consider
this distinctively LDS statement from brigham young

if anybody wants to know what the priesthood of the son of god is it is

the law by which the worlds are were and will continue for ever and
ever it is that system which brings worlds into existence and peoples
them gives them their revolutions their days weeks months years
their seasons and times and by which they are rolled up as a scroll as it
were and go into a higher state of existence 3

how reminiscent this now seems of the thought one encounters
in hindu and hindu derived statements in addition there is the
interesting principle of bhakti or divine love according to which

god is like a father to his son like a friend to his friend like a lover
to his beloved and what god wants from man is his love to him
his surrender to him and his service to him it is only from the love of
god that the knowledge of god arises unless man has the love of
god he can never know god and his greatness and grace 4

1I have no illusions that many indians live up to the lofty universal
precepts which are so vividly and unabashedly extolled in hinduism

3discoursesdiscourses ofbiighamyoungofbngham young selected and arranged byjohnby john A widtsoe salt lake city deseret press

1925 201
as4sS rangacharrangacharyRangachar eartyearlyfarlyfarryearry indian thought mysore geetha book house 1964 239 240



reflectionsfromreflections from the ganges

like most christians most
hindus observe the highest ideals
of their religion mostly in the
breach and by default it is also
doubtless true that the relative
innocence of indians is protected
by their limited opportunity to
become acquisitive promiscuous
or highly critical of their tradi-
tions still among them are
individuals who remarkably
exemplify the very values we
hold sacred two such were the
gifted and giving teachers I1 was
fortunate to engage inin jabalpurJabalpur
and varanasiVaranasi shrimati dr rama
pande with a phd in vedic
sanskrit gave up a promising scholarly career to serve her familysfamilys
needs without making a fetish ofotherher faith she renounced the wearing
of jewelry ten years ago and more recently the viewing of films even
those with scripts written by her brother who is a successful screen-
writer in bombay she did this so that she would be less distracted by
this world and have more time for others without my requesting it
she provided me with a simplified version of the sermon on the
mount in sanskrit and she is sought after not only by friends and
family but also by the young prospective methodist ministers who
study with her to resolve the disputes that arise within their christian
community my saintly hindi teacher in varanasiVaranasi shri virendra singh
after concluding his own formal schooling at age fifteen founded a
village school for illiterates which after eight years enrolled 120
students and required the assistance of three additional teachers he
refuses to wear his kshatriyakshatria caste thread as a sign of status confronts
his brahmin landlord and others when they are duplicitous and
manages to win their respect in the process and his personal life
would be exemplary for any christian he and his wife gave up tea
an unheard of sacrifice in india so their girls can attend a better

school both dr pande and mr singh radiate that special light
we read about in john and in doctrine and covenants 88 as does
reverend K singh the former brahmin who is now the dynamic
minister of the assembly of god church in jabalpurJabalpur and who one
sunday unhesitatingly invited me to preach the sermon
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I1 have come
to realize that
in the things
that matter most
there are others
in this world
not even chris-
tian who have

2 much to teach
P us my associa-

tion with such people has only further enhanced my respect for the
gospel of jesus christ which without necessarily attributing it to
him they so impressively exemplify what these people have to offer
like the gospel itself is so simple and accessible yet so free from glitter
and sensation that for the most part they go unnoticed though
their worth is known to those whose lives they touch and whom they
motivate to become their better selves theirs is the sainthood to
which we should all aspire solzhenitsynssolzhenitsyns eulogy of a simple russian
peasant woman who in soviet society is everyone s scapegoat the
butt of scorn and support is a fitting tribute to such persons

we all lived beside her and never understood that she was that righteous
one without whom according to the proverb no village can stand

nor any city
nor our whole land 5

5alexander solzhenitsyn matryonamatrionaMat ryona s house in we never make mistakes trans paul W blackstock
columbia university of south carolina press 1963 100



elizabeth to zacharias

barely heard mary s steps outside
for she moves like a light wind
through leaves she blooms
A desert flower in time of rain
her eyes are bluer than I1 remember
they are the blue of a sky beyond the one
we know I1 heard her young voicevolcevoicevolce
calling me as doves call the morning
I1 dropped the bread dough on the table
and rose to meet her
I1 stood still for our child moved
beneath my wrinkled hands I1 felt the pulse
of moses and abraham the promises live within us
the priesthood moves in our dark sanctumssanctums
A glimmer of prophets words in the night
of my coming age and the centuries of wandering
our people shall know

cara bullinger



resurrection morning

beyond open windows behind trees
he stands feeling the green wind
touch the fine etched leaves

sun flings newdaynew day shadows
moving the dim lake to sing
psalms with hands stroking the joy wood

A blind worm lifts its head
and a lily proffers a petal
from its leafy bed to the sky s warmth

energy pulses in his wrists
like air beating the clouds
where thunder cracks and lingers

at the bend of earth and sky
in his hand the lily is lamb soft
As a sigh before he ascends

cara bullinger



making a mormon of milton

john S tanner

I1 THE URGE TO MERGE

on several occasions in paradise lost john milton invokes his
muse the holy spirit to reveal to his sightless eyes insight about

things invisible to mortal sight 53655633563363.3656 see also 1.111li11 26 7.171 39 1

with the possible exception of william blake no other major english
poet lays greater claim to the role of poet seer even from his earliest
poems milton hopes someday to attain to something like prophetic
strain 11 IIil penserosoPenseroso 174 struck by the many similarities between
miltonsmillonsMiltons great epic and mormon doctrine many LDS readers assume
that the poet in fact attains the prophetic strain wished for in
youth and claimed in old age indeed many of my students and
some of my colleagues seem to regard milton as a sort of unbaptized
mormon teach him that angels are really the premortal spirits of
mankind and voila he is fit for the font and full fellowship his
greatest work ready for review by the correlation committee

As a mormon miltonist myself I1 confess that I1 am of two minds
about this view of milton as an unbaptized mormon on the one
hand I1 recognize numerous remarkable and largely unsuspected
parallels between miltonic and mormon theology parallels entailing
some of our most distinctive and even heretical teachings such
as our belief in material monism and our historic acceptance of

john S tanner isis an assistant professor of english at brigham young university
with two exceptions all references to miltonsmillonsMil tons works are made cojohntojohnto john milton complete poems and

major prose ed merritt Y hughes indianapolis odyssey press 1957 animadversions upon the
remonstrantsRemonstrants defence against smectymnuus isis inin volume 3 and de Docdoctrinaldoctnnadoctrinatrina chieChiichiistianachristianastiana isis inin volume 15

of the works ofjohnof loanjohnioan milton ed frank allenalienailen patterson new york columbia university press 1933

de doctninadoctnna christiana isis more complete inin the patterson edition than isis the same work christian doctrine
inin the hughes edition therefore the work has been quoted sometimessometimes from the one edition and sometimessometimes
from the other paradise lost isis cited inin the text by book and line miltonsmillonsMil tons other works are cited by title and
page
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polygamy 2 these shared ideas ought to be more widely known by
both LDS and non LDS readers of the poet 3 on the other hand
however I1 fear that the number and degree of our shared beliefs with
milton are often overstated resulting in significant distortion of both
miltonic and mormon doctrine each of which has its own integrity
we need to be more judicious in our attempts to assimilate the poet
into the fold

because restoration theology adopts a broadly inclusive view of
truth whatever is true isis the gospel the impulse to discover proto
mormonscormons among our favorite writers becomes nearly irresistible 4 1I

recall as an undergraduate at BYU that nearly every author we read
was upon occasion seen as a sort of closet mormon from shakespeare
to swift thoreau to twain kierkegaard to C S lewis while this
inclusiveness is admirable it is attended by perils frequently our
assimilative zeal is prompted by insufficient knowledge both about
the author in question and about the distinctive character of LDS
theology assimilation often occurs at the cost of what duns scotusscopus

calls haecceitas or the thisnessthis ness of a thing that is the particularities
which render an object what it is rather than what it may resemble 5

like objects ideas have their thisnessthis ness too they have a singularity
and integrity which must be respected injudicious comparisons ignore
haecceitas raising general likenesses to the status of exact equivalencies
and reducing to insignificance formidable discrepancies arising out of
differences in history culture and biography all likenesses are of
course partial we need not forego finding resemblances a basic
cognitive operation simply because the world presents few clones

but we ought to attend to differences as well as similarities when
drawing comparisons

in comparing milton to mormonism this means attaching crucial
caveats to supposed similarities regarding shared beliefs in such things

wordsords such as heresy unorthodox and heterodox arevieuie meant as relative terms they imply no judgment
one christians orthodoxy isis anothers heresy

313 have outlined the intersectionsintersections between miltonic and mormon thought for non LDS miltomstsmiltonists thisibis
essay isis an attempt to do the same for IDS readers as well as to address the problems of assimilation generally
see john S tanner milton among the mormonscormonsMormons inin ringing the bell backward proceedings of the first
international milton symposium ed by ronald G shafer indiana pa indiana university of pennsylvania
imprint series 1982 123 32

4forforifor a compilation of statements regarding this inclusive viewview of the gospel see hugh nibley s article on
brigham young and education educating the saints inin nibley on the timely andtheand rhethe timeless volume 1

inin the religious studies monograph series religious studies center brigham young university salt lake city
publishers press 1978 229 60 for a more recent reconfirmation of this catholicity see the 15 february 1978

statement of the first presidency
efrem bettonibottom duns scopusscotus the basic principles of his philosophy trans bernadine bonansea

washington DCD C catholic university of america press 1961 60 65
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milton at age 62
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as human dignity and freedom the fortunate fall and the nature of
god the father and the son on these and other doctrines surface
similarities frequently conceal subsurface divergences yet curiously
also beneath the surface lie a number of shared heterodoxiesheterodoxies that
surprisingly align milton with some ofofmormonismsmormonismsMormonisms most revolutionary
beliefs hence my thesis is that milton is both less and moremoamom like a
mormon than is generally supposed if this seems somehow double
minded 1I take solace in the similar attitude jesus adopted toward
those on the periphery of the kingdom he that is not against us is

for us and a few verses later he that is not with me is against
me luke 950 1123 there is a time to count allies and a time to
close ranks

II11 THINGS ARENT WHAT THEY SEEM

historically mormonscormons have welcomed milton as an ally orson F

whitney imitated paradise lost in his ellaselias an epic of the ages and
dreamed of the day when the latter day saints will yet have miltonsmillons
and shakespearesShakespeares of our own gods ammunition is not exhausted 6

this is a dream that persists among us judging from a recent twelve book
epic in blank verse by R paul cracroft and from the encouragement
church leaders give to miltonic enterprises by mormon artists 7

doubtless some LDSIDS enthusiasm springs merely from miltonsmillonsMiltons reputation
as the greatest christian poet in english if not indeed in western
civilization rather than from genuine familiarity with his work still
other more informed IDSLDS admiration of milton arises from his eloquent
articulation of general christian ideas but it is incorrect to assume
as many of my students do that because milton espouses christian
commonplaces his work is ipsoip so facto mormon for many apparent
doctrinal coincidences between milton and mormonism derive from a
common basis in christian scripture and tradition not from teachings
unique to either the poet or the IDSLDS church moreover as contemporary
christianity sheds ever more of its historic dogmas such as a belief in
a real hell and devil or in a war in heaven or in an adam or even in
a divine savior miltonsmillonsMiltons poem may increasingly seem to have few
analoguesanalogiesanalogues outside the IDSLDS faith yet in fact it is deeply embedded in a

6 home literature vin A believing people literature ofodtherhethe latter duyday saints ed richard H cracroft
and neal E lambert provo brigham young university press 1974 206

ar7rR paul cracroft A certain testimony A mormon epic inin twelve books salt lake city epic west
1979 boyd K packer the arts and the spirit of the lord brigham young university studies 16 summer
1976 575 88 spencer W kimball the gospel vision of the arts ensign 7 july 1977 2 5
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long complex christian tradition 8 before we claim milton as uniquely
our own we would do well to become more informed of what a
prodigiously well educated seventeenth century christian could have
garnered from his own resources and ofwhat must be his own invention
or a gift from his muse

without a well informed sense of miltonsmillonsMiltons intellectual milieu
the reader may easily conflate christian commonplaces with truly
uncommon dogmas in their first flush ofenthusiasm for paradise lost
for example my young LDSIDS readers often urge parallels in the following
areas the nature of the godhead satan s rebellion and the war in
heaven the creation the fortunate fall free will obedience and
repentance the atonement of the son and the apostasy with the
exception of his views on the creation and the apostasy however
miltonsmillonsMiltons ideas on none of these topics is peculiarly IDSLDS in character
many of miltonsmillonsMiltons beliefs on these subjects moreover are distinctly
unlike those espoused by the church

consider for example miltonsmillonsMiltons conception of the war in
heaven miltonsmillonsMiltons primary sources for his description of satansgatans
rebellion and the subsequent war are the bible especially isaiah and
revelation traditional christian exegesis and classical accounts of
epic warfare especially those by hesiodhesion homer and vergil 9 the
result is a war quite unlike that envisioned by most latter day saints
for mormonscormonsMormons the war in heaven is seen principally as a war of words
and wills like the debates between abdiel and satan 58095.8095809 907
6.1316131 87 in paradise lost the war assumes the character of a pitched
homeric battle many mormon readers gloss over this crucial difference
similarly they tend to see the fallen angels through mormon lenses
yet the rebel angels are not only not the unembodied spirits of
mankind but their war has nothing to do with human freedom
for man does not yet exist further the revolt is provoked not by
satansgatans plan to deny men free agency but by his envy of the son
56005.6005600 72 true as a figure of magnificent intellect enormous
persuasiveness and insatiable ambition miltonsmillonsMiltons satan resembles the
fallen angel of light in the pearl of great price but his motives as

well as the issues and conduct of the war are all conceived of quite
differently

book length studies treating millonsmiltonsMiltons use of scripture and exegetical tradition include J M evans
paradise lost andthe genesis tradition oxford clarendon press 1968 and C A patrides milton and

the christian tradition oxford clarendon press 1966

9foriforor a fuller account of the sources contributing to miltonsmillonsMil tons war inin heaven see stella P revard the war
inin heaven paradise lost and the tradition ofsatansofSaof gatanssatansranstans rebellion ithaca NYN Y cornell university press

1980
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similar qualifications need to be attached to any number of
other fundamental doctrinal similarities including that most basic
premise of belief the nature of the godhead owing to the many
colloquiescollo quies between the father and the son depicted in paradise lost
most LDS readers assume that milton must share ourout arian view that
christ is not consubstantial with god the father milton s actual
views on the godhead however are not nearly so simplisticallysimplisricallysimplisticallyaily

antiantlantitrinitariananritrinitariantrinitarian as they may at first appear hence his possible
arianism has long been a matter of scholarly controversy 10 one has
only to read his long and labored argument for a subordinationist
position vis a vis the trinity chrcarChichristianistian doctrine 932 64 to recognizereccnize
that whatever milton believed on the nature of the godhead it
is quite far removed from the unambiguous bold declaration of
modern revelation the father has a body of flesh and bones as
tangible as mans the son also dacd&c 13022 milton admits
that it is legitimate to conceive of god anthropomorphically for
this is how god describes himself in scripture but the human form
and attributes ascribed to god milton concedes may be metaphoric
merely the way an ineffable deity accommodates his self revelation to
finite human understanding christian doctrine 905 6 in paradise

lost the poet typically describes the father as light and as a bodiless
voice rarely with corporeal images characterized as somewhat
severe and dispassionate the epic s god often seems quite unlike the
loving father in heaven regularly invoked by latter day saints in
prayer and song the mormon god my god weeps before enoch
over his wayward rebellious creatures see moses 728 29 miltonsmillonsMiltons
god in a particularly disagreeable moment of irony feigning to be
fearful of the rebel armies laughs the apostate angels to scorn
57195.7195719 32

the fall that mormonscormons find so fortunate milton regards at best
as a mixed blessing true both his adam and the adam of modern
revelation rhapsodize about a fortunate fall 1246912.46912469 84 moses 551010

but if god converts sin into an occasion for rejoicing by sending a
savior he also loudly decries adams sin happier had it sufficesufficdsufficd
him to have known good by itself and evil not at all 118811.881188 89
similarly to milton mans first disobedience marks a heinous offence

comprehending in itself a litany of sins for what sin can be named
which was not included in this one act milton asks and enumerates a

lowW B hunter C A patrides andandjandaJ H adamson bright essence studies in millonsmiltonsMiltons theology
salt lake city university of utah press 1971 contains several important articles dealing with milton and

arianism as well as a useful bibliography
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catalogue of evils distrust in the divine veracity and a proportionate
credulity in the assurances of satan unbelief ingratitude disobedience
gluttony in the man excessive uxoriousness parricide theft
invasion of the rights of others sacrilege deceit presumption in
aspiring to divine attributes fraud pride and arrogance
de doctrinaldoctrinaDoc trina christiana 181 this is a far cry from the mormon

exculpations of adams transgression not sin as a wise and mature
choice I111I1

we in the IDSLDS church take a warmly enthusiastic view of the
fall it is the enabling condition of progress miltonsmillonsMiltons theodicy implies
that the fall is truly tragic compare 9.69696gg working great evil upon
the human family who had they not fallen might have progressed
up the scale of perfection to the stature of angels 54965.4965496 505 12this12 this
view of the fall as an impediment to growth precisely the inverse
to LDSIDS doctrine is largely overlooked by mormon readers in their
enthusiasm for adams view of the situation and for miltonsmillonsMiltons
famous view in areopagitica it is easy to forget however that
miltonsmillonsMiltons magniloquent argument in behalf of growth through trial is

couched in explicitly postlapsarian terms As the state of man
now is now that adam has botched things up we can know good
only by evil the knowledge and survey of vice is in this worldieworld ie
this fallen world so necessary to the constituting of human virtue
areopagitica 729 my italics this is not an argument about how

the world might have been had adam not fallen for all its sweeping
rhetoric miltonsmillonsMiltons argument is situated within the conditions governing
this fallen world and more tactically directed to the debates prevailing
in parliament over censorship miltonsmillonsMiltons generalizations fall somewhat
short ofoflehisofLelehisgehishis universal claims about the necessity of opposition in all
things see 2 ne 211 29 which they seem to echo

miltonsmillonsMiltons thoughts about purification by trial differ from lehisgehis
on yet other counts struck by the resemblance between lehisgehis blessing
of jacob and areopagitica a mormon critic whose paper I1 recently
reviewed quoted the following phrase from miltonsmillonsMiltons tract to corroborate
the book of mormon parallels that which purifies us is trial and trial

for a representative collection of IDSLDS statements to this effect see wilson K andersensAndersens unit the
fall A planned purposive change in the gospel in principle and practice provo brigham young
university press 1965 183 91 joseph fielding smiths comment from 14 january 1961 is illustrative

what did adam do the very thing the lord wanted him to do I1 hate to hear anybody call it a sin for it
wasnt a sin ibid 186

dennis R danielson millonsmiltonsMiltons good god cambridge cambridge university press 1982 164 201

see also his chapter the unfortunate fall 202 27
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is by what is contrary areopagitica 728 what this assimilationist
conveniently leaves off the quotation is the introductory clause which
reads assuredly we bring not innocence into the world we bring
impurity much rather areopagitica 728 had he pursued miltonsmillonsMiltons
meaning here the critic would have discovered that beneath the surface
similarity loom chasms of differences separating the poet from father
lehi for as the deleted phrase implies milton believes in original
sin he believes man is born with congenital debilitiesdebili ties deriving from
the fall of adam and inexorably passing themselves down from
parent to child to the latest generation caicarChichristianistian doctrine 981 82
we inherit an impure legacy physical and moral furthermore
milton continues the spirit that animates our physical bodies possesses
no individual existence before our birth nor separate life after our
deaths until the resurrection chrcarChichristianistian doctrine 979 81 thus an
examination of a clause excised from a sentence otherwise so LDS in
sentiment leads to discovery of doctrines repugnant to our beliefs
original sin as opposed to original innocence see moro 8 dacd&c 747
miltonic mortalism in contrast to mormon eternalism 13

evidently mormonscormons and milton may besbe sharply differentiated on
any number of doctrines indeed the more one learns of the particular
complexities of miltonsmillonsMiltons thought the more hesitant one becomes to
locate him under any convenient rubric mormon or otherwise one
final example of this comes from the latest scholarship on miltonsmillonsMil tons
theology milton like mormonscormonsMormons is often associated with what is

labelled arminianism a theological position deriving from the
writings ofofjacobusjacobus arminius a seventeenth century dutch theologian
who emphasized human free will in contrast to calvins insistence
upon human impotence in the face of absolute divine sovereignty
given miltonsmillonsMiltons stress upon human choice repeatedly dramatized in
his work from comus to paradise gaindregaindregainaRe it would seem
logical to associate milton with arminianism until one remembers
that this label was also applied to papistspapista and high churchmen such
as the archbishop laud implacable enemy of the puritans recent
scholarship is now providing a corrective to our easy categorization
of milton as arminian reminding us that the term s religious and
political meanings altered sharply over the course of milton s

mortalism describes the belief that the soul dies with the body christopher hill milton and the
english revolution new york penguin 197711977 317 23 christian doctrine 979 80 eternalism by
analogy defines the doctrine that the soul isis coeternal with god teachings odtheoftheof rhetherge prophetjosephprophet joseph smith
comp joseph fielding smith salt lake city deseret press 1938 352 54 sterling M mcmurrin the
theological foundations odtheoftheof thesyesie mormon religion isaltsaitsalt lake city university of utah press 1965 49 57
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tumultuous life as did his own views 14at14 at a minimum we must
recognize some incongruity in ascribing to milton proponent of religious
tolerance and inward paradises the very label that his contemporaries
applied to laud enforcer of external conformity and ritual

and I1 would suggest in passing that comparable complexities
govern mormon doctrine on the issue ofworks and grace it is a mistake
to align mormonism exclusively with either protestant individualism
and interiority on the one hand or catholic authoritarianism and
externality on the other to stress one pole at the expense of the other
is not to characterize our doctrine but to caricature it similarly
miltonsmillonsMiltons thought cannot without caricature be neatly brought under
any simple religious umbrella as his life testifies miltonsmillonsMiltons career
traces a steady disillusionment with organized religion as he is

church outed finally composing his own theology he becomes
a church of one the reason and church government 671
mormonism while finding nothing to fault and much to admire in
miltonsmillonsMiltons rejection of apostate religion is likewise itself suigenerisfuisuiful generis

III111ili WAS MILTONS MUSE A MORMON TWO TEST CASES

if miltonic and mormon thought are unique each possessing its
own individuality and integrity it is nevertheless true that the two
belief systems also intersect and often in singular ways seeing these
remarkable coincidences of doctrine we in the church want to explain
them as casescases of clear inspiration here is evidence that the poet did
indeed as he claimed receive ideas from nightly visitations by his
muse 7287.28728 30 it is instructive to examine more carefully the
hypothesis that milton and joseph smith had access to the same source
of inspiration that they shared the same heavenly muse

in order to test this hypothesis it is necessary to locate some point
of consensus which milton and the prophet share virtually alone
exclusive of the rest of christendom while no unique convergences
come to mind I1 can think of two such shared anomalies the first
entails their views of creation the second their accounts of a christian
adam unlike most christian theologians since augustine milton
did not believe in ex dibilonihilonibilo creation or creation out of nothing
rather he endorsed the view that god fashioned the universe out of
preexistent matter matter which is intrinsically good christian
doctrine 976 yet miltonic materialism implicit in paradise lasts

A fine discussion on this will soon be published by dennis danielson in the forthcoming proceedings of
the second international milton symposium in the indiana university of pennsylvania imprint series
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description of chaos womb of nature and perhaps her grave
2.9112911 was not recognized until his long lost theological treatise de
doctrinaldoctrinadoctiinadooDoc trinatiinatrind cariChiicarfchristianastiana was found and translated in 1820 prevpreviouslyiouslybously

miltonsmillonsMiltons imagery if regarded at all was dismissed as poetic license
no more radical than the imagery of genesis itself in de doctrinaldoctrinadoctlinadooDoc trina
christiana however milton boldly reasons that neither the hebrew
nor the greek nor yet the latin verb for create can possibly signify
I1 I1 create out of nothing christian doctrinedoctiine 975 76 joseph smith
not only agrees with milton and a minority of other thinkers it must
be acknowledged in rejecting ex nichilonihilo creation but he makes his
argument in remarkably similar terms the prophet also avers that
matter is intrinsically good compare dacd&c 8812 9333 so good
that it is an honor and a blessing rather than a shame and a hindrance I1

that we like god have bodies in another place the prophet reasons
that the hebrew verb for create cannot mean create out of nothing
but would be better translated to organize hence we infer that
god had materials to organize the world out of chaos chaotic matter
which is element 15

does this stunning coincidence of doctrine and logic provide
evidence that the same voice dictated the ideas to both men well
yes and no the case for whole cloth inspiration is not incontrovertible
others have disputed the logic defying doctrine of creaticcreatio ex nichilonihilo
genesis itself is more easily compatible with creaticcreatio ex materia than
with patristic theories of ex nichilonihilo creation moreover even the
remarkably similar linguistic reasoning may be explicable by the existence
of a common third source milton who knew hebrew and things jewish
likely knew that ibn ezra author of an important late medieval
commentary on the hebrew text mounts the same case about the
verb create milton s commentary follows that of ibn ezra quite closely

even adducing the same proof text from isaiah 16 thatjosephthat joseph smith
directly knew ibn ezra seems highly improbable but his jewish hebrew
teacher joshua sexias likely did it is possible that joseph smith
learned the substance of ibn ezra s gloss on the hebrew verb create
from his teacher indeed the lexical expertise in hebrew evident
in the prophet s explication of create which sounds so rabbinic
renders sexias a likely source both milton and joseph smith then
may have shared indirectly a common horizontal source one that

teachings odtheoftheof rhethe pmphetjosephprophet joseph smith 351 52 compare christian doctrine 977 no created thing
can be finally annihilated

16 16harrisharris francis fletcher milton ss rabbinical readings 1930 reprint npap archon books 1967

81 83
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can partly account for the similarities in their argument 17 but does
this rule out a vertical source for this shared anomaly that is

revelation from on high no for both men still had to be receptive to
ideas that were possibly prompted by things encountered in their
respective environments in their bold choices surely the light of
inspiration must be allowed to play but we ought not to overstate the
claim some judicious restraint is called for in making a case for
inspiration from the spirit alone all the more so because milton
does not arrive at exactly the same conclusion about preexistent matter
as does joseph smith while the prophet understands that matter is

coeternal with god milton rejects this truly revolutionary idea as
inconceivable opting instead for the position that matter is coterncoberncoterminousinous

with god that creation is ex deo or out of gods own substance 18

the second shared heresy that provides a good test case for
inspiration regards stories about postlapsarian adams conversion
to christian faith this is even more anomalous than the denial of
ex dibilonihilonibilo creation milton is almost alone among christian thinkers in
having adam learn about the future atoning mission of that second
adam jesus christ the idea that adam knew about the atonement and
became a baptized christian is of course familiar to readers of the
pearl of great price once again if we look hard for miltonsmillonsMiltons sources
we discover obscure jewish traditions depicting fallen adams colloquiescolloquies
with angels and minority christian opinions that he became a christian
man 19 milton may have known of these traditions but it is quite
unlikely thatjosephthat joseph smith knew any of these specific sources does
this incontrovertibly confirm mutually independent inspiration no
for it is just possible thatjosephthat joseph smith knew about these or similar
traditions regarding father adam through his new england environment
it may be in fact that paradise lost itself helped shape some such
popular traditions in the new england mind since the poem was
enormously popular in early america its influence waning about the
time ofjosephs birth 20 thus although joseph likely never read the
poem its ideas may have filtered into even the unlettered culture of
rural upstate new york

7the17theathe terms horizontal and vertical come from george T boyd revelation inm views on man and
religion collected essays of george T boyd comp james B allenalienailen D C lecheminant and D J whittaker
provo friends of george T boyd 1979 65 75

isteachings odtheoftheof taethefae prophetprophetjosephjoseph smith 352 54 christian doctrine 976 for a discussion of background
and sources for miltonsmillonsMiltons denial ofexobexofexnihilonichilonihilo creationcreatloncreation see patrides mlltonmiltonmitonkiron andtheundand teethe christian tradition 26 53

evansbvans paradise lost and the genesis tradition 54 291 92 patrides milton and the christian
tradition 127 259 georgia B christopher milton andtheand fhethe science odtheoftheof taetherae saints princeton NJ princeton
university press 1982 135 46

2ogeorgegeorgegeorgc F sensabaugh milton inin early america princeton NJ princeton university press 1964
282 305
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yet once again the differences between miltonsmillonsMiltons and mormonismsMormonisms
use of the tradition of a christian adam seem as striking as the
similarities in paradise lost adams knowledge of futurity may be
in part a poetic technique to implicate the reader in the narrative by
tracing the consequences of the story to our day and in another part a
strategy for bringing the story around to christ the greater man
alluded to in the opening without whose mission of restoration the
poem could not become a theodicy justifying the ways of god to man
but would remain a tragedy of disobedience woe and loss adams
conversion as recorded in the pearl of great price by contrast serves
by no means only as incidental embellishment for the narrative but
forms an integral part of the deepest and earliest structures of
mormon doctrine the idea that christianity exists before christ
informs the whole book of mormon narrative and is a central concept
in what might be termed dispensation theology that is the doctrine
that the gospel was possessed by some people in every age

these two shared heresiesheresies creation from matter and the
christian conversion of adam indicate how difficult it is to make a
watertight case that purely vertical inspiration operated upon milton
as I1 believe it did upon joseph smith for those having eyes to see
the similarities suggest that milton was inspired but they do not
confirm that his inspiration is either identical to joseph smiths or
without precedent moreover I1 know of no similarity between the
beliefs of milton and joseph smith that is wholly without precedent
and that must consequently be ascribed either to pure chance or
pure revelation furthermore since paradise lost was reasonably
well known in early new england no such absolute proof of mutually
independent originality is even theoretically possible but the possibility
of shared sources does not destroy the thesis of inspiration either indeed
inspiration explains rather better than chance the enormous number
of resemblances between miltonsmillonsMiltons ideas and those of the restored
gospel further this hypothesis allows us to take milton at his
word and the impassioned sincerity of his claim seems self evident
to me from the text that his muse is not merely a conventional fiction
lifted from epic poetry but a messenger from god himself for thou
art heavbeav niyalynly she an empty dream 7397597.39739

IV MILTON AS revolutionary

that john milton and joseph smith hear the spirit speak related
but differing words need not discredit the idea of inspiration
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the LDS church has always adopted an ample generous view of
gods revelations accounting all truth everything leading to christ
as given of god compare moro 715 18 and there are a remarkable
number of instances where the two men speak with nearly the same
voice often these coincidences involve mormonismsMormonisms most revolutionary
tenets as in the two examples discussed above milton is our ally
even in that most controversial past mormon practice of polygamy
and the early LDS apologists knew it milton and luther are the two
non LDS defenders for polygamy most frequently cited by early
nineteenth century mormon polemicists miltonsmillonsMiltons defense of polygamy
in christian doctrine was reprinted in 18185454 in the millennialmillennialstarandstar and
subsequently in other LDS polemic literature 21 and no wonder for
miltonsmillonsMiltons reasoning on the subject is as bold as it is unassailable

either therefore is polygamy a true marriage he proclaims or all
children born of that state are spurious which would include the
whole race ofjacobofjacob christian doctrine 994 by just such scriptural
syllogisms orson pratt thoroughly outmaneuvered a congressional
chaplain in a famous debate 22

that milton could be numbered among the polygamophiles
to this day shocks and surprises many readers who still cling to the
stereotype of the poet as a staid conservative champion of christian
I1 orthodoxy 23 nothing23nothing could be further from miltonsmillonsMiltons reputation
among his contemporaries as a radical a notorious regicide and
libertine divorcer mormonscormons probably find most to sympathize with
in the revolutionary milton an image increasingly revived by modern
scholarship 24

for all his erudition milton was scarcely a servile slave to tradition
but was prepared to reconstruct his beliefs from the ground up and was
contemptuous of the timid or lazy soul who may commit the whole

lutterlatter day saint millennial star 16 27 may 3 june 18185454 332152121 24 342 454 5 davidadavidj whittaker early
mormon pamphleteeringPamphleteering phdph D diss brigham young university 1982 363 64 383 84 391 92 1I1 wish

to thankthink dr whittaker for alerting me to early mormon pamphleteers use of milton whittakersWhit takers excellent

study containscontains valuable comprehensive notes
22joseph fielding smith essentials inin church history salt lake city deseret book company 1940

452 53 robert D hatch the pratt newman debate masters thesis brigham young university 1960
orson pratt the bible andpolygamyundand polygamy salt lake city deseret news stearnsteam printing establishment 1877

23leoieoleo miller john milton among the polygamophiles new york alfred A knopf 1979 180 82 the
term polygamophdepolygamophile isis millers inventioninvention

24hillhill inm milton andraeundand the english revolution provides the most extreme major reevaluation of Milton as a

radical but the trend has existed at least sincesince maurice kelley examined the relation of paradise lost to

de dooDocdoctrinaldoctnnadoctrinatrina chnstianamchristianain the early forties this greatgreatargumentargument princeton NJ princeton university press

19411941 although hill probably makes milton too radical see andrew mlinermilnerMilmiimilnerownerowneronjoanjohn milton and the english
revolution A study inin the sociology ofliteratureof literature london macmillan 1981 195 209 there isis a growing
consensus at least to remember milton was a revolutionary even if not so wild eyed a one as hill proposes
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managing of his religious affairs to the safe care and credit of
someone else make cmem and cut ernem out what religion ye please
areopagitica 740 in the process of trying to discover what scriptural

christianity really entails milton successively peels back the layered
accretions of creedal tradition a tradition that he had labored so
diligently to master in his mature theology he rejects received
opinions relying instead upon the scriptures alone and the light
of right reason shunning principles that do not derive from the
primitive apostolic church christian doctrine 901

milton knew that an apostasy had occurred the description of it
in paradise lost should stir the soul of every latter day saint

wolves shall succeed for teachers grievous wolves
who all the sacred mysteries of heavbeav n
to thir own vile advantages shall turn
of lucre and ambition and the truth
with superstitions and traditions taint

1250812.50812508 12

yet the depth of miltonsmillonsMiltons solidarity with mormonscormons is not apparent
from this powerful account of the apostasy for belief in an apostasy
is common to all protestants and the pauline imagery acts 2029 is

also common fare for anti catholic rhetoric what at once sets milton
apart from even mainline protestantism and what allies him with
mormonism is his early dating of the apostasy most english protestants
dated the apostasy from the rise of the reformers but milton together
with primitivist christian sectarianssectarians pushes the falling away back
to the time of constantine thereby calling into question all the

superstitions and traditions that have accrued since the early
centuries of the church 25 milton25milton thus endorses an extreme position
on the issue of christian tradition and puts himself in the company of
radical sectarianssectarians and of course of mormonscormonsMormons

nor does the supposedly august poet of christian orthodoxy shrink
from endorsing other positions variously occupied by the scorned
sectarianssectarians that proliferated during his time the ranters diggers
muggletomansmuggletoniansMuggletonMugglemuggietomansianslans levellersLevellers and fifth monarchists 26 on his journey
towards becoming a church of one milton breaks first with the
anglicans and then with the presbyteriansPresbyterians over the issue of a paid
clergy and shows himself sympathetic to the idea of lay ministry 27

15hillhill mlltonmiltonmitonmlton and the english revolution 84 87

ibid 93 116

miltonmllton s considerations touching the likeliest means to remove hirelings out odtheof taethe church is but one
of numerous attacks against a paid ministry
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he also rejects not only set liturgiesliturgics such as the book of common
prayer but set prayer generally animadversions upon the remonstrantsRemon strants

defence against smectymnuus 124 27 he further distances
himself from proponents of a state church by espousing adult baptism
so church membership would not be universal and automatic but
individual and by choice and in common with some on the radical
fringe milton believes in material monismmonism that is that all creatloncreationcreationcreatlon is

material including spirit 54045.4045404 43 compare dacd&c 1317 8 28128211 so
long as milton feels his beliefs are grounded in scripture and reason
he courageously charts his own course and in the process tacks across
mormon seasseas polygamy apostasy lay ministry adult baptism
spontaneous prayer materialism all find analogies not exact
parallels in LDS theology

so too does miltonsmillonsMiltons millenarianism he looks for christ to
return as our shortly expected king 29 further he considers
england to be a chosen land and the english an elect people a saving
remnant destined to be a vanguard introducing the true christian
liberty to the world and thereby preparing the world for the messiahs
return areopagitica 743 these chiliastic sentiments find striking
analoguesanalogiesanalogues in mormon doctrine and history what is more history
served to chasten though not defeat both miltonic and mormon
millenarianism in similar ways the failure of miltonsmillonsMiltons england to
become that noble and puissant nation areopagitica 745 he
envisioned may find a corollary in our failure to realize a political
zion first in jackson county then in nauvoo and then in the great
basin by analogy governor lilburn W boggs of missouri and the
host of official government persecutors that followed him become
comparable to the royalists also bent on destroying the nascent
theocratic state both milton and mormonscormons had to redefine zion
the garden of eden like the city beautiful must temporarily be
left behind but its values are recovered by internalizing paradise
which is relocated in a righteous family making its way through the
world yet though the idea of a kingdom of god is for the moment
depoliticized the king is still coming and his dominion is still to be
established literally upon this earth

by the time charles II11 returned from the continent the grand
adventure in republicanism had failed and people of miltonsmillonsMiltons radical

hill milton and the english revolution 324 33
29hillhill quotes this phrase from miltonsmillonsMiltons prose in his chapter on the poets millenarianism ibid 281 by

the publication of the ready andrasyandeasyundand easy paywaypuy just before charles IIs imminent return milton gave the phrase
an even more decidedly political twist christ is the only to be expected king 891 my italics
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persuasion had either fled in exile or been forced underground
when they spoke again their voices were muted and their radicalism
veiled as in paradise lost but the inspired ideas of such revolutionaries
did not wholly die they were reborn in america and lived underground
in england to resurface during more tolerant times 30 such times had
arrived when the first mormon missionaries landed on british soil
bearing a message that echoed indigenous themes although neither
the missionaries nor their converts could have known it the restored
gospel had a miltonic ring when I1 recall the stunning success of
those first elders in england I1 like to suppose that the pick and
flower of england31England31 they drew into the gospel net were in their
humble way the spiritual posterity of miltonsmillonsMiltons inspired radicalism
the remnants of his chosen people

and what of milton himself would milton have accepted the
missionaries message had he been living at that hour one can
only wonder he was a proud and independent man this much is

sure although he shares much common turf with us in his own day
he was not an unbaptized mormon he may however be a baptized
mormon now for on 24 december 1878 in the st george temple
john milton poet was baptized by proxy into the church of

jesus christ of latter day saints 32 we find means to make our
favorite poets mormon one way or another

31forfor a discussion of what happened to the radical ideas that flourished during the english revolution
see christopher hill the world turned upside down new york viking press 1972 306 8 and some
intellectual consequences odtheoftheof faethefab english revolution madison university of wisconsin press 1980

the311be phrase isis charles dickenssDick enss from the uncommercial traveler cited inin among the cormonsmormonsMormons ed
william mulder and A russell mortensenMo nensen lincoln university of nebraska press 1919585 8 33375375573 7

32stst george temple records no 110097 book H 570 it isis surprising that proxy baptism for milton
was not performed earlier when wilford woodruff was baptized on behalf of most of the signers of the
declaration of independence the presidents of the united states and other eminenteminent men including
among others cirlCIrichrichristopherstopher columbus samuel johnson oliver goldsmith david garrick william wordsworth
sir walter scott johann wolfgang goethe friedrich von schiller robert burns and lord byron wilford
woodruffjournalwoodruff journal 21 august 1877



moses of michelangelo

moses you are magnificent
there is awe

in your marbled translucence
in your composed wholeness

and your quiet dignity

michelangelo knew you were there
and he chipped away unerringly

at the rough stone
that covered you

until you were free
smoothed
and polished
and clear

and now you are here
shining through

turning marble into life

oh master sculptor
I1 know I1 am not a moses

my chunk of stone is only small
but I1 am here

free me
free me

elaine ellsworth naylor

elaine ellsworth naylor is a poet living in salt lake city



utah valley metaphors

metaphors stream into these three windowed walls

clouds veil timp again the mountain maid
waiting her lover the sun is almost fallen
in the lake and winds rattle catalpa pods
already dark pushes at light

the rockies ring utah valley blue and cold
as the fear circling when I1 reach
for a pen when I1 wonder if this time ill write
a real poem I1 make too many connectives

I1 want to see lake mountains tree better still
blue yellow red let me duck to avoid bumping
the new moon oh let brain and blood ally
till image and word unite

loretta M sharp

loretta M sharp established the writing program at the Interinterlocheninierlochenlochen arts academy interlochenInterlochen michigan in
1976 and has been teaching at the academy for thirteen years she received a national endowment for the
Huhumanitiesmanines grant in 1983 a fulbright for summer study in india in 1984 and a michigan council for arts
artist award in 1984 85
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1983

scott H duvall and barbara S ballantyne

the 1983 mormon bibliography contains almost as many
entries as the 1982 bibliography it appears that articles pamphlets
and books printed on mormon topics continuecontinue to keep a solid pace
year after year yet the abiding fear every bibliographer harbors that
he is missing sosomethingmething strikes close especially when it is too late to
add anything we encourage all who write articles related in any way
to mormonism especially those published in specialized journals to
inform us in special collections of the brigham young university
library of what they have published

one realm of mormon publishing exists that has not been placed
in this mormon bibliography nor in any of the recent previous
mormon bibliographies newspapers devoted exclusively to mormon
audiences have flourished over the years in various cities around the
western united states some of these are and have been published
by private individuals others have been issued by groups some of
these publications continue their publications today others have
ceased publication

these regional mormon newspapers include the following titles
and places of publication the california intermountaininter mountain news in
los angeles california the latter day sentinel in phoenix
arizona the latter day sentinel in cerritescerritosCerrites california the beehive
in las vegas nevada the latter day trumpet in idaho falls idaho
the hawaii record bulletin in honolulu hawaii mormon life in
sacramento california the seagull in seattle washington the
san diego seagull in san diego california the southwest saint in
albuquerque new mexico the latter day spokesman in royal city
washington and the beehive in denver colorado

the california intermountaininter mountain news has been publishing weekly
since 21 march 19351933 in that first issue the editors of the newspaper
expressed that their effort was born of the conviction that there is

scott H duvall is assistant curator of special collections harold B lee library brigham young university
barbara S ballantyne is a senior english major at brigham young university
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need of a suitable vehicle of expression and social solidarity for
the california intermountaininter mountain group in numbers more than forty
thousand although the mormon colony as they called it then
now numbers more than three hundred thousand the focus and
purpose of this regional newspaper remain the same

for many years subscription and distribution of the california
intermountaininter mountain news was through the wards and stakes in southern
california the church has since discontinued this practice hence
the newspaper must seek individually paid subscriptions it concentrates
on the southern california area and charges 4954.95495 per year or 7957957.95
for a two year subscription although in the past couple of years this
newspaper has had difficulties it has lately increased its number of
subscriptions and may continue publishing for another fifty years

two of the more recent unofficial mormon publications are the
latter day sentinels in arizona and california these are privately

owned newspapers which are published biweekly the subscription
cost is 10.001000 per year paid subscriptions now number 13000 for the
arizona Sentinesentinelsentineledandledted 1010000000ooo for the california sentinel the arizona
paper has been published since 1978 the california since 1983

in arizona the sentinel 2soasoalsoaiso publishes an LDS buying guide
every year these guides are published to help mormonscormons in the area
know who the mormon businessmen are these guides are published
in a yellow page format as a guide to merchants who appreciate
the mormon business they also contain lists of the stake and ward
officers and their phone numbers for all stakes in arizona

the publishing family malin lewis publisher and crismon lewis
editor are father and son looks upon their newspaper as a service to
the mormon community and it appears that the two sentinels
are received very well in arizona and california the papers are well
done they satisfy a need for mormon news in those two areas

the beehive in las vegas has also been quite successful beginning
publication in 1975 it is published monthly and distributed free of
charge to members of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints
in the las vegas area it contains local news of the LDS church
listings of weddings and anniversaries community news sports news
etc in addition the beehive has a variety of columns devoted to such
subjects as building and development or the court system it also has
classified listings and advertising from which the operating revenue is

generated
the latter day trumpet published monthly in idaho falls

idaho is also a private enterprise newspaper it is primarily an organ
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of information about LDS people in the upper snake river valley A
great deal of space is devoted to advertising which obviously helps to
defray the costs of publication the latter day trumpet is distributed
free of charge to mormonscormons in southeastern idaho

two of the regional mormon newspapers which are currently
published differ from those already reviewed the hawaii record
bulletin of honolulu and mormon life of sacramento are both
nonprofit newspapers published by the public communications
council of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints the
newspapers are sent free of charge to each LDS home in its respective
multi region mormon life was published for one year 1982 as a
privately owned newspaper in the same mold as the other newspapers
discussed in april 1983 however it came under the auspices of the
churchschurche sacramento area public communications council the
purpose of this move was to enable the newspaper to present more
accurate information and also to improve the quality of the information
disseminated about the church in the sacramento valley the two
editors and the news bureau director are called to their positions
they report to the multi regional public communications director
who in turn reports to the regional representative coordinating the
efforts of mormon life

other regional mormon newspapers have been published during
the past ten years the san diego seagull is still publishing it is

however more of a local paper than the others the seagull in seattle
the southwest saint and the latter day spokesman have ceased
publication because of financial difficulties

those newspapers which have been successful however seem to
be fulfilling a role in the lives of thousands of mormonscormons who want
information concerning the church in their own area these regional
mormon newspapers constitute a type of mormon publishing which
will not appear in most mormon bibliographies yet every year they
publish a great deal of information on mormonism

ARTS AND literature

anderson gaylene and susan lambson primary primer simplified duets for
young latter day saints salt lake city orion books 1982

bateman anya big ben Is back salt lake city bookcraft 1983
caldwell kathryn smoot the principle salt lake city randall book 1983
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clarkdarkoark mardenjmardenaMardenJ toward dmoreamorea more perfect order within being the confessions of an
unregenerate but not unrepentant mistruster of mormmormonon literature dialogue
16 winter 1983 91710091 100loo

cook thomas H tabernacle boston houghton mifflin co 1983
cornwall rebecca foster and leonard J arrington perpetuation of a myth

mormon danitescanites in five western novels 1840 90 brigham young university
studies 23 spring 1983 147

cox janet zalleyvalleyzailey of fire salt lake city deseret book co 1983
dorson R M handbook of amenamericanc folklore indiana pa indiana university

press 1983

dunn scott digger art As religious history sunstone retirevireviewew 3 march
1983 13

edwards paul M moonbeamsMoonbeams from a larger lunacy poetry in the reorganization
dialogue 16 winter 1983 22 32

england eugene the dawning of a brighter day mormon literature after 150
years in after 151506 years the lutterlatterlufter duyday saints in sesquicentennial perspective
edited by thomas G alexander and jessie L embry 95 146 provo utah
charles redd center for western studies 1983

magic and the supernatural in utah folklore dialogue 16

winter 1983 51 64

havens virginia the link andthe promise bountiful utah horizon publishers 1983

hicks michael eternity capacity and the willwilh three puzzles for a mormon
aesthetics sunstone 8 january april 1983 8 12

hughes demdewdean jenny holterhollerhallerhoilerharlerradler salt lake city Ddesereteseretaseret book co 1983
james coleen S A foe beyondreachbeyond reach bountiful utah horizon publishers 1983
james rhett stephens the man who knew the early years A plaplayy about

martin harris 1824 1830 cache valley utah martin harris pageant committee
1983

kelly carla camp of israel sunstone 8 september october 1983 19 23

king patricia obrien solo salt lake city deseret book co 1983
longstree stephen all of nothing new york putnam 1983
lund gerald N the alliance salt lake city deseret book co 1983
lynn karen the 1981 RLDS hymnal songs more brightly sung dialogue 16

winter 1983 33 41

mccloud susan evans by all wejrejpe hoiddearholdHoId deurdear salt lake city bookcraft 1983
mclntoshmcintosh carol partridge and carole osborne cole what preceprice zion salt lake city

deseret book co 1983
manning francis J the influence of mormonism on amerAmeiamericanican literature

ann arbor mich university microfilms international 1983
moon harold kay mormon art affirmation and other old hat BYUBW today

37 may 1983 39
moss robert H valiant witness A novel of moroni bountiful utah horizon

publishers 1983
nelson lee the storm testament II11 orem utah liberty press 1983
pearson carol lynn A lasting peace salt lake city randall book 1983

A widening view salt lake city bookcraft 1983
peterson levi S greening wheat fifteen mormon short stories

midvale utah orion books 1983
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overhauling mormon aesthetics sunstone 8 january april
1983 13 14

roberts bliss and mary ann book of mormon picture scriptures salt lake city
deseretdeseretbookbook co 1983

rogers thomas F gods fools plays of mitigatedofmixigated conscience provo thomas F rogers
1983

rust richard dilworth book of mormon poetry new era 13 march 1983 46 50
sealy shirley laughter and tears the best years orem utah randall book

1983
within my heart orem utah randall book 1983

Shurnshumwayway nicolas ambiguity and the language of authority
dialogue 16 summer 1983 52 56

snow eliza R poems religious historical and political 2 vols 1856 1877

reprint westjordanwest jordan utah early church reprints 1983

thayne emma lou how much for the earth A suite of poems about time for
considering salt lake city eden hill 1983

webb christine starr adam named the animals salt lake city deseret book
co 1983

weyland jack pepper tide salt lake city deseret book co 1983
whitaker wetzel 0 pioneering witawithwilhwila film A brief history of church andblighamandbrighamundand Brigham

young university films provo brigham young university pressapressjpress 1983
yorgason blaine M and brenton G chester I1 love you salt lake city bookcraft 1983

biographical AND FAMILY HISTORY

alder elaine reiser my month in england with sister camilla kimball ensign
13 april 1983 62 63

alter jonathan with elaine shannon and margaret G warner how to freeze a
nomination newsweek 22 august 1983 19 20

anderson audentia smith emma smith and her hymns restoration voice 2277

january february 1983 7 8 reprinted from saints herald 6 may 1939
arrington james A golden age of humor UJ golden kimball BBYUYU today 3377

march 1983 3 6

the artist farrell R collett prints 5 september october 1983 22 29
ashby pat ambassador keith nyborg an american to the finish this people 4

august 1983 43 46 58

ariel bybee shesashes a sensation this people 4 february march
19855319835519835319831985 53 56

bartmess michele dale murphy nice guys dont always finish last this people
4 april may 1983 42 44

life s a big hit with barry bonnell this people 4 june july
19836119831985 61 63

the NBA more rigortbanrigorRigorT thanbanhan romance this people 4 february
march 1983 48 51

bates irene M william smith 1811 93 problematic patriarch dialogue 16
summer 1983 11 23

bitton davis the redoubtablejobnre doubtable john pack pioneer proselyter patriarch salt lake
city eden hill 1982
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brown louise anderson A look at the other side exponent 11II 10 fall
1983 15 20

carrollcan oil les doug padilla world class on and off the track this people 4

august 1983 55 56 60
john whitaker coming of age this people 4 october

november 1983 57 63

cartooningCartoon ing the art of drawing and quartering BYU today 37 march 1983
21 24

chaffin bethany andjoyceand joyce davis john lemperle sharpening the point this
people 4 october november 1983 53 55

cole carole osborne flying solo but not alone this people 4 june july
1983 57 59 70

cramer steven A the worth of a soul orem utah randall book 1983
daly marsha the Osmondomonds A family biography new york st martins press 1983

david P gardner A man for all seasons sunstone review 3 april may 1983
54

dew sheri L marie and steve craig eighteen months later this people 4

december 1983 18 22

the osmond brothers A little bit country this people 4

april may 1983 24 28 68 70
dickman diane brent ashworth documenting our spiritual past this people

4 august 1983 35 37 49
double trouble church and state 36 july august 1983 9 10

downs robert Bbjohnjohn T flanagan and harold W scott memorable americans
1750 1950 littleton colo libraries unlimited 1983

dykes mervyn ben couch cabinet minister in new zealand parliament ensign
13 april 1983 24 28

elder legrand richards A grandfather to Us all BYU today 37 march 1983
16 18

elder legrand richards A marvelous work and a wonder new era 13 march

1983281985281983 28 29
elder legrand richards dies beloved apostle missionary friend ensign 13

february 1983 6 9

ellett A H rortyforty fournour years As a redneck judge npap A H ellett 1983
enders donald L james madison barlos patriarch of utah silversmiths the

magazine silver 16 july august 1983 27 29
england breck eideelderjosephEldeeldereider josephrjoseph anderson life Is good because of the gospel

ensign 13 july 1983 30 35

fleisher david and david M freedman death of an american the killing of
john singer new york continuum publishing co 1983

gholdston john paula hawkins latter day saint senator from florida ensign
13 october 1983 34 36

gregory sarah J pioneer housewife the autobiography of sally dodge morris
gateway heritage 3 spring 1983 24 33

hahl hildegard the warmth of a winter baptism ensign 13 january 1983
30 31

hale betty ioneloneloneione horrocks some good latter day saint woman should step
forward ensign 13 february 1983 22 25
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hale val steve young and gordon hudson more than a passing fancy this
people 4 september 1983 40 42 57 59

hartley william G barnardsbarnardaBarnards boots new era 13 july 1983 8 12

haymond jay M in memoriam andrew karl larson 1899 1983 utah
historical quarterly 51 summer 1983 289 90

head derin lea bruce lindsay in his prime this people 4 february march
1983 13 15

dian thomas just for the fun of it this people 4 june july
1983201983 20 23 68

legrand richards A marvelous work this people 4 march
1983 32 34

the mix masters this people 4 april may 1983 56 60

N eldon tanner seeking the kingdom this people 4 march
1983 48 49

hefner loretta L from apostle to apostate the personal struggle of amasa
mason lyman dialogue 16 spring 1983 90 104

hicks michael notes on brigham youngs aesthetics dialogue 16 winter
1983124198512419831985 124 30

hiles norma derry joseph III111ili letters home saints heraldherald130130150 1 july 1983
12 13 21 30

hinckley gordon B praise to the man ensign 13 august 1983 2 6

hinze brent and sarah faith and a loving heart the story of elva taylor cowley
ensign 13 august 1983 48 52

johnson annie richardson and elva richardson shunnShurnshumwayway with enola johnson
mangelson charles edmundrichardsonedmundEdmun dRichardsonrichardson man of destiny tempe ariz annie R
johnson irrevocable present interest trust 1982

johnson cleocleojcleoaJ the story of phineus tempest and a lost manuscript snake
river echoes A quarterly of idaho history 12 winter 1983 16 19

johnson jeffery 0 glimpses of pioneer life in aunt twiss letters pioneer 30
march april 1983 9 13

jones dan R salmon wamenwamerpamerlramer early mormon pioneer orem utah D Rrjonesjones 1983

the journal of fanny fry simons an enduring legacy 6 1983 173 212
kirby edward M the rise and fall of the sundance kid lolaiolaioialoia wis western

publications 1983
lair jim fancher A history of a remarkable family carroll county historical

society quarterly 27 spring 1982 12 14

launius roger joseph smiths 111iiiiliIII encounter with spiritualism restoration
trail forum 9 november 1983 3 8

R C evans boy orator of the reorganization john whitmer
historical association journal 3 1983 40 50

lubeck kathleen florence jacobsen the fine art of preserving time taisthistaifthU people
4 june july 1983 47 50 67

J elliot cameron presiding in paradise taisthistalftaztal people 4 october
november 1983 41 44

jack anderson the muckraker Is a saint this people 4
february march 1983 19 22

lubeck kathleen and sheri dew ben E lewis master builder this people 4
december 1983 31 34
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lyman gordon and kynrakinra LDS pilots in the strategic air command the
lonesome skyway this people 4 april may 1983 32 37

lyman melvin A As a rose newport beach calif kenning house 1982
mccallum jack the steve and gordon show sports illustrated 14 november

1983 61 65

madsen carol cornwall A bluestocking in zion the literary life of emmeline B

wells dialogue 16 spring 1983 126 40
madsen truman G B H roberts after fifty years still witnessing for the book

of mormon ensign 13 december 1983 10 19
marshall don jeffrey R holland A style all his own ensign 13 june 1983

44 49
martin charles W john ahmanson vs brigham young A nebraska legal

controversy 1859 61 nebraska history 64 spring 1983 1 20
mehls steven F westward from denver the obsession of david moffat

railroadhistoryrailroad history 146 spring 1982 29 40
morain thomas A fantasia on the diaries of john garver john witmerwhitmer

historicalhistoricalassociationassociation journalsjournal3journal3 1983 3 13

mouritsen dale C A symbol of new directions george franklin richards and the
mormon church 1861 1950 ann arbor midimich university microfilms international
1982

N eldon tanner management by example BYU today 37 may 1983 34 35

nelson nylin B A biography the spirit of a viking snake river echoes A
quarterly of idaho history 12 1983 4 8 16 19

niebur jay E arthur redman whilfleywhd7ey miner inventor and entrepreneur
denver colo colorado historical society 1982

nightingale cindy bryant rossiter research meets religion this people 4

april may 1983 17 20
roger porter when the president needs advice this people 4

june july 1983 31 34

nolan max joseph smith and mysticism journal ofofmormonmormon history 10 1983
105 16

osborne steven P senator orrin hatch going to the wall in washington this
people 4 august 1983 18 22 52

pace howard they called my dayjohndafdadduf johbjohn I1 npap 1983
paul R eli ed george wilkins kendall newsman and a party of pleasure

seekers on the prairie 1851 nebraska history 64 spring 1983 35 80
paulson jean R ken garff A biography salt lake city kendall day garff 1983

the people of vemonvernonvennonzennon A compilation of life stonstorieses vernon utah transcript
bulletin press 1983

perkins mike playboy honors BYU tight end sunstone review 3 june 1983
2

poole kit saints in the sun this people 4 april may 1983 47 52
president N eldon tanner dies ensign 13 january 1983 6 13

price richard joseph smith innocent of polygamy restoration voice 31

september october 1983 5 7

quinn D michael JJ reuben clark the church years provo brigham young
university press 1983

rey luise king those sudSuiswingingnging years salt lake city olympus publishing co 1983
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romney richard M with the greatest of ease peter vidmar new era 13
march 1983 20 27

rounds WWJJ colonel george M hinkle was he a hero or a villain restoration
trail forum 9 august 1983 343 44

rusho W L ed everett ruess A vagabond morfor beauty salt lake city peregrine
smith books 1983

russell donald G todd christensen hosting raider receptions this people 4
december 1983 61 64

shelton ken alienallenallenailenalien bergin the gospel Is a continuing revolution against the
standards of the world ensign 13 september 19831931985195 34 39

robert alienallenailen capital idea thisthitaital people 4 december 1983 47 5511

shipp richard cottam ed champions aflightoflightof ligatlight orem utah randall publishers 1983

smith candace gary driggs building dreams arizonaArizoria style this people 4

august 1983 12 14 50 51

steve benson the art of drawing and quartering this people
4 june july 1983 14 17 69

smith derryfield N maria Flalizabethelizabethflizabethizabeth bushman smith the life story of our mother
altamonte springs fla maria E B and silas D smith family association 1982

sorensen steven R british converts pioneer spirit waits 24 years to be fulfilled
pioneer 30 july august 1983 7 8

sowby laurie williams dan rona at home in the holy land this people 4

september 1983 22 24

the story of one family of early saints theisaacthe isaac carlile family restoration
trail forum 9 november 1983 4 5

stratton clifford mormon doctor establishes test tube baby clinic sunstone
review 3 march 1983 6

tanner nathan eldon 1898 1982 canadian petroleum exec and mormon
leader obituary macleanemacleansmadeansMadeanscleans 13 december 1982 4

thompson john E the mormon baptism of william morgan philalethesphildlethes 36
june 1983 6 10

turner charles joseph smith 111IIIlii encounters some unwelcome good samaritanssamaritanaSamaritans
restoration Traitrailtraiforumborumforum 9 august 1983 5 6

van atta dale the marriottsmarriottiMarriotts on david solomon and empire building this
people 4 october november 1983 16 20

waldrop heidi jane smith coping in colorado this people 4 october november
19833519831985 35 36

lisa hess in a world of magic and beauty this people 4
august 1983 28 30 54

tim hoistholst send in the clowns this people 4 june july
1983 38 42

walker ronald W A mormon widow in colorado the exile of emily wells
grant arizona and the west 25 spring 1983 5 22

raining pitchforks brigham young As preacher sunstone 8

may june 1983 4 9
young heber J grant entrepreneur extraordinary in the

twentieth century american pettwestpetr contributions to an understanding edited
by thomas G alexander andjohnandyjohnand john F bluth 85 119 provo charles redd center
for western studies 1983
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watt ronald english cannon new era 13 march 1983 46 50
A wonderful adventure elaine cannon new era 13 april 1983 6 15

woodruff wilford the wilford woodruffwoodruffjoumalsjournals 5 vols edited by G scott kenny
midvale utah signature books 1983

wulf steve murphysmumphysMurphys law Is nice guys finish first sports illustrated 4 july
1983 24 31

young paul ebackE back trail odanof an old cowboy edited by nellie snyder yorst lincoln
university of nebraska press 1983

contemporary

ahmanson john secret history an eye witness account of the rise ofofmormonismmormonism
chicago moody press 1983

B H roberts society A view from the outside sunstone review 3 september
1983 12

baldwin robert F twenty years a mormon shesashes catholic again our sunday
visitor 72 5 june 1983 3

baptist says mormonscormons arent christian sunstone review 3 july august 1983
8

barlow lisa Is right wing warrior faltering in the conservative cause sunstone
review 3 july august 1983 14 15

bart peter priggingprigginsPrigging out rolling stone 14 april 1983 89 95
beane carolyn A my personal odyssey exponent II11il 9 summer 1983 4 5

16 17

bedell george C leo sandon and charles T wellborn religion in america
new york macmillan co 1975

bitton davis ten years in camelot A personal memoir dialogue 16 autumn
198391983 9 20

bluebloodsBluebloods extol salt lake city sunstone review 3 september 1983 10

bouley sandra reaching out to divorced members ensign 13 june 1983
58 61

bramwell paul counseling needed for the excommunicated AMCAP newsletter
summer 1983 7

butler terri payne the mormon in our marriage Fexponent il1199 spring 19819833 8

carroll les returned missionary athletes its not EitherOr anymore this
people 4 october november 1983 47 50

carver james A answering an ex mormon critic sandy utah mormon miscellaneous
1983

the mormon faith un decker abedated A reply to ed deckers to
moroni with love sandy utah mormon miscellaneous 1983

cheesman paul R the keystone of mormonism thuthis people 4 february
march 1983 43 45

chipman george and jeane games games games salt lake city deseret
book co1983co 1983

church state and politics sunstone review 3 april may 1983 10

oarkdarkclark dan getting high how to really do it npap karrington co 1983
clement C ross technical spiritual excellence needed AMCAP newsletter

summer 1983 6 7
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collings william P more light on mormonism world order 17 fall 1982
5 6

cooper scott M avoiding the appearance exponent II11il 9 spring 1983 12

coplen roger D and james D macarthur developing a healthy seoselfselxseax image
provo brigham young university 1983

curtis lindsay R each child a challenge salt lake city bookcraft 1983
dean suzanne can a church hire only its own members for nonreligious

jobs utah holidaholidayy 13 october 1983 9 10

dean suzanne and michele dostert are utah democrats down for the count
utah holiday 12 september 1983 42 61 69 73

denversdanversDenvers utah story in idaho sunstone review 3 march 1983 12 13

dew sheri L to every people this people 4 february march 1983 26 30
dickman diane the utah flood of 83 riding out a deseret tide this people

4 september 1983 27 29 49 51

england eugene brigham youngs university and the music of hope BYU
today 37 october 1983 17 19

enduring dialogue 16 winter 1983 102 14

we need to liberate men exponent 119ilgII11 9 spring 1983 4 5

enroth ronald et al A guide to cults and new religions downers grove ill111111.ililiiiiilil
intervarsityInterVarsity press 1983

eyre lindajlindaalindaJ ajoyfulmotherA joyful mother of children help despite the hasslesforhassles morformot mothers of
young children salt lake city bookcraft 1983

ferre richard risking integration exponent 119ilgII11 9 spring 1983 5

first presidency reorganized ensign 13 january 1983 14 15

foley mike the polynesian cultural center happy anniversary PCC this
people 4 october november 1983 30 34

folk fundamentalism emerging in mormonism says sociologist sunstone
review 3 april may 1983 49 50

galloway joseph L mormon church faces a fresh challenge US news and
worldtforldreportreport 21 november 1983 61 62

garcia ignacio latino ization of the mormon church nuestro 7 march 1983
20 24 61

gardner marvin K learning to be a missionary at the MTC ensign 13 october
198381983 8 16

grieves robert T an inspired cleanupclean up campaign mormon volunteers fight the
spring floods in utah time 20 june 1983 2255

gurgel klaus D mormon church membership in the united states and possessions
by region state and county map ogden utah atlas publishing co
december 1983

hall rebecca singles in a married society sunstone review 3 april may 1982
48 49

hampshire annette P andjamesand james A beckford religious sects and the concept of
deviance the mormonscormons and the mooniesmoonvesMoonies biitishjournalbritish journal of ofsociologysociology 34 june
19832081983 208 29

harris claudia W mothers day blues exponent 119II11 9 summer 1983 8 9

hartman moshe and harriet sex role attitudes of mormonscormons vs non mormonscormons in
utah journal of Marriage and the family 45 1983 897 902

harvard looks at its mormonscormonsMormons sunstone review 3 april may 1983 53
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harward michael thomas breaking role barriers exponent 119II11 9 spring 1983
9

hastings donald W studies of mormon or utah populations review of
religious research 25 december 1983 89 141

head derin lea ricks college the biggest little college around this people 4

september 1983 16 19 46
heaton tim B and sandra calkins contraceptive use among mormonscormonsMormons

1965 1975 dialogue 16 fall 1983 106 9

henrichsen lynn E toward a mormon philosophy of higher education
honolulu university of hawaii 1983

hill donald G jr perspectives in mormon ethics personal social legal and
medical salt lake city publishers press 1983

howe susan to promote sisterhood exponent il1199 winter 1983 2

hulet renon klossner yallyailyaliaall come back to kentuck and stay ensign 13 april
1983 16 20

humorists assault mormon piety sunstone review 3 july august 1983 6

hunsaker U carlisle mormonism and a tragic sense of life sunstone 8

september october 1983 30 35

idaho paper finds mormon church clannish sunstone review 3 september
1983 11

ingley joey conner the church in florida A way down south and then
some this people 4 december 1983 36 42

jackson richard H and roger henrie perception of sacred space journal of
cultural geography 3 spring summer 1983 94 107

jarvik elaine and lynn packer fugitive children A strange case of parental
kidnapping utah holiday 12 may 1983 42 68

johnson jeffrey 0 A struggle with stereotypes exponent 119ilgII11 9 spring 1983
13

jolley clifton H selling the chevrolet A moral exercise dialogue 16 fall
1983821983 82 86

jolley joann BYU performing groups all the world s a stage this people 4

october november 1983 22 28
jones alda confessions of a once neurotic mormon from the inside out and

back again exponent 119II11 9 summer 1983 6 7

kimball tony priesthood without family exponent 119ilgII11 9 spring 1983 15

king tancred I1 missiologyMissiology and mormon missions dialogue 16 winter 1983
42 50

L A times looks at mormonism and where its headed sunstone review 3

july august 1983 17

langlois karen S an interview with sonia johnson feminist studies 8 spring
1982 6 17

lathrop elizabeth laura outer image inner things A study of the relationship
between belief system and artistic expression ann arbor mich university
microfilms international 1982

lilly fred how christians adjust to life in mormon country national catholic
register 59 23 january 1983 1 10

love Is not enough sunstone review 3 april may 1983 7 8

lubeck kathleen activities that change lives ensign 13 august 1983 12 17
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mcevilly lynn telford the king of commercials changes IDSLDS church image
from soft warm and fuzzy to gutsy for PSA spots utah holiday 13 december
1983 15 16

madsen carol cornwall emmeline the romantic rebel exponent 11II 10 fall
1983 6 7

mauss armand L the angel & the beehive our quest for peculiarity and
struggle with secularization BYU today 37 august 1983 12 15

miller J dale practical proselyting A contact finding source book jorformormoz missionaries
provo author 1982

millett richard missionary couples sharing the gospel through service ensignensin
13 august 198319931985 8 11

mineau geraldine P and james trussell A specification of marital fertility by
parents age age at marriage and marital duration demography 19 august
198233519825351982 335535555 49

morey robert A how to answer a mam6mormonrmon practical guidelinesorguidelinesforGuidelinesGuideline sorsoffor what to expect
and what to reply when the cormonsmormons come to yourybur door minneapolis
minn bethany house 1983

mormon courts spotlighted sunstone review 3 april may 1983 111 11 12

the mormonscormonsMormons idaho statesman 26 june 3 july 1983
mortimer wm james the coming forth of the IDSLDS editions of scripture ensign

13 august 1983 35 41

nibley hugh leaders to managers the fatal shift dialogue 16 winter 1983
12 21

nibley talks about contemporary issues sunstone review 3 november
december 1983 12 14

novak david C mormonism does it stand the teefttesfttest marlow okla utah missions
1982

off campus religious instruction upheld in utah phi delta kappan 6633 january
198236419825641982 364564 65

osborne steven P benjamin parra afire in mexico this people 4 february
march 1983 36 38

paul louis the chosen race Escondido calif louis paul publishing co 1982
pierce neal R and jerry hagstrom the book ofamericaof america inside 50 states today

new york W W norton & co 1983
poll richard D liahona and iron rod revisited dialogue 16 summer 1983

69 78
pompa janiece lynn aspects of sex role and self esteem in mormon adolescents

following a wilderness experience ann arbor mich university microfilms
international 1983
priggingprigginsPrigging out at BYU sunstone review 3 april may 1983 5

quinn cydney and christine christensen ruth knudson A guide to the art of
living this people 4 september 1983 36 38

raynes marybeth power and intimacy sunstone 8 january april 1983 7 7711

raynes marybeth and erin parsons single cursedness an overview of LDS

authorities statements about unmarried people dialogue 16 fall 1983
35 45

ritchie marcelyn this isncisn t the place declare temple protesters sunstone
review 3 june 1983 6 7
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rogers annette sorensen A journal of reason moves to the heart of faith
weighing risks against rewards utah holiday 12 january 1983 14 16

romney richard M seeking the sheep ensign 13 october 1983 18 23
romney ronna and beppie harrison giving time a chance the secret of a

lasting marriage new york M evens and company 1983
rytting marvin 1 I am not a good egg sunstone 8 january april 1983 74 75

78
mormonscormonsMormons meet the mooniesmoonvesMoonies sunstone review 3 july august

1983 7

sexual scripts rewriting the lines exponent 11II 9 spring
1983 16

schaus luann utahs wonderful communication tree friendly exchange
winter 1983 17

sherry gerard E the mormonscormonsMormons creating the new israel in america our sunday
visitor 72 5 june 1983 4 6

shipps jan in the presence of the past continuity and change in twentieth
century mormonism in after 150 years the latter day saints inin sesquicentennial
perspective edited by thomas G alexander and jessie L embry 1 3355 provo

charles redd center western studies 1983
some thoughts on mormonism and psychotherapy AMCAP newsletter spring

1983 5 7

sorenson john L mormon folk and mormon elite horizons 1 spring 1983
4 18

spendlove david craig depression in mormon women ann arbor mich
university microfilms international 1983

spirit of survival utah floods 1983 salt lake city salt lake tribune 1983
stern R L now you see it now you dont forbes 20 june 1983 33 34

stoddard ellwyn R contributions of rural sociology to space colonization A

comparison of the frontier community and liberal tradition models rural
sociologist 2 september 1982 302 14

strack lin ostler access to church airlines penetrating the silence sunstone
review 3 september 1983 4 7

berthingbirthingBirthing alternatives an LDS perspective sunstone review
3 september 1983 2 3 5 6

1 I do I1 do I1 do church & state 36 december 1983 8 9

248 49
plight of the polygamist sunstone review 3 june 1983 1

8 9

taber susan B man and motherhood dialogue 16 autumn 1983 73 81

tullis F lamond the church moves outside the united states some observations
from south america in after 150 years the latter day saints inin sesquicenten-
nial perspective edited by thomas G alexander and jessie L embry 147 69
provo charles redd center for western studies 1983

turpin john C stress reduction for cormonsmormonsMormons A gospel based approach for
members of the church ofjesusofjesus christ oflatterof lutterlatter day saints olmsted falls ohio
dr john C turpin and associates 1983

twenty four million mormonscormons on their way sunstone review 3 april may
1983 4
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wall street journal expounds on church sunstone review 3 november december
1983 15 16 29

wallace carolynn maurine daughters of god meanings of womanhoodwomenhoodtvomenhoodWomen hood inin
the church ofjesmsof jesusberufherms christ of latter day saints ann arbor mich university
microfilms international 1982

welfare services answers questions on social emotional and spiritual strength
ensign 13 february 1983 26 29

whatever happened to gospel based therapy AMCAP newsletter winter
1983 5 7

wheatley pesci meg choosing the better part exponent 11II 10 fall 1983
18 19

whipple marilyn D teens love dating teens views on friendship anddatingundand dating
provo M P daniels co 1983

williganjwilliganJ dennis A macrosimulation approach to the investigation of natural
fertility demography 19 may 1982 161 76

zezulin lena serge an ERA missionary in utah feminist studies 8 summer
19824571982 457 61

zirker sherri magnusson learning A sharedexperienceshared experience between parent and child
salt lake city eden hill 1983

DOCTRINAL

alder douglas excommunication fear and forgiveness sunstone 8 july
august 1983 30 34

allred janice M toward a mormon concept of original sin sunstone 8 may

june 1983 12 18

anderson richard L misleading translations of paul in the eleventh annual
sidney B sperry symposium the new testament january 29 1983 17 26
provo brigham young university religious instruction and the seminaries and
institutes of religion the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1983

understanding paul salt lake city deseret book co 1983
barlow philip L unorthodox orthodoxy the idea of deification in christian

history sunstone 8 september october 1983 13 18

bassett arthur R et al the book of0if mormon it begins with a family salt lake
city deseret book co 1983

book of revelation overview ensign 13 october 1983 50 53

bradford william R selfishness vs selflessness ensign 13 april 1983

49 51

brewster hoyt W jr discovering the LDS editions of scripture ensign 13

october 1983 54 58

brockbank bernard P commandments and promises of god salt lake city
deseret book co 1983

brown S kent the four gospels As testimonies in the eleventh annual
sidney B sperry symposium the new testament january 29 1983 43 56
provo brigham young university religious instruction and the seminaries and
institutes of religion the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1983

the dead sea scrolls A mormon perspective blighambrigham young
university studies 23 winter 1983 49 66
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buerger david john the fulnessfalness of the priesthood the second anointing in
latter day saint theology and practice dialogue 16 spring 19831985 10 44

bushman jess R huttonssuttonsHuttons uniformitarianism brigham young university
studies 23 winter 1983 41 48

clark harold glen four blessings of the temple ensign 13 october 1983
68 71

crowell angela M joseph smithsmithss translation of the lords prayer saints herald
130150130115011 july 1983 18 19

durrant george D genealogy and temple work you cant have one without
the other ensign 13 august 1983 118872020

firmage edwin brown allegiance and stewardship holy war just wariandgariandwar and the
mormon tradition in the nuclear age dialogue 16 spring 1983 47 61

foster lawrence first visions personal observations on joseph smiths religious
experience sunstone 8 september october 1983 39 43

garrard lamar E spiritual death temporal death and the atonement of christ
in the eleventhreventh annual sidney BB sperry symposium the new testament
january 29 1983 57 72 provo brigham young university religious instruction
and the seminaries and institutes of religion the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints 1983

haihalhaightghtaht david B our faith Is centered in the living christ in the eleventh
annual sidney B sperryspewy symposium the new testament january 29 1983
1 15 provo brigham young university religious instruction and the seminaries
and institutes of religion the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
1983

hinckley gordon B he Is risen asheAs he said ensign 13 april 1983 2 7

what shall I1 do then with jesus which Is called christ
ensign 13 december 1983 2 5

hoffman albert W eromfromfromprom tanach to talmud the emerging rabbinic judaism
which jesus knew in the eleventh annual sidney B sperry symposium the
new testament january 29 1983 27 41 provo brigham young university
religious instruction and the seminaries and institutes of religion the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints 1983

holland jeffrey R lift up your eyes ensign 13 july 19198319858 3 8 13

horton george understanding textual changes in the book of mormon ensign
13 december 1983 24 28

hurd jerrie W our sisters in the bible salt lake city deseret book co 1983
iannacconelannaiannaccone laurence R huldah and the myths of male superiority sunstone 8

september october 1983 36 38
jackson kent P new testament prophecies of apostasy in the eleventh annual

sidney B sperry symposium the new testament january 29 1983 145 56
provo brigham young university religious instruction and the seminaries
and institutes of religion the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
1983

kimball spencer W helping others obtain the promises of the lord ensign 13

june 1983 2 5

seeking learning even by study and also by faith ensign 13

september 1983 2 6

kimball spencer W et al faith salt lake city deseret book co 1983
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lundahl craig R and harold A widdison A comparison of latter day saints
conceptions of the afterlife and the afterlife in the latter day saint near death
experience journal of ofreligiousreligious psychology research 6 october 1983 228 94

lundquistLundquislundquistjohnjohntJohn M the value of new textual sources to the king james bible
ensign 13 august 1983 42 47

martin loren D isaiah an ensign to the nations an analysis of chapters one
through five of the book of isaiah salt lake city valiant publishers 1982

matthews robertjrobert J A greater portrayal of the master ensign 13 march 1983
6 13

the price of redemption in the eleventh annual sidney B
sperry symposium the new testament january 29 1983 157 68 provo

brigham young university religious instruction and the seminaries and
institutes of religion the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1983

maw herbert B the apostles who were they salt lake city publishers press 1983
maxwell neal A plain andpreciousandPrecious things salt lake city deseret book co 1983
millet robert louis the development of the concept of zion in mormon theology

ann arbor mich university microfilm international 1983
nibley hugh W christ among the ruins ensign 13 july 1983 14 19
norman keith E how long 0 lord the delay of the parousia in mormonism

sunstone 8 january april 1983 48 58
nyman monte S the necessity of the book of mormon in teaching the new

testament in the eleventh annual sidnesidneyy B sperry symposium the new
testament january 29 1983 73 83 provo brigham young university religious
instruction and the seminaries and institutes of religion the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1983

olsen steven L cosmic urban symbolism in the book of mormon brigham
young university studies 23 winter 1983 79 92

otten L G and C M caldwell sacred truths of the doctrine and covenants
vol 2 springvilleSpringville utah LEMB 1983

packer boyd K the candle of the lord ensign 13 january 1983 51 56
come all ye sons of god ensign 13 august 1983 68 71

palmer david A has the city ofofnephinephi been found zarahemlaZarahemla renordrecord22record222 2 2233

fall 1983 winter 1984 6 7 15

palmer spencer J ed cormonsmormons and muslims spiritual foundations and modern
manifestations provo religious studies center BYU 1983

patch robert C A parable of parables in the eleventh annualsidneyannual sidney B sperry
symposium the new testament january 29 1983 95 111 provo brigham
young university religious instruction and the seminaries and institutes of
religion the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints 1983

petersen mark E alma andabinadiundand abinadi salt lake city deseret book co 1983
malachi andandthetaethe great and dreadful day salt lake city deseret

book co1983co 19831985
price richard radar helps prove the book of mormon Is true restoration voice

may june 1983 13

richards franklin D the challenge and the harvest salt lake city deseret book
co 1983

ritchie J bonner excommunication metaphors of discipline sunstone 8

july august 1983 34 36
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robinson stephen E the law after christ ensign 13 september 1983 68 73

robson kent omnis on the horizon sunstone 8 july august 1983 20 23
romney marion G commitment and dedication ensign 13 march 1983 2 5

the price of peace ensign 13 october 1983 2 7

rytting marvin forever friends sunstone 8 september october 1983 45 46
salyards R S sr christs other sheep restoration voice march april 1983

6 7

schweikart larry mormonism and modernity freedom and equality in mormon
doctrine encounter indianapolis 44 spring 1983 133 48

scott richard G the comforting circle of true friendship ensign 13 july
1983631983 63 67

shaw faye the white mans book of heaven zarahemlaZarahemla record 19 20 21

winter spring summer 1983 13 14

silva dos santos francisco xavier A verdade ao alcance do homem economeaeconomiaEconomia
ologiateologiatheologiaTe remigiaoreligiaoReligiao rio de janeiro published by author 1982

simmons neil and raymond C treat maya hieroglyphshieroglyphy point to the book of
mormon zarahemlaZarahemla record19record 19 20 21 winter spring summer 1983 1 5

24
skeem kenneth A in the beginning oasis utah behemoth publishing 1983
smart ninian and richard D hecht eds sacred texts of the world A universal

anthology new york crossroad 1982
smith george Ddjrajr jr isaiah updated dialogue 16 summer 1983 37 5511

stein stephen J signs of the times the theological foundations of early
mormon apocalyptic sunstone 8 january april 1983 59 65

strack lin ostler in search of the land of mormon sunstone review 3 april
may1983may 19851983 43 55 57

tasker spencer the testability of mormonism As revealed religion some
considerations horizons 1 spring summer 1983 19 39

thomas mark the meaning of revival language in the book of mormon
sunstone 8 may june 1983 19 25

toscano paul james gospel letters to a mormon missionary orem utah grandin
book 1983

treat raymond C approaches to studying the book of mormon zarahemlaZarahemla
recordrecord1919 20 21 winter spring summer 1983 10 13

benefits of in depth study zarahemlaZarahemla record 22 23 fall
1983 winter 1984 8 10 13

book of mormon tour guide part 4 yaxchilanYaxchilan zarahemlaZarah emla
recordrecord1919 20 21 winter spring summer 1983 6 9 20

book of mormon tour guide part 5 palenque zarahemlaZarah emla
record 19 20 21 winter spring summer 1983 16 18 20

chiasmschiasmusChiasms help prove the book of mormon restoration voice 27

january february 1983 12 13 adapted from zarahemlaZarahemla record 17 18
summer fall 1982

wordprintsWordprints further evidence for book of mormon authorship
zarahemlaZarahemla record22record22 23 fall 1983 winter 1984 4 5 15

turner rodney the footstool of god earth in scripture and prophecy orem
utah grandin book 1983

urrutiaUrrudiaruriarudda benjamin the name connection new era 13 june 1983 38 41
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wells robert E observing the word of wisdom politely ensign 13 august
1983 21 23

woodruff wilford the discourses ofofwilfordwilford woodruff compiled by G homer
durham 1946 reprint salt lake city bookcraft 1983

historical

aaron richard I1 mormon divorce and the statute of 1852 questions for divorce
in the 1980s journaljournalofcontemporaryof contemporary law 8 1982 5 45

alexander thomas G between revivalism and the social gospel the latter day
saint social advisory committee 1916 1922 brigham young university
studies 23 winter 1983 19 39

alexander thomas G and john F bluth eds the twentieth century amenanamericanacenan west
contributions to an understanding provo charles redd center for western studies
brigham young university 1983 distributed by signature books midvale utah

alexander thomas G and jessie L embry eds after 150DOijo years the latter day saints
in sesquicentennial perspective provo charles redd center for western studies
brigham young university 1983 distributed by signature books midvale utah

anderson lavina fielding ministering angels single women in mormon
society dialogue 16 autumn 1983 59 72

arrington leonard J personal reflections on mormon history sunstone 8
july august 1983 41 45

the promise of eagle rock idaho falls idaho 1863 90
rendezvous 18 spring 1983 2 17

reflections on the founding and purpose of the mormon history
association 1965 1983 journal of mormon history 10 1983 91 103

ashworth brent martin harriss 1873 letter to walter conrad brigham young
university studies 23 winter 1983 112 19

atlas of utah provo and salt lake city brigham young university press and university
of utah press 1983 distributed by signature books midvale utah

attebery jennifer eastman the square cabin A folk house type in idaho
idaho yesterdays 26 fall 1982 25 31

backman milton V eyewitness accounts of the restoration orem utah grandin
book 1983

the heavens resound A history of the latter day saints in ohio
1830 1838 salt lake city deseret book co 1983

barnett steven G the utah expedition A prelude to the civil war As a collecting
subject manuscripts 34 summer 1982 193 202

bays daniel H popular religious movements in china and the united states in
the nineteenth century fides et historia 15 fall winter 1982 24 38

beecher maureen ursenbach women at winter quarters sunstone 8 july
august 1983 11 19

bitton davis the martyrdom of joseph smith in early mormon writings
john whitmerhistoricalassociationwitmer historical association journalsjournal5journal53 1983 29 39

bitton davis and linda wilcox the transformation of utah s agriculture
1847 1900 in the twentieth century american west contributions to an
understanding edited by thomas G alexander andjohnandyjohnand john F bluth 57 83 provo

charles redd center for western studies brigham young university 1983
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bluebell utah 1905 19831985 bluebell utah bluebell book committee 1983

bohn david earl no higher ground sunstone 8 may june 1983 26 32

bonar linda L historic houses in beaver an introduction to materials styles
and craftsmen utah historical quarterly 51 summer 1983 212 28

bradley martha sonntag hide and seek children on the underground utah
historical quarterly 51 spring 1983 133 53

brady frederick R two meiji scholars introduce the mormonscormons to japan brigham
young university studies 23 spring 1983 167 78

briggs arminda teton city snake river echoes A quarterly of idaho history
12 1983 138 40

brown jennie H and nora M heaton comps moccasin and her people moccasin

ariz npap 1983
buchanan frederick S education among the mormonscormonsMormons brigham young and the

schools of utah history of education quarterly 22 winter 1982 435 59

buice david when the saints came marching in the mormon experience in
antebellum new orleans 1840 1855 louisiana history 23 summer 1982
221 37

bunker gary L and davis bitton the mormon graphic image 183418547854 1914 salt
lake city university of utah press 1983

burnham carol ann wagley from red rock to denham springs ensign 13

april 1983 70 74

bush lesterelesterE excommunication church courts in mormon history sunstone 8

july august 1983 24 29
mormon physiology 1850 1875 bulletin of the history of

medicine 56 summer 1982 218 37

campbell eugene E the M factors in tooelestootlesTooeles history utah historical quarterly
51 summer 1983 272 88

cannon kenneth L II11 after the manifesto mormon polygamy 1890 1906
sunstone 8 january april 1983 27 35

mountain common law the extralegal punishment of
seducers in early utah utah historical quarterly 51 fall 1983 308 27

A century in central 1883 1983 central ariz central centennial book 1983

chichester page the quest for zion mormonscormons fighting for independence
campustownCampus town journaljournal2222 april 1983 8 9

clayton william latter day saintsemigrantssaints emigrants guide edited by stanley B kimball
1848 reprint gerald mo patrice press 1983

clements louis J redburgrexburgRexburg 100 years of progress snake river echoes A
quarterly of idaho history 12 1983 2 3

the coming forth of the book of mormon ensign 13 december 1983 31 5511

cornwall rebecca and leonard J arrington rescue of the 1856 handcart companies
provo brigham young university press 1981 distributed by signature books
midvale utah

crowder david L redburgrexburgRexburg idaho the first one hundred years 1883 1983
caldwell idaho caxton printers 1983

damron paul edwards the pioneer home of milo andrus in cresent utah
1858 andrus recorder 19 february 1983 6 8

debarthe paul mansion hotel features uncovered saints herald 130
1 february 1983 14141515
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dilts bryan lee 1856 utah census index an every name index salt lake city
index publishing 1983

dixon madolinemadeline cloward spanish conquest of the ute indians old west 19

spring 1983 54 57

these were the utes provo press publishing 1983

draper maurice L restoration studies II11 A collection of essays about the history
beliefs and practices of the reorganized church ofjesusof lesusjesuslesur christ of latter day
saints independence mo herald publishing house 1983

embry jessie L separate and unequal schoolmarms of utah 1900 19519500 in
from cottage to market the professionalization of womens sphere edited by
john R sillito 62 76 salt lake city utah women s history association 1983

far west record edited by donald Q cannon and lyndon W cook salt lake
city deseret book co 1983

faux steven F genetic self interest and mormon polygamy sunstone 8

july august 1983 37 40
fireman bert M arizona historic land new york alfred A knopf 1982
florence valerievaleric healing and the home home medicine in pioneer utah in

from cottage to market the professionalization of womens sphere edited by
john R sillito 28 46 salt lake city utah womens history association
1983

following utahs pioneers through emigration canyon sunset 171 october
1983511983 51 53

foster lawrence A personal odyssey my encounter with mormon history
dialogue 16 autumn 1983 8877 98

funk grace history of sterling salt lake city hawkes publishing 1983
geary edward A for the strength of the hills imagining mormon country

in after 150 years the latter day saints inin sesquicentennialsesquicentennialperspectiveperspective edited
by thomas G alexander andjessieand jessiejessle L embry 71 94 provo charles redd center
for western studies brigham young university 1983

green louise C governors of the state of utah and first ladies an enduring
legacy 6 1983 325 64

hafen mary ann recollections of a handcart pioneer of1860of1860 A comanswomans life on
the mormon frontier lincoln university of nebraska press 1983

hale van how could a prophet believe in Moonboonmoonmenmoonmen7moonmanmen sandy utah mormon
miscellaneous 1983

the king follett discourse textual history and criticism
sunstone 8 september october 1983 5 12

halford larryjharryj C leroy anderson and robert E clarkdarkoark prophecy fails again &

again the morrisitesMorrisites free inquiry in creative sociology 9 may 1981 5 10

hallwasHallwahallwasjohnjohnsJohn E western illinois heritage macomb illinois heritage press 1983
halperin david A psychodynamic perspectives on religion sect and cult boston

john wright 1983
halverson sandy church history activity book creative scripture learning

experiencesforexperiences for children 4 to 12 bountiful utah horizon 1983
harrison jerry norman demographic transition inin a frontier town manti utah

184919481849 1948 ann arbor mich university microfilms international 1982

hart ann weaver religion and education the scopes controversy in utah
utah historical quarterly 51 spring 1983 183 98
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hartley william G childhood in gunnison utah utah historical quarterly
51 spring 1983 108 32

the seventies in the 1880s revelations and reorganizing
dialogue 16 spring 1983 62 88

highlights in the history of mormon women and music hi willow ward choir
music club news and notes march 1983 5 12

A historical legacy this people 4 june july 1983 52 55

holbrook thelma M comp pioneer musicians and composers an enduring
legacy 6 1983 45 84

holmes kenneth LL ed and comp covered pagonwagon women deariesdiaries andlettersfmmundand letters promfrom
the western trails 1840 1890 glendale calif arthur H clark co 1983

howard richard P the changing RLDS response to mormon polygamy A
preliminary analysis john witmerwhitmer historical association journal 3 19831983
14 29

jensen richard L forgotten relief societies 1844 67 dialogue 16 spring
19831983105105loy 25

johnson clarkdarkoark V missouri persecutions the petition of isaac leany brigham
young university studies 23 winter 1983 94 103

johnson jeffery ogden on the edge mormonismsMormoni sms single men dialogue 16

autumn 1983 48 58

jolley joann century old assembly hall Is renovated ensign 13 february
19837019857019831985 70 74

jones cleo sister wives new york st martins press 1983

kark ruth millenarismmillenaristMillenarism and agricultural settlement in the holy land in the
nineteenth century journaljournalofhistoricalofhistoricalofHistorical geography 9 january 1983 47 62

kearljkearlyKearlJ R and clayne L pope wealth mobility the missing elementeieElementmint journal
of interdisciplinary history 13 winter 1983 461 88

kelly keith A andandjandaJ kenneth davies minersvilleMinersville the beginnings of lead silver
mining in utah utah historical quarterly 51 summer 1983 229 45

kimball stanley B ed latter day saints emigrants guide 1848 reprint
gerald mo patrice press 1983

new light on old egyptianaegyptiansEgypt iana mormon mummies 1848 7171
dialogue 16 winter 1983 72 90

kirby dale 2 without purse or scrip A missionary in the territory chronicles
of oklahoma 60 winter 1982 83 388 99

kramer neal W looking for god in history sunstone 8 january april 1983
15 17

lancaster james E the method of translation of the book of mormon john waltmerwhitmerwitmer
historical association journalsjournal5journal53 1983 51 61

launius roger D the american home missionary society collection and
mormonism brigham young university studies 23 spring 1983 201 10

the bridge between 1844 and 185218 52 restoration trail forum
9 august 1983 1 6 7

A survey of priesthood ordinations 1830 1844 restoration
tralltrailTraitraittraiforumforum 9 may 1983 3 4 6

lecheminant wilford hill A crisis averted general harney and the change in
command of the utah expedition utah historical quarterly 51 winter 1983
30 45
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lindon our town from wagon trails in the desert to vapor trails inin the skies
lindon utah lindon community progress 1983

ludy diana christmas at the mansion house restoration voice november
december 1983 3

mccormick john S the historic buildings of downtown salt lake city salt lake
city utah state historical society 1982

madsen brigham D gold rush sojournerssotoSojoumers in great salt lake city 1849 ansandand18501850
salt lake city university of utah press 1983

malone michael P ed historians and the american west lincoln university of
nebraska press 1983

mangrum R collin furthering the cause ofofzionzion an overview of the ecclesiastical
court system in early utah journaljournalofmormonofmormon history 10 1983 79 90

martin charles W john ahmanson vs brigham young A nebraska legal
controversy 1859 1861 nebraska history 64 spring 1983 1 20

marty martin E pilgrims in their own land 500 years of religion in america
boston little brown 1984

matthews robertjrobert J joseph smiths efforts to publish his bible translation
ensign 13 january 1983 57 64

may dean L A demographic portrait of the mormonscormonsMormons 1830 1980 in after 150
years the latter day saints in sesquicentennial perspective edited by thomas G
alexander and jessie L embry 3399 69 provo charles redd center for western
studies brigham young university 1983

the millennial hymns of parley P pratt dialogue 16 spring
1983145198514519831985 145 50

meister charles the year odtheof rhetherge lord scotch plains NJ mcfarland & co 1983
the cormonsmormonsMormons commemorating 150 years salt lake city deseret book co 1983
our 25th stake ofofzionzion 1883 1983 thatcher ariz gila valley ward 1983
pace D gene changing patterns of mormon financial administration traveling

bishops regional bishops and bishops agents 1851 88 brigham young
university studies 23 spring 1983 183 95

community leadership on the mormon frontier mormon bishops
and the political economic and social development of utah before statehood
ann arbor mich university microfilms international 1983

peterson charles S the limits of learning in pioneer utah journal ofmormonof Mormon
history 10 1983 65 78

richards leonard H the first 60 years of mormonism in north central arizona
1918 1978 prescott prescott arizona stake 1982

rosenvall L A the transfer of mormon culture to alberta american review of
canadian studies 12 summer 1982 51 63

the salt lake temple A monument to a people salt lake city university services
1983

seifrit william C ed to get utah in union diary of a failed mission
utah historical quarterly 51 fall 1983 358 81

shupe paul indulging in temperance prohibition and political activism in the
RLDS church journal of mormon history 10 1983 21 33

smith E gary the patriarchal crisis of 1845 dialogue 16 summer 1983
24 35

smith melvin T faithful historyhistorysecularsecular faith dialogue 16 winter 1983 65 7711
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smith paul thomas josephs red brick store new era 13 december 1983
18 21

sonne conway B saints on the seas A maritime history of mormon migration
1830 1890 salt lake city university of utah press 1983

sperry robert L mormon travels in the far southwest westerners san diego
corral brand book no 5 1983 77 85

stannard val the honeymoon trail arizona highways 59 august 1983
30 37

thompson brent G standing between two fires mormonscormons and prohibition
1908 1917 journaljournalofmormonofmormon history 101019831983 35 52

thompson john E the facultiefacultied of abracabrah masonic claims and mormon
beginnings philalethes 25 december 1982 9 15

tindall emogene history and genealogy of the early mormon church in arkansas
1897 1975 north little rock ark E tindall 1983

topping gary trout fishing on the utah frontier beehive history 9 1983
2 5

trautmann frederic ed salt lake city through a germans eyes A visit by
theodore kirchhoff in 1867 utah historical quarterly 51 winter 1983
46 55

ward laurieLauridaurielaurldaurilauriejeanejeanjean bannock valley providence utah keith W watkins and sons
1982

waters christine croft pioneering women physicians 1847 1900 in from
cottage to market the professionalization of womens sphere edited by john R

sillito 47 61 salt lake city utah womens history association 1983
whall les to brownsvilleBrownsville twice a week american philatelist september

19838311983 831851 34

whiting chancey the martyrdom zions advocate 60 june 1983 93 94
whittaker david J substituted names in the published revelations ofofjosephjoseph smith

brigham young university studies 23 winter 1983 103 12

yurtinus john F colorado mormonscormonsMormons and the mexican war A history of the
mississippi saints and sick detachments of the mormon battalion essays and
monographs in colorado history 1 november 1983 107 45

inspirational

albrecht W steve money wise money management for latter day saints salt
lake city deseret book co 1983

alder elaine reiser everyday caring ensign 13 march 1983 52 54

baadsgaard janene wolsey Is there life after birth salt lake city deseret book
co 1983

spiritual growth for young mothers ensign 13 july 1983
52 54

backman robert L take charge of your life salt lake city deseret book co
1983

ballard M russell do things that make a difference ensign 13 june 1983
68 74

resources for teaching our families ensign 13 february
1983101985101983 10 13
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banfieldbanfieldjilljill todd draw near unto meafe getting closer to god through prayer and
personal revresrevelationelation salt lake city bookcraft 1983

barlow brent A the highs and lows of marriage ensign 13 october 1983
42 45

what husbands expect of wives salt lake city deseret book
co 1983

bateman helen ream roots and wings salt lake city deseret book co 1983
bennion lowell L I11 believe salt lake city deseret book co 1983
benson ezra taft come unto caristchristcarlstcanst salt lake city deseret book co 1983
bingham howard R living with teens A parents handbook salt lake city

deseret book co 1983
brinton sally peterson blessing your home with music enensignsign 13 march

19853619855619833619831985 36 38
britsch R lanier and terrance D olson eds counseling A guide to helping

others salt lake city deseret book co 1983
burgess allan K from twisted ear to reverent tear true stories of humor and

inspiration for teenagers and youth provo perry enterprises 1983
burgess allan K and max H molgard conkerszonkers and other games for latter day

homes and classrooms salt lake city deseret book co 1983
cannon donald Q comp the wisdom of ofjosephjoseph smith orem utah grandin

book 1983
cannon elaine heart to heart salt lake city bookcraft 1983
christensen don M and arda jean yours can be a happy marriage salt lake

city publishers press 1983

christensen joeJ to grow in spirit A ten point plandorplanforplan for becoming more spiritual
salt lake city deseret book co 1983

toward greater spirituality ten important steps ensinensign 13

june 1983 6 9
covey stephen R and truman G madsen marriage and family gospel insights

salt lake city bookcraft 1983

dixon janice vinh and long ensign 13 february 1983 48 52

drake terrance S MD and marvia brown drake teaching your child about
sex salt lake city deseret book co 1983

dunn paul H the human touch salt lake city bookcraft 1983
success Is salt lake city bookcraft 1983

durrant george D and matthew B keeping score salt lake city bookcraft 1983

england kathy talking it over ideas for husbands and wives ensign 13 july
1983381983 38 42

eyre richard M free to be free salt lake city bookcraft 1983
eyring henry reflections of a scientist salt lake city deseret book co 1983
hafen bruce C A willingness to learn from pain ensign 13 october 1983

62 66

harper james M lets help this marriage grow ensign 13 august 1983 24 27
harris james M helping your children like themselves ensign 13 february

1983 14 18

howard F burton the gift of knowing ensign 13 september 1983 28 33
jacobs barbara and briant missions for mai7ieasmarriedsMarrieds salt lake city deseret book

co 1983
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jeffs darnell zollinger train up a child salt lake city deseret book co 1983
jesperson arlyn L learning to lead our family without compulsory means

ensign 13 april 1983 52 55

johnson sherrie instilling a righteous image ensign 13 july 1983 20 23
spiritually centered motherhood salt lake city bookcraft 1983

kimball spencer W are we doing all we can ensign 13 february 1983 2 5

kump eileen gibbons the bread and milk of living ensign 13 march 1983
24 27

the legacy remembered and renewed ensign 13 january 1983 68 69 this
narrative text accompanied the taped segments of 27 march 1982 general
womens meeting

long judith the formula that saved our marriage ensign 13 march 1983
14 17

lundberglundbergjoyjoy saunders book ofmormonof mormon summer provo cherished books 1983
lythgoe dennis and marti youre a mormon now A handbook for new latter

day saints salt lake city olympus publishing company 1983
mackay kris the outstretched arms more stories of courage conviction and

love salt lake city bookcraft 1983
madsen ann N tolerance the beginning of christlike love ensign 13 october

1983 26 3300

maxwell neal A meekness A dimension of true discipleship ensign 13

march 1983 70 74
meyers betty the creation plan A seven day approach to guilt free homemaking

salt lake city deseret book co 1983
mickel david R missionaries parents and girls who wait orem utah randall

book 1983
monson thomas S christmas gifts christmas blessings salt lake city deseret

book co1983co 19831985

conference classics volume two salt lake city deseret book
co 1983

neilsen dorothy L how to look like a million without spending a mint salt lake
city deseret book co 1983

ostler 0 don keeping our balance recognizing and resisting excesses in our
efforts to live the gospel ensign 13 june 1983 10 13

perry janice kapp im trying to be like jesus favorite childrens songs provo

J K perry 1983
richards margaret 1 I rejoice in being a mother ensign 13 march 1983 39 41

robensroberts wright bessie M me andayand my other self an autobiography with spiritual
phenomena bountiful utah horizon publishers 1982

romney marion G converting knowledge into wisdom ensign 13 july 1983
2 6

scharffs gilbert W 101 reasons why I1 like to go to church salt lake city
hawkes publishing 1983

scott virginia R A lesson in love my change of heart toward my wayward
son ensign 13 august 1983 28 32

sill sterling W the best of sterling W sill salt lake city bookcraft 1983

smith barbara B the bonds of sisterhood ensign 13 march 1983 20 23

the powers within Us ensign 13 february 1983 58 61
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smith candace the sunday activity book salt lake city bookcraft 1983

smith hyrum W where eagles rest portland oreg golden eagle motivation
1982

sorensen elaine shaw the educated woman within Us ensign 13 march
19832819852819831985 28 31

sorensen mollie H being missionary to your spouse ensign 13 september
1983 58 61

tanner N eldon remember who you are ensign 13 january 1983 2 5

testimonies of the book of mormon ensign 13 december 1983 6 9
vassel bruno 111IIIililii lengthen your leadership stride bountiful utah horizon

publishers 1983
wach elizabeth 0 me A record extractor ensign 13 september 1983

50 53

wells robert E trust salt lake city bookcraft 1983

whettenwhettenjohnjohn D home teachers an aid to parents ensign 13 june 1983
14 18

winger jerijerljerijJ women in community service ensign 13 march 1983 32 3355

wirthlin joseph B the worth of one A home teacher s guide for working
with inactive members ensign 13 january 1983 16 20

wright leah poole dad what do you want to talk about ensign 13

march 1983 18 19
yorgason blaine M and brenton G the miracle salt lake city bookcraft 1983

bibliographies

sturgess gary some other latter day saint periodicals horizons 1 spring
1983581983 58 62

stathis stephen W A survey of current dissertations and theses dialogue 16

winter 1983 131 34
A survey of current literature dialogue 16 summer 1983

101 19

A survey of current literature dialogue 16 autumn 1983
110 26

stathis stephen W and linda thatcher A survey of current theses and dissertations
dialogue 16 spring 1983 141 44



thou hast made my mountain
to stand strong
ode in double Sessestinalsestina1Sestinatinaltinai1

isaiah twentyfivetwenty five ten in this mountain
shall the hand of the lord rest holding lean
and sandy valleys preeminent in spring
they gather in congeriescongeries of cragged shadows
great mountain chains ranges and monoliths whose
jagged peaks lift up toward luxuriant light

slides of gray shale slip and shine along the light
and boulders like behemoths of the mountain
tip against the layered walls A caves mouth whose
darkness conceals the hungry eyes of a lean
predator waiting like famine in shadows
yawns crookedly from across the wooded spring

coming to the crispness of another spring
here life thrives timber jays and magpies draw light
as they wheel and glide coyotes move through shadows
and raucous squirrels scale the white fir and mountain
ash for remnant cones deer appear like ghosts lean
and fearful of the day moss antlered elk whose

life once stalked by bear cougar and wolf and whose
young once filled the high mountain valleys now spring
through oak brush and thicket over logs that lean
beside the swollen stream in the early light
the yellow flower of the curlleafcurlleanCurlleaf mountain
mahogany scatters sun in the shadows

up from a dark draw and above the shadows
the aspensashens flutter like christmas tinsel whose
sweet green reproves the somber firs and mountain
pine s deep tones bearberriesBearberries and waxflowerswaxflowers spring
wild squaw cabbage and camass grow in the light
meadows redfruitedRedfruited gooseberriesgoose berries feed the lean
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curlewscurfewscurlews and at treelinefreelinetreeline bristlecone pines lean
and twist forever chilled beneath the shadows
of glaciered peaks on the windy heights where light
icy crystals blow only lichen lives long whose
rust and grey flocking brightens the bouldered spring
I1 I1 lord by thy favour thou has made my mountain

to stand strong 2 down from the desolate mountain
peaks cataracts somersault between the lean
chasm walls over the sharp edged cliff they spring
and fan to waterfall veils leaving shadows
of moisture under the overhang streams whose
pebbled beds run bright beneath the crystal light

flow swiftly winding through fern forests and light
meadow grass gaining strength along the mountain
slopes to roar toward the valley floor water whose
substance gives survival or death for the lean
desert life now crashes free through the shadows
imbued with the power of the mountain spring

hundreds of centuries past before this spring
before the sad dimming of their savage light
when beaded lives became a song of shadows
and great legends were lost among the mountain
ledges hills were filled with a race bronze and lean
people who reverencedreverencerreverenced the living earth whose

keen eyes saw that all things had puhacpuha9puha3 and whose
prayers thanked the water for sharing from its spring
thanked the mountain for pinon nuts from its lean
crop and thanked the sun for its great gift of light
where are those wanderers lost from the mountain
where are the shamen4 who told tales of shadows

they are there when the owl cries from the shadows
and when almost unseen a meadowlark whose
song belies its common wings gilds the mountain
air with tonal wealth they are there in the spring
when late crusty snow melts softly in the light
they are there with the stippled trout and the lean
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doe can mankind now let all living things lean
toward a holy peace and fill frightening shadows
of the night or black terrors of death with light
1 I will lift my eyes unto the hills 5 yet whose
hand will soothe but his who formed each stone and spring
each lake and gentle bay and great grey mountain

oh father thy mountain of man is most lean
in his frantic spring he stumbles through shadows
thou whose name is peace give him thy holy light 6

sally T taylor

sally T taylor an assistantassistant professor of english at brigham young university won first place at the eisteddfod
festival at BYU inin february 1984 with this poem the poem was later published inin A little light at the edge
ofdayobdayof day provo utah press publishing 1984 61 63

1 the sestinasestmasentma the most complicated odtheoftheof the verse forms initiated by the twelfth century wandering singers
known as troubadourstrouba dours isis composed of sixsix stanzas of sixsix lines each followed by an envoy or concluding stanza
that incorporates lines or words used before inin this case the words instead of rhymes end each line inin a

definite pattern the earliest example isis inin fact a double sestinasestmasentma kidneyssidneysSidneys ye goatherd gods
the poem has two sets of sixsix six line stanzas with a triplet concluding the whole the same sixsix

key words end the lines of each stanza their order isis always a permutation of the order inin the stanza just
preceding the pattern is6isais 6 1 5 2 4 3aieyleyie3ieie the last word of line 1 of any stanza isis always the same as the last

word of line 6 inin the preceding stanza line 2 always ends like the preceding stanzas line 1 line 3 like line 5

line 4 like line 2 line 5 like line 4 and line 6 like line 3 all sinsixsix key words appear min the triplet inin the same
order as that of the first and seventh stanzas the norton anthology of poetry 3dad ed new york
W W norton 1970 1418 153

saimpsalmsalm 30750730 7

3ananaan indian word meaning supernatural power
indian healers or wisemenwisemen
psalm 1211121 1

final note all lines have eleven syllables following the pattern set by sir phillip sidney 1554 1586
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RICHARD LLOYDUOYDlioyd ANDERSON understanding paul salt lake
city deseret book 1983 448 ppap 7957.95795

reviewed by kent P jackson assistant professor of ancient scripture brigham
young university

with his publication of understanding paul richard L anderson
has made available for the first time a major work that examines the
life and writings of the apostle paul from the perspective of both
pauls world and the doctrines of the restored gospel writing from
the vantage point of a lifetime of commitment to the message paul
taught and almost three decades of studying and teaching about
paul anderson has achieved a marriage of gospel and secular learning
that should be a paradigm for latter day saint ancient scripture
studies for many years

paul embodied many of the complexities of his generation As a
jew of the diaspora he grew up in a world which encompassed the
conservative traditions of his forebearersforebearers and the liberal cosmopolitanism
of his neighbors A practicing pharisee trained as a scholar in that
profession at the feet of one of its foremost rabbis he held status in
his jewish faith and functioned closely with its hierarchy he was a
product of the greek world in which he was born and raised and he
was a citizen of rome as well not only a product of that empire
with its ever expanding world and world view but actually enjoying the
status of membership in its elite citizenry although he undoubtedly
spoke the aramaic of his jewish brethren and read the hebrew of
their sacred texts his acts speeches and writings are preserved
forever in the language of the greeks the world language ofhis day
which paul knew and used with flawless eloquence such complexities
were the realities of pauls life and they formed the backdrop of his
ministry without understanding them it is difficult to understand
fully paul the man his life and his writings

the foremost contribution of andersonandersen s understanding paul is
its incorporation of these facets of pauls world into the context of the
gospel message the ancient apostle taught for anderson it is the
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message itself that is of prime importance historical cultural and
linguistic insights so lavishly provided in the book serve as a tool to
understanding the very focus of pauls efforts the message of the
gospel

understanding paul is divided into eight chapters and four
appendices two of the chapters deal with introductory issues the
third discusses pauls ministry as described in the book of acts and
the remaining five chapters each deal with a collection of pauls letters
in these final chapters the letters are grouped into fairly standard
divisions that reflect subject matter date and place of writing the
book as a whole is not a commentary on the new testament text it is

for the most part an analysis of the issues discussed by paul in his
letters in the chapters that deal with the epistles following valuable
introductory material anderson discusses the letters topically he
has chosen from each letter the most significant doctrinal issues
anywhere from one to nine and he discusses each in depth both

within the context of pauls other writings and within the context of
the doctrines as restored by byjosephjoseph smith readers seeking a verse by
verse commentary will not find it in this book but the issue by issue
commentary is most valuable for understanding paul and his larger
message

the appendices add to the readers understanding of paul and
his world among the valuable material in the appendices is a lengthy
chronological chart that outlines the events of pauls career and
proposes dates for them

along with the many strengths of understanding paul nevertheless
two possible weaknesses come to mind As mentioned above the
book is a topic by topic commentary rather than a commentary on
the text thus some readers may not find the book as useful as it
would be otherwise in locating information on specific passages
however the excellent scripture index at the end of the book refers
readers to any scriptural passage discussed in the book serious
readers who seek better understanding of pauls theology and of his
approach to teaching the gospel will not be disappointed with the format
of the book in fact andersons topical approach to the letters is

undoubtedly one of the great strengths of understanding paul
however less serviceable the book may appear to some who need a

commentary on the text in andersons work the issues are discussed
in an organized and detailed manner not piecemeal as they appear
in pauls writings this gives the reader a greater sense of actually
understanding paul and the doctrines he taught
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A second criticism has more to do with editorial matters the
book would be much more readable if it had more subheadingsheadingssub one
chapter alone goes for thirty pages without a break in the text
this not only makes that chapter tedious to read but it also makes
the book less serviceable to those readers who otherwise could find
desired topics more easily there are other places in the book where a
break in the text would have provided a welcome mental and visual
pause

some may accuse anderson of trying to present paul as a modern
day latter day saint in understanding paul such a criticism is
factually unfounded and it raises a philosophical issue that requires
a brief comment in this review paul claimed in soberness that
the gospel message which he taught was revealed to him that he

neither received it of man neither was he taught it but by the
revelation of jesus christ gal 111212 he went to great lengths to
emphasize this fact similarly joseph smith claimed to have received
his doctrine from the same source for latter day saints who accept
the testimonies of both inspired men it is not only justifiable but
indeed necessary to conclude that they understood and taught
the gospel and its doctrines in the same way since the modern
revelations the book of mormon the doctrine and covenants and
the pearl of great price were given specifically to reveal untainted
truth in a world of theological confusion latter day saint scholars
need not hesitate to turn to those sources to understand the things
that paul taught the gospel as understood in the LDS church
provides the theological backdrop for anderson s work on paul he
draws liberally from the speeches and writings of joseph smith and
explains paul to a latter day saint readership through the perspective
of the latter day saint faith this is a strength not a weakness of his
work

finally understanding paul responds often to the beliefs and
interpretations of other christian faiths regarding paul s message
richard lloyd anderson possibly understands the protestant and
catholic perspectives on the new testament better than any other
latter day saint bible scholar his book makes frequent reference
to those perspectives to show latter day saints the strength of the
LDS position with an understanding of both paul and the gospel
it is no surprise to find that the message of modern revelation is

consistent with the gospel message of paul were it not so one would
be compelled to conclude either paul or joseph smith to be in
error
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MILTON V BACKMAN JR eyewitness accounts of the restoration
orem utah grandin book company 1984 239 ppap 129512.951295

reviewed by larry C porter director church history religious studies center
brigham young university

milton backmansbackmannBackmans eyewitness accounts odtheof fhethe restoration began
with an intended single testimonium that ofofjosephjoseph smith originally
backman intended to carefully harmonize josephs four dictated
statements pertaining to the first vision the 18321852 recital the 1835183318531855
description the 1838 account and the 1842 wentworth letter As
the writing progressed however backman felt it would be illuminating
to present the accounts of moronis visitations further expansion
brought in pertinent accounts of the eleven special witnesses to the book
of mormon thus broadening the book s initial base to include statements
of key contemporary observers in the early mormon movement

the text is very joseph oriented its primary content centers
on the prophet s own accounts of his interactions with the miraculous
biographical information on those named in the accounts other
than joseph smith is intentionally limited a minimal background
sketch on each of the witnesses merely identifies his role moreover
eyewitness accounts odtheof the restoration is not a history of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints in new york and pennsylvania
backman places emphasis on the statements of individuals concerning
specific events and not on the overall historical setting

inquirers increasingly desire to examine documents pertaining to
early mormonism in order to piece together the varied facets of its
past understandably many who would enjoy such a study do not
have sufficient time or access to certain sources aware of this problem
backman compiled sources capsulizing what is known on pertinent
restoration subjects and made them available in one account

backmansbackmannBackmans work is a well formulated laymanshaymanslaymans manual to the
sequence of important documents ofjosephofjoseph smith and other witnesses
to the restoration after examining original sources on a given topic
he has integrated the contents to a single document references used
in the amalgamation of these sources have been cited for those who
may wish to examine the original texts in effect this volume is an
excellent index to the recurrent question of now where does that
statement come from

the books pervading assumption is that joseph smith was an
accurate historian similarly a comparison of the witnesses respective
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statements reveals a minimum of conflict of detail in their accounts
this volume was unquestionably written to promote faith and not to
expose conflict As a proselyting tool it highlights the most powerful
statements corroborating the restoration

whenever a compilation is created there is also an automatic
potential to fashion new problems it is not difficult to place documents
in chronological order but it then becomes all too easy to change the
meaning by lifting a phrase or sentence from the original text there
is always the pursuant problem of knowing just how much should
be quoted versus how much should be trimmed the author has
succeeded in his efforts to remain true to the conceptual intent of the
documents under scrutiny

eyewitness accounts of the restoration does not contain a great
deal more than that published before however its value lies in the
gathering of scattered references those interested in examining the
content of original documents which have been coordinated in a popular
format will definitely enjoy the style utilized by milton V backmanbackmanjrjr
in this singular volume the continuity the format arrangement and the
addition of new materials combine to frame a decidedly readable text

MARILYN BROWN goodbye hello sandy utah randall book
co 1984 123123ppappp 6956.95695

reviewed by richard H cracroft professor of english and dean of the college of
humanities brigham young university

if on the palate of mormon literary tastes the giantjoshuaglantgiant joshua and
the evening and the morning are prime rib and marilyn browns
more recent and remarkable the earthkeepersearth keepers is filet mignon then
goodbye hello browns slighter but well marbled offering must be
a tender rib steak but there the metaphor must fade for brown is no
modern mormon prose tenderizertenderizer she is instead a skillful artist a
judicious craftsman who has shaped yet another warm and lyrical
book which will age well to the delight of those who anticipate a
significant mormon literature that examines life and lives through the
eyes of faith sharpened by mormon doctrines practices and culture

too often mormon writers particularly those of what edward geary
has called mormondom s lost generation have attempted to
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write from a position of apparent faith only to reveal their axe grinding
differences with mormonism in a prose fraught with art but very little
mormon heart thus they belie the very traditions they are attempting
to recreatere create As a work of mormon literature goodbye hello is

refreshing then for browns characters and themes and setting are
unabashedly and unapologetically mormon and still they work as

literature
teresa trissy mcqueen an aging woman who has suffered a

stroke is visited during her last hours by otherworldlyother worldly beings dressed
in white robes wavering on the threshold of eternity teresa recognizes
some of the figures yet is troubled by one who draws near but whom
she does not quite recognize As the dying woman moves steadily
towards eternity the novel recounts her gradual discovery of the
identity of the mysterious visitor in the process of making that
discovery teresa relives three or four years ofotherher childhood from the
age of five through eight the period of the courtship and early marriage
of her sister till clothilde and her brother in law rye hadley

the frame structure of the novel permits brown to portray
strikingly life on the brink of eternity these deathbed scenes are told
from the point of view of a woman who has done her work well and
kept the faith one for whom the world no longer holds much interest
but one who continues to be concerned about her sister s eternal well-
being at one point the reminiscing teresa looks up and sees a big
slab ofwhite light like a page with a dark spot on it and thinks my
life s over and there I1 go with my white page and a spot on it p 2

the spot turns out to be however not a blot on her book of life but
a granddaughter standing in the sunny doorway p 2 and
recalled to the present teresa remembers that she is in her daughters
home brown evokes the closeness of the earth and eternity in many
similarly effective images throughout the book weaving edenic imagery
apple trees a lost and found ring a rocking chair and birth and
death into a tightly and colorfully woven tapestry which attests to the
authors skill

for most of the book however the frame structure plants trissy
firmly in the past where she recreates her childhood home in pioneer
utah antimony circlevilleCircleville fillmore and recalls the courtship
of till and rye that blossomingblossoming courtship encounters an obstacle
in trissy s pa who correctly it turns out perceives rye s lack of
commitment to mormon values and beliefs and so opposes the marriage
rye contradicts pa s judgment by proving himself capable of keeping a
job and by withstanding pa s careful investigation into his reputation
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and life in fillmore the couple marry weather some adjustment
difficulties leave utah for idaho and eventually move to california
where to the distress of trissy and her parents they gradually
withdraw from the family and leave mormonismMormontmormonism for another church
thus apparently fracturing the eternal family unit

brown is effective not only because ofotherher sustained skillful prose
with its rich images but also because in describing the events of the
novel through the mind ofofafivea givefive to eight year oldoid child as recalled by
the memory of an old and wise woman she has managed to impart
meaning both to the innocent childs exposure to experience and to
the old woman s understanding of the brevity and richness ofmortality
as she ponders the experiences of the child trissy

brown also effectively portrays the mormon past donald R marshall
accurately asserts that no one since maureen whipple s giantioshmaglantgiant joshua
has a better gift for transporting us back to a mormon past that is

vivid tangible and hauntingly convincing book jacket subtle
understated the faithful mormonnessMormonness of the story is convincing not
only in the faith of the family members in their prayers in their
adherence to the word of wisdom and in their authentic application
of mormon folkwaysfolkways but also in their strong belief in the eternal
nature of their relationships a faith which tempers the pain caused
by the deaths of loved ones and heightens their concern with the erring
conduct of family members who are sealed to each other for eternity

the book centered in incidents in the king family history is

based on such eternal concerns the goodbye and hello of the
title spring not only from the frequent mortal necessity of bidding
goodbye to loved ones who die the world seemed made of good-
byes and hellos p 117 teresa says at one point but also from the
welcomes of kin on the other side of the veil the book becomes for
teresa mcqueen a working out of that greeting on the threshold of
eternity

brown has made very real not only the psychology of a five year old
child through whose eyes we relive the events but also such occasions
as the rural utah wedding christmas on the farm and the daily life
of the frontier mormon family whether she is describing the making
of lye soap the gathering of wood chips for the fire or the inside of
early utah homes and stores brown has blended her poetic lyricism
with her keen ear and eye for history to create a memorable novel
which is at once a literary accomplishment and a book which should
be popular those interested in the destiny of mormon fiction will
welcome this novel as another felicitous step toward a happy future in
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a period which may yet be regarded as an era of renaissance for mormon
literature

ORSON SCOTT CARD A woman of destiny new york berkley
books 1984 713 ppap 3955953.95395

DONALD R MARSHALL zinnie stokes zinnie stokes salt lake
city deseret book co 1984 144 ppap 7957.95795

DOUGLAS H THAYER summer fire midvale utah orion
books 1983 259259ppappp 5955.95595

reviewed by edward A geary professor of english at brigham young university
and editor of BYU studies

after thirty years in the doldrums the novel on mormon themes
has found new life recently with several titles published each year
many of the new mormon novels however are only superficially
mormon being merely adaptations for LDS audiences ofmass market
fiction formulas serious mormon fiction writers have tended to
concentrate on the short story which has lent itself to some significant
experimentation and for which dialogue sunstonesuns fone BYOBYU studies
and even on occasion the church magazines have provided an
outlet two of the writers under review donald marshall and
douglas thayer have established reputations primarily as writers of
mormon regional short stories zinnie stokes zinnie stokes and
summer fire are their first published novels orson scott card has
achieved his most notable success in the field of science fiction
though he has written plays on mormon themes A woman ofofdestinydestiny
is his first mormon novel and probably his most ambitious work to
date

the three novels are quite different from one another and could
indeed be said to represent divergent trends one is an inside
novel for outsiders written from a mormon perspective but aimed
at a mass market audience another is in some respects an outside
novel for insiders only incidentally mormon in its themes but published
by the major LDS publisher for LDS readers the third is an inside
novel for insiders
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orson scott cards A woman of destiny may well be the most
sympathetic fictional treatment of mormon history ever issued by
a national publisher but that claim once made requires some
qualification the novel published in paperback by berkley books
has reportedly had a very good sale but one wonders what the
purchasers thought they were buying the title the cover design on
the front an aristocratic looking woman against a backdrop of sailing
ship and covered wagon on the back the same woman disrobeddisroberdisrobed in a
passionate embrace and the blurbsblurs the epic saga of a woman who
dared to search the world for love all suggest the formula historical
romance how many readers picked up the book at the supermarket
bookrack only to be disappointed when they discovered that the novel
does not conform to the expected stereotype and on the other hand
how many people who might have enjoyed the book were deterred by
the garish come on thinking that it was cheap sensational fiction

A pomanwoman of destiny is not cheap fiction though it serves up
more generous portions of sex and violence than some readers will
care for and though card has a tendency to slip into the language of
formula fiction when he describes passion her achingly sweet body
that was always eager for him that never could be satisfied in
addition his characters especially the women discuss sexual matters
with a frankness that isis more characteristic of the late twentieth
century than the mid nineteenth but this is a big book vividly
imagined and rich in incident and the sensational scenes are balanced
by more sensitive and moving passages

the woman of destiny of the title is dinah kirkham born to
a middle class lancashire family that has come down in the world
abandoned by their neer do well father dinah and her two brothers
and their mother struggle for survival in the manchester slums through
scenes that could have been lifted out of victorian blue book
reports on poverty in the midlands complete with open sewers
sweatshops child labor even the obligatory chimneysweepchimney sweep episode
through determination hard work natural gifts and considerable
luck they pick themselves up by their bootstraps and achieve success
and respectability there is more than a little horatio alger in this
book but for dinah the transition from mill girl to middle class
housewife is unsatisfying since it ties her to a crude and fumbling
husband whom she married under pressure from her family to save
her reputation after an attempted rape by her employer thus when
heber C kimball arrives in manchester he finds a responsive ear in
dinah who sees in the restoration message a confirmation of the
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sense of special destiny she has cultivated since childhood though it
costs her a great deal she joins the church and emigrates to nauvoo
where she becomes a spiritual leader among the women and a secret
plural wife to joseph smith after the martyrdom she joins the
westward trek of the saints eventually becoming the grand old lady of
mormondom the prophetess so formidable that even brigham young
must treat her with care

some elements of dinah kirkham s character as well as several
key incidents in the novel are obviously borrowed from the career of
eliza R snow a fact that has provoked criticism from some readers
who feel that this represents both a distortion of history and a sort of
preemption of authentic biography but this is simply one of the risks
the historical novelist takes particularly when he deals with a history so

passionately cherished and so heavily mythologizedmythologizer as mormon history
of the nauvoo period not that card s history is bad he has had
the benefit of advice from a distinguished mormon historian thinly
disguised in the acknowledgments as jared B ames and I1 find
his treatment of nauvoo people and events much more satisfying than
those of samuel W taylor or virginia sorenson or vardis fisher if for
no other reason than that I1 can imagine card s joseph smith attracting
the loyalty of thousands of followers but still it is cards joseph and
his emma and brigham young and heber and vilate kimball and
to my mind the author runs greater risks in his treatment of these
characters than he does in borrowing from eliza R snow historical
fiction when it treats actual historical figures requires the novelist to
attribute motives and to speculate on the inner lives of people whose
inner lives we cannot know As a fictional character cards joseph is

sympathetic and well realized but I1 suspect that it is difficult for most
LDS readers to accept any fictionalized treatment of joseph smith
except of course their own

A word remains to be said about card s technical achievement A
book jacket blurb proclaims A woman of destinyofdestiny as an epic saga
I1 am not sure what an epic saga is but it is to the novels credit that it
is neither an epic nor a saga the tradition of the novel is quite
distinct from the tradition of the epic and a novelist who aims at an
epic treatment usually ends up not with an epic but with a diffuse
and incoherent novel cards focus on dinah and her family provides
his novel with its indispensable center and the credibility is

further enhanced by the pretense that the novel is a sort of family
history each of the ten books begins with an essay by 0 kirkham
salt lake city 198119 81 a descendant of dinah s brother charlie
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who has discovered dinahs journal in the church archives and is

attempting to reconstruct her life from the limited documentary
evidence this is a simple and by no means original device but card
uses it to good effect to give a sense of controlled distance and
authenticity

donald R marshallsmarchallsMarshalls zinnie stokes zinnie stokes is the shortest
of these three novels and the slightest it is essentially a wish
fulfillment fantasy built on the themes of the ugly duckling and the
quest for the golden girl with just enough realistic detail to make
you think that this sort of thing might possibly happen the book has
been a local bestseller and it makes a pleasant evenings reading but
it falls short of marshallsmarchallsMarshalls earlier volumes the rummage sale and
frost in the orchard in both thematic significance and the vividness
of the writing

gavin terry marshallsmarchallsMarshalls protagonist had spent his adolescence as
a non mormon in cedar city utah and then joined the LDS church
after he moved away from the state this situation suggests interesting
possibilities for development but they are possibilities the novel does
not develop As far as we can tell nobody that he grew up with in
cedar city cared much whether he was a mormon or not and there is

no indication that his conversion has had a very profound effect on his
life gavin returns to cedar city from his home in ohio after the
death of his wife in order to square accounts to make right the errors
and omissions of his youth in fact the list of his youthful peccadilloes
is remarkably short he once kept excessive change from a transaction
at the corner grocery he let a widow pay him for more hours than he
actually worked and he left cedar city at the end of his junior year in
high school with hard feelings toward two of his classmates his most
serious offense having rejected a poor plain little farm girl from
enoch when she invited him to a dance is one that he had entirely
forgotten until he meets her again now a hauntingly lovely woman
in the language of the book jacket blurb with a mystery the novel

unravels the mystery which is actually rather predictable and ends
with gavins life pointed in a new direction

the most convincing writing in zinnie stokes zinnie stokes
occurs in the opening pages with the account of gavins reaction to
his wifescifes death after a protracted ordeal with cancer but the intense
emotions of the beginning do not last long and for a young father
who has lost a loved companion gavin is remarkably unburdened it
is as though the author lacked the energy to continue the kind of
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novel he began indeed the whole book seems a little tired the
satiric insights of marshallsmarchallsMarshalls earlier work the comic utah names the
vivid evocation of small town life all are muted or nonexistent in this
novel and with them has gone most of the poignancy that characterizes
the authors best work

douglas H thayersthadersThayers summer fire like his earlier volume
under the cottonwoodsCottonwoods represents an experiment to determine
whether mormon values can be subjected to the scrutiny of serious
fiction not from a standpoint of partial or complete alienation as has
been the case with much serious mormon fiction in the past but from
a moral position firmly within the LDS framework for this reason
even though his work is formally quite conventional thayer may be
the most innovative writer in mormon letters today

summer fire is the story of a sensitive and sheltered adolescents
first encounter with evil sixteen year old owen nelson who like
most of thayersthadersThayers protagonists has grown up in provo goes with his
cousin randy to work on a ranch in nevada where the foreman a
powerful but war scarred man named staver makes a point of corrupting
the summer hands with drink gambling and sex randy succumbs
to temptation owen does not but he does come to see that the
moral universe is a much more complex and difficult place than he
had imagined

presented in outline form like this the novel appears to be a
rather typical initiation story and so it is what distinguishes it is

its examination of mormon values and the means by which they are
inculcated into the young owens situation is peculiar in that he
has been the only male in a household dominated by his genteel
grandmother since his father who died when owen was three years old
and who his grandmother assures him is by this time well advanced
toward godhood is not around to provide a practical model ofmasculine
frailty owen has grown up purely on the LDS ideal of manhood an
amalgam of the idealized models of all the primary and sunday school
and aaronic priesthood and seminary lessons he has heard plus the
equally abstract and genteel ideals of the boy scout movement so
intense is his preoccupation with perfection that he cannot understand
the necessity for the atonement the thematic keynote of the novel is

expressed in owens remembered conversation with his seminary teacher

brother anderson said that we all needed the atonement he said that
the lord would suffer for our sins if we would let him and his blood
wash us clean I1 asked brother anderson after class if you needed the
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atonement if you kept all the commandments he said no not if you
kept thernallthernelltherthemnallnailnaliallaliail and he asked me if I1 kept them all

1 I think I1 have

thats good keep it up but keep the lord in mind you may
need him some day

P 5

the novel is essentially a working out of owens discovery that
perfection is a bigger order than he had thought by the summers
end he has learned that he is not exempt from the fallible human
condition and he has gained at least an incipient appreciation of the
necessity of atonement

I1 looked at my hands and then I1 looked at randy and the other people
in the bus whose faces I1 could see I1 knew that I1 wasnt any different
from them and I1 knew that was part of what id learned but there was
something else something even more important that I1 didnt have a
word for yet but I1 would it was a word like prayer or faith or love

P 22565 6

the missing word is presumably grace though the point is

somewhat blurred by the fact that in addition to his new insights
owen also gets the expensive bicycle he wanted

summer fire is an important mormon novel in spite of a badly
chosen title 1I much prefer either ofofthayersofTThhayersayers two working titles for the
book slaverstaverstaverwoaand summersummerhandshands however the book does have some
significant technical shortcomings the narrative flow is not as strong
as it could be and there is too much repetition of similar incidents
especially in the middle portion of the novel A summer of ranch work
will of course involve a good deal of tedium but a novel about such a
summer ought not to become tedious one of the great challenges of
fiction in the realistic mode is to convey a sense of the banality of life
without itself being banal summerffresummer birefirebere does not entirely succeed in this

despite these weaknesses the book is well worth reading and
shows the author s growing mastery of his themes and his craft the
major characters are solidly realized owen is not an appealing
character but he is convincing and through him thayer presents
some powerful insights into the pitfalls of the mormon genteel tradition
I1 was particularly struck by the idea that an intense drive for perfection
goes hand in hand with a tendency toward narcissism probably the
greatest obstacle to owens moral growth is his preoccupation with
himself with the rightness of his conduct the weight of his body the
strength of his muscles the pimples on his face though he often
thinks he is thinking of others he is almost always regarding himself
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as though from outside himself a tendency which james joyce rightly
associates in A painful case with moral paralysis randy the
more fallible yet somehow more likeable mormon boy is rather
sketchily drawn but the portrait of staver though his motives
remain somewhat mysterious is very effective thayer suggests much
more than he makes explicit in his treatment of staver a technique
he could have profitably employed with other characters as well
especially the pious dying housekeeper mrs cummings

one of the novels real delights is the character ofstanofstadof stan the hired
man with the endless repertoire of tall tales who is always pulling
owens leg it is rare to find such a good slice of the vernacular tradition
in a contemporary novel and the character reveals a gift for humor
that is not apparent inin thayersthadersThayers earlier work local detail has always
been one ofofthayersofTThhayersayers strong points and it is a strong point here as

scenes are rendered with a sharp concreteness that tempts the reader
to go to nevada in search of the battle river valley this is true even
though the accuracy of particular details might be called into question
for example I1 seriously doubt whether any stream in the southern
half of nevada could supply the gunnysacksgunnysacks full of big trout that
staver takes out of the battle river when he dynamites the holes for
his weekly fish fries and the old farmer in me is pained at the time lag
between mowing and baling on thejohnson ranch with its attendant
loss of nutritious hayleaveshayleaves but the very fact that one can quibble
about specific details in this way is an indication of how completely
realized thesensorythe sensory world of this novel is whatever its shortcomings
summer fire has the solidity of a lived experience and in fiction that
is the essential quality

MARK A NOLL NATHAN 0 HATCH GEORGE M MARSDEN
DAVID F WELLS andjohnandyjohnand JOHN D woodbridge eds eerdmans
handbook to christianity in Ameamericatica grand rapids midimich william B

eerdmans publishing co 1983 507 ppap illustrations maps charts
photographs and index 249524.952495

reviewed by milton V backman jr professor of church history and doctrine
brigham young university

describing multiple aspects of a complex religious history is a
task that could penetrate sensitive subjects controversial themes
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diverse beliefs and trends difficult to identify and summarize to
obtain accuracy and to assure just such objectivity the five editors of
eerdmans handbook of christianity in america sought assistance
from sixty five contributors these included some of the best known
scholars of religious history such as sidney AhIahlahlstromstrom martin E martymany
and edwin S gaustad the editors wrote a brief history of religious
developments in america dividing this narrative into four major
sections god and the colonies christianity and democracy
from the revolution to the civil war the era of crisis from
christendom to pluralism and christianity in a secular age
from the depression to the present this general history serves as a
setting and introduction for succinct essays two or three pages on
people and movements reproductions of documents citations of
provocative statements by religious leaders and writers maps charts
timelinestimelinesstimelines and more than three hundred and fifty photographs are
also inserted in the general narrative

one of the strengths of this generally well written work is the
accumulation of knowledge from its variousvarious contributors but the
flflowow of the work is interrupted by the innumerable insertions and
conflicting writing styles although a few authors tend to be wordy
and ambiguous most write with clarity this handbook includes
outstanding yet brief descriptions of religious trends in america as
well as many exceptional religiously oriented biographical essays such
as sketches identifying contributions and beliefs ofofanneojanneanne hutchinson
abraham lincoln elizabeth seaton frederick douglass billy graham
and martin luther king jr this work however is weakened by
inadequate historical sketches of some faiths such as the southern
baptist convention disciples of christ christian church church 0of
christ and seventh day adventists and by controversial statements
or glaring errors in other accounts such as in the essays on christian
science and the church of jesus christ of latter day saints the
handbook also lacks consistency in describing belief patterns of
religious communities some essays include references to unique
beliefs such as some beliefs of christian scientists and jehovahsJehovahs
witnesses but other articles such as the essays on seventh day
adventists and latter day saints show almost a total absence of such
information

moreover a few statements regarding church membership and
activity would be challenged by many scholars of religious history
the narrative describing religion in colonial america basically
describing the thirteen colonies that became the united states
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makes a reference generally endorsed by writers in this field that only
five percent of the adults in the southern colonies were members of a
church after citing this estimate one historian suggests that at the
end of the colonial period more than half of all americans attended
church regularly appp 75 77 that membership of the roman catholic
faith in this country in 1860 was 353.53555 million also seems too high an
estimate p 235255

the main narrative contains few references to mormonism or
joseph smith and the charts identifying major religious groups
in america make no mention of this faith the major reference to
mormonism in the main narrative is under the subheading radical
and social reform thomas and mary nichols one editor writes

A world of confusing and fluid expectations spawned schemes
which seemed as imminently plausible a century and a half ago as

they seem bizarre today p 196 such as various health reform
movements phrenology mesmerism spiritualism and free love in
this climate it was no accident that the 1830s saw the genesis of the
mormonscormons and the milleritesMille rites p 196 and one of the few references
to joseph smith in the main narrative is a quotation without any
indication of a source not using footnotes is a common practice in
most general textbooks of joseph smith it was said that he had
his own original eloquence peculiar to himself not polished not

studied not smoothed and softened by education and refined by
art p 178 although the work is primarily historical and contains
few references to the patterns of faith of various denominations the
only references to mormonism in the latter part of the handbook are
that jehovahsJehovahs witnesses and mormonscormons are more unorthodox than
seventh day adventists p 302 and that mormonscormons are a distinctive
doctrinal break from christianity p 400 in harmony with many
other non mormon publications this work emphasizes that mormonism
and the book of mormon are products of the times representing
popular teachings proclaimed in western new york during the 1820s
however the handbook fails to note the similarities of early beliefs of
latter day saints with beliefs held by early christians by people
during the middle ages or by those during the reformation

most of the information about the church ofiesusofjesus christ of latter
day saints is included in a three page essay written by lawrence foster
author of religion and sexuality oxford 1981 foster is an associate
professor of american history at georgia institute of technology in
atlanta although this historian is generally more sympathetic and
often more reliable in his presentations on mormonism than many
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other non LDS scholars he makes several mistakes in unfolding a
brief history of the latter day saints he writes that after a series of
visionary experiences beginning in the early 1820s smith concluded
that all existing religions were wrong p 200 since foster does not
accept as reliable history the account of the first vision included in the
pearl of great price he does not mention in his essay thatjosephthat joseph smith
testified that the father and the son visited him in the spring of 1820
and told him at that time that he should join none of the churches
other statements in this essay which misrepresent the views of a high
percentage of active latter day saints relate to the book of mormon
and the other standard works for example foster contends that the
book of mormon is a highly complex work of the religious imagination
which addressed and provided answers for most of the religious questions
that had been troubling people in areas of the northeast such as the
one in which smith grew up p 200 foster further implies that
latter day saints believe the standard works contain a synthesis of
all previously valid human truth p 201 his statement describing
why latter day saints were persecuted prior to the exodus west is an
oversimplification their view of themselves as a chosen people
with an almost tribal loyalty to the group frightened americans who
believed in religious and social pluralism p 201 unfortunately
fosters condensation precipitates some of these inaccuracies and
inadequate explanations foster makes an effort to summarize the
history of the mormon faith in a few pages appp 200 2 he even
attempts to describe the history of mormonism from brigham young
to the present in one short paragraph

because it provides so much data in one place condensation is a
major benefit of any handbook but no reader should stop with just
an outline however helpful eerdmanshandbookeerdmans handbook both benefits and
suffers from condensation it ignores for example that mormonism
has become one of the largest faiths in america with a US member-
ship of more than three million and is currently the fastest growing
denomination of faiths with more than one million members by
percentage in the united states

nevertheless though the work contains glaring weaknesses
eerdmanshandbookeerdmansfEerdmans handbook to christianity in ame7icaamerica is a major contribution
this book contains the best collection of succinct religiously oriented
biographical sketches and summaries of religious trends in america
currently available in a one volume work written for the general public
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